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Abstract
SHAKESPEARE AND ITALY: Italian sources and Italian cities in The Merchant of
Venice and Romeo and Juliet
William Shakespeare is one of the world‘s best known playwrights and quite a few of his
plays are somehow connected to Italy and its culture. This research paper takes a closer look
at these connections between the Bard and Italy, focusing mainly on two of his plays, The
Merchant of Venice and Romeo and Juliet. The analysis of the Italian novellas by authors
Matteo Bandello, Masuccio Salernitano, Luigi Da Porto and Giovanni Fiorentino underlines
the similarities and differences between them and the plays and provides new findings on this
topic. The first part is of theoretical nature and its function is to explain the conditions in
England during the Elizabethan period and compare them to the state of the Apennine
peninsula during the period of the Italian city-states. The theoretical part functions as the basis
for understanding political, religious and cultural aspects of the two diverse societies and
additionally explains the aspect of intertextuality and the representation of cities in literature.
The analytical part uses the theoretical information provided at the beginning of the paper
and, by means of detailed textual analysis, connects the Italian sources to Shakespeare‘s
plays.
Key words: William Shakespeare, Italy, Romeo and Juliet, The Merchant of Venice

Izvleček
SHAKESPEARE IN ITALIJA: Italijanski viri in italijanska mesta v Beneškem trgovcu
in Romeu in Juliji
William Shakespeare je eden izmed najbolj znanih dramatikov in njegove drame so pogosto
povezane z Italijo in njeno kulturo. Moja magistrska naloga raziskuje prav te povezave med
Bardom in Italijo, pri čemer je analiza osredotočena na Shakespearjevi drami Romeo in Julija
in Beneški trgovec. Omenjeni drami sta analizirani v povezavi z italijanskimi novelami
avtorjev Mattea Bandella, Masuccia Salernitana, Luigija Da Porta in Giovannija Fiorentina.
Analize odkrivajo podobnosti in razlike med dramama in italijanskimi viri ter podajajo nove
ugotovitve o tej temi. Prvi del naloge je teoretične narave, njegov namen je pojasniti razmere
v Angliji v času elizabetinskega obdobja in jih primerjati s stanjem Apeninskega polotoka v
času italijanskih mest-drţav. Teoretični del je dobra podlaga za razumevanje političnih,
verskih in kulturnih okoliščin obeh druţb, dodatno pa pojasnjuje tudi vidik intertekstualnosti
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in prikaz mest v knjiţevnosti. Analitični del s pomočjo izčrpne tekstualne analize povezuje
teoretični del in omenjene italijanske vire s Shakespearjevima dramama.
Ključne besede: William Shakespeare, Italija, Romeo in Julija, Beneški trgovec
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1. Introduction

William Shakespeare is one of the world‘s best known playwrights and quite a few of his
plays are somehow connected to Italy and its culture. Why is Italy so important and what are
the elements that Shakespeare wants to underline? This research paper takes a closer look at
these connections between the Bard and Italy, focusing mainly on two of his plays, The
Merchant of Venice and Romeo and Juliet. His works represent not only captivating plots and
tragic love stories but also portray the life of English and Italian societies.
The main objective is to utilize the acquired knowledge of the Italian and English
languages by exploring the Italian sources that Shakespeare potentially used for his two above
mentioned plays. The goal is to analyse the original Italian novellas by authors Matteo
Bandello, Masuccio Salernitano, Luigi Da Porto and Giovanni Fiorentino and underline the
similarities and differences, providing new findings on this topic. This research paper
hypothesises on to what extent these versions are analogous and whether or not the plays were
written on the basis of these particular Italian sources. The other question that will be
answered concerns the portrayal of Italy in the two Shakespeare‘s plays, arguing that the
portrayal is not objective and that the Italian cities are actually metaphors for the state of
English society during the Elizabethan period. Another question is whether the cities of
Verona and Venice are presented by Shakespeare positively and/or negatively, which will be
confirmed by the textual analysis.
As far as the methodology is concerned, the qualitative research consisting of collecting
data from both observations and case studies is used. The paper consists of two main parts.
The first part is of theoretical nature and its function is to explain the conditions in England
during the Elizabethan period and compare them to the state of the Apennine peninsula during
the period of the Italian city-states. The theoretical part functions as the basis for
understanding political, religious and cultural aspects of the two diverse societies, which
consequently results in better comprehension of Shakespeare‘s works. The first part also
provides basic information on Shakespeare‘s life and influences and continues with analysing
how the Renaissance authors used other authors‘ literary works and borrowed elements for
their own opuses. This particular part demonstrates how Shakespeare was far from being the
only author who borrowed plots and characters from other sources. The theoretical part also
tackles the issue of how cities in general are presented in literature and what are their
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functions. The Italian cities of Venice and Verona are an important part of The Merchant of
Venice and Romeo and Juliet and require a further analysis which is incorporated in the
second part of the paper. Lastly, the Italian works by Bandello, Salernitano, Da Porto and
Fiorentino will be presented in their original forms in order to understand why these novellas
are considered to be sources for the two Shakespeare‘s plays. The whole analysis is based on
these four particular sources and detailed examples are provided throughout the second part of
the paper. The analytical part thus uses the theoretical information provided at the beginning
of the paper and, by means of textual analysis, connects the Italian sources to the
Shakespeare‘s The Merchant of Venice and Romeo and Juliet.
Examining the representation of Italy and the Italian cities in the plays adds new and
relevant evidence to the process of Shakespeare‘s writings. The detailed textual analysis of
the Italian sources, in connection to the previously written case studies on this topic, provides
new information on the great William Shakespeare.
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2. Shakespeare, England and Italy

Shakespeare, England and Italy. The three elements may not have much in common at
first sight, but these initial informative chapters will try to provide the theoretical basis for
understanding them as a unit. Shakespeare actually knew a lot more about Italy and its culture
than one would ever expect. The final result of his Italian knowledge and his originality and
wit is incorporated in his plays, including Romeo and Juliet and The Merchant of Venice
which will be the focal points of this thesis.

2.1. William Shakespeare and the Italian influences

William Shakespeare is a name that resounds all over the world. He can be described as a
playwright that has successfully become a myth. Not much can be said about his life with
precision, in fact, most of what we know today is still based on speculation. Shakespeare
cleverly incorporates various hints about his childhood and adult life in his works. There is
still an ongoing research into the unknown biographical elements: the interest does not seem
to cease and will probably haunt scientific minds for a long time to come. The facts that are
today considered to be basic knowledge of this playwright‘s life are the years 1564 and 1616,
the years of his birth and death respectively. His life is closely connected to the ruling of the
Queen Elizabeth I i.e. The Elizabethan Period (1558 – 1603), which will be further analysed
as the theoretical part advances. The following paragraphs contain a short summary of his
education and major life events which are still very welcome in understanding his plays, since
his views and beliefs are incorporated in his literary opus. In this initial part we are
particularly interested in his knowledge of languages and his potential travels to Europe. It is
also important to understand where he lived and worked and who he socialized with. These
questions could help understand to what extent he acquired the knowledge about Italy and the
Italian language. These elements are consequently also crucial for understanding both Romeo
and Juliet and The Merchant of Venice. What has to be emphasized in advance is that the
extents of Shakespeare‘s knowledge of the Italian language as well as his travels to Europe
are still active topics and critics‘ opinions are very diverse.
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William Shakespeare was born in April of 1564 in Stratford-upon-Avon. His parents,
Mary and John Shakespeare, enrolled him in a grammar school where he learned the ancient
Greek and Latin languages. Park Honan, author of one of Shakespeare‘s biographies criticizes
the limited curriculum these grammar schools had:
―On the other hand, a narrow focus upon Latin could be stultifying. Grammarschool boys were taught nothing about modern history, society, politics, the life of
their town or country or nation, almost nothing about the crafts, the trades,
agriculture, the human body, or any other topic likely to be useful to them.‖
(Honan 61)
In other words, while grammar schools might not have been the best option to learn the
subjects that we now consider important, one thing is certain: it prepared him to understand
Latin which turned out to be crucial for his later playwright career. Lois Potter, the author of
yet another Shakespeare‘s critical biography, reveals some reservations when it comes to how
much Shakespeare actually learned: ―Though it is possible to know more about Shakespeare‘s
education than about any other aspect of his life, what remains opaque is his response to it‖
(Potter 35). Not only are we limited when it comes to stating the facts about the playwright‘s
life, we are also unsure to which extent Shakespeare actually enjoyed learning classical
languages.
Shakespeare later moved to the theatrical centre, London. Honan states that Shakespeare
probably saw the theatre as his ―only chance of success‖ (Honan 111). A new urban
environment meant meeting new people, encountering new ideas and broadening one‘s mind.
The people that he met at that time and that might have influenced his passion for the Italian
culture and language are Thomas Kyd and Henry Wriothesley, the Earl of Southampton.
These two gentlemen are definitely worth mentioning as this is the part of his life where we
can assume he could not have avoided the Italian influence. Lois Potter agrees on this matter
and describes Thomas Kyd as a playwright who had good knowledge of French and Italian
languages and had also translated from the Italian language. The two playwrights probably
met or even collaborated at some point in their careers in London. This is stated as an
important element in Shakespeare‘s biography: ―The importance of these writers is not simply
that Shakespeare must have known them, since the theatrical world was a relatively small one.
It is that he probably worked closely with most of them‖ (Potter 79). A collaboration of this
sort would bring Shakespeare closer to a new knowledge of the Romanic languages and also
influence his further theatrical writings.
8

The other gentleman, Henry Wriothesley, was definitely better known as the Earl of
Southampton during the Elizabethan period. Having that aristocratic title meant he had the
status and, above all, the financial stability to help and sponsor some of the playwrights.
Shakespeare for example dedicated his poem The Rape of Lucrece to Wriothesley, who was
his patron:
―TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE HENRY WRIOTHESLY, EARL OF
SOUTHAMPTON, AND BARON OF TITCHFIELD. The love I dedicate to your
Lordship is without end [...]‖ (retrieved from Shakespeare, William. ―The Rape of
Lucrece‖ Project Gutenberg)
Honan describes his tone as less reserved and more intimate (Honan 177) while Potter
concentrates on the fact that this is the last Shakespeare‘s poetical work that is explicitly
dedicated to the Earl (Potter 131). The relationship Shakespeare had with the Earl meant he
had access to many new precious works of art and newly acquired books. Potter emphasizes
how the Earl of Southampton had knowledge of the Italian language and also ―was a patron of
John Florio, the author of two teach-yourself-Italian books and a distinguished translator‖
(Idem 123). This is yet another evidence of how Shakespeare got in contact with the Italian
language, its culture and its works which would later serve as a great basis for his plays set in
Italy. Potter continues his explanation:
―Shakespeare must have been eager to read the numerous Italian novelle not yet
translated and to make direct contact with the poetry of Ariosto and Tasso, some of
which was quoted in The Faerie Queene. Southampton may have brought the
dramatist and translator into contact, but Shakespeare could have been at least a
beginner in Italian before he ever knew Southampton.‖ (Ibidem)
These connections between the playwright and the people that had extensive
knowledge of Italian help understand how Shakespeare in fact had not necessarily had the
urge to visit Italy and had the ability to learn the language and even read the Italian works in
their original forms.
Italian culture was actually not that foreign or unknown to the English society. Italian
commedia dell’arte, which developed in the middle of the 16th century, soon spread across
Europe and influenced other artists. Many encyclopaedias describe the process of the
development of the Italian theatre. Encyclopaedia Britannica for example states that soon after
the first theatrical pieces emerged, professional troupes started performing in Italy,
9

consequently spreading to other countries. The actors represented various characters that were
imagined as caricatures and had typical, if not stereotypical, features. One of the most famous
characters was the witty Arlecchino (Harlequin). Most of the time performances were based
on pure improvisations, with no specific scripts in mind. The obvious problem behind
improvised acting is in losing, or more precisely, not having any written evidence or facts
about the true commedia dell’arte. The performances were not written down and represent the
kind of art that is in today‘s world simply considered as lost. Still, if we concentrate on what
is known, the travels that these groups of actors did, had an immense impact on the rest of the
society. The travelling troupes visited France, Germany, England, Russia and other European
countries. The travelling was thus crucial for spreading new methods, inventions and
novelties to the world of theatre. Britannica also explains that one of the most important parts
was the legacy that the Italian commedia dell’arte had for other theatrical forms (see:
Encyclopaedia Britannica – link available in bibliography).
Commedia dell’arte soon intertwined with commedia erudita, which also developed
during the 16th century and represented a different dramatic form. Different in the sense that
there existed a script or some kind of written piece on the basis of which they later performed.
Encyclopaedia Britannica describes it as similar to commedia dell’arte as far as the characters
and motifs are considered, but innovative when it comes to the scripts and their origins.
Dramas were written using the works of Italian authors, such as Giovanni Boccaccio or
Ludovico Ariosto. The usage of Latin works was also not uncommon (retrieved from
Encyclopaedia Britannica – link available in bibliography). Leo Salingar, author of the
postscript ―Elizabethan Dramatists and Italy‖, summarizes the Elizabethan period and the
influences in a concise manner. Salingar describes how the Italian influence came to England
in 1560s when various pieces of commedia erudita were adapted to the English language.
What is more, he depicts that from the initial commedia dell’arte the works soon turned into
scripted comedies which still used elements of ―repetitious give-and-take, which actors could
shorten or prolong at will without affecting the plot‖ (Salingar in Mulryne, Shewring 226),
which could have influenced other playwrights, including Shakespeare. The theatrical pieces
were written down and the English playwrights predominantly focused on ―the transmission
of basic character types and on plot complications from Plautus and Terence by way of
commedia erudita‖ (Idem 223). Plautus and Terence were Romanic playwrights who
primarily wrote comedies and these, along with works of other ancient authors, served as
basis for the theatrical pieces of the commedia erudita.
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Shakespeare was just one of the playwrights of the Elizabethan period that
successfully incorporated some of the above mentioned elements in his plays. The setting of
the plays is one of the most obvious connections to the Italian culture: Romeo and Juliet, The
Merchant of Venice, The Taming of the Shrew, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Othello and
other plays all contain numerous references to the Italian cities and countryside. Characters
and plots are today also easily connected to the corresponding Italian works, usually written in
the form of the ―novella‖. The novellas were also commonly performed publicly as part of the
above mentioned commedia erudita. This is yet another reason why exploring and connecting
The Merchant of Venice and Romeo and Juliet to the Italian works is so fascinating and why
finding the matching elements in various versions is rewarding for understanding both the
English and Italian society of the Renaissance period.
Shakespeare was also able to get in contact with the Italian culture through the
individuals who travelled to Italy and brought back first hand experiences. The 16th century
was known for the many travellers that went to Europe, exploring famous cities and writing
about them later in their books. Kenneth R. Bartlett wrote an article about the travellers that
went to Italy and how they reacted upon experiencing a completely new country with
significantly different customs and political situation. He presents the negative aspects
through the works that were published in the second half of the 16 th century. Authors such as
Sir John Cheke and Roger Ascham noticeably write about Italy as a place of crime, evil and
lack of morality. Cheke even writes: ―the farther we go into Italy, the worse‖ (Cheke in
Bartlett 493). Ascham concentrates on the religious downfall of the Italians, stating that they
use the wrong religious books and will soon lose all signs of a true and virtuous religion.
Another excerpt even specifies: ―The hills are woodless, the sea fishless, the women
shameless and the men graceless...‖ (Moorecroft in Bartlett 495). These written works must
be taken with a dose of reservation since the authors were probably influenced by the political
and religious changes that were occurring in their home country. Some of them were
Protestants who encountered the Italian religious differences for the first time and could not
understand them or incorporate them objectively in their writings. Nonetheless, these
travellers‘ books are an important source of data from a historical point of view, and what is
even more, these published works influenced the English readers at that sensitive time. These
were the works that common people read because they were available in their native language
and even if Shakespeare never travelled to Italy, these kinds of written works could have
provided a dose of what Italy was like and inspired his theatrical pieces.
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One of the travellers mentioned in the article is William Barker who actually sought
refuge in Italy. In 1554 he published his work Epitaphia et inscriptions lugubres, writing
about the funerary inscriptions collected all around Italy. The cities from where he took the
inscriptions range from the North of the country to the South, including the city of Naples.
He, unlike the majority of travellers, wrote down very positive experiences regarding Italy
and its people: we could argue that the descriptions are almost idyllic. He also worked as a
translator, providing English versions of some Italian works. While staying in Sienna, he
describes the Italians as ―learned, polished and elegant‖ (Bartlett 500). Other travellers
mentioned by Bartlett include Thomas Hoby, who studied at the University of Padua and
toured the peninsula and the island of Sicily in 1550. He also shared positive experience,
―spoke and wrote Italian perfectly‖ (Idem 504), and Bartlett even described his interest as
―Italophilia‖ (Idem 504). Among others was also William Thomas, who wrote The History of
Italy and Italian Grammar (Idem 502). Thomas‘ books are yet another proof of how Italian
could have been learned not only through grammar school or one‘s official schooling, but
even later at an adult age from manuals like these that were published quite early on.
Shakespeare, who was lucky enough to have a patron and socialize with influential
individuals, had the opportunity to read new publications and learn about Italy from numerous
sources.
The last question that one surely poses concerning Shakespeare‘s life is whether or not
the Bard actually had the opportunity to travel to Italy. This particular question is one of the
most problematic and controversial ones. Ernesto Grillo, who published his Shakespeare and
Italy in 1949, assuredly states that Shakespeare must have visited Italy ―between the autumn
of 1592 and the summer of 1593 [...]‖ (Grillo 133). As Grillo explains, this was the period of
the Plague in England, when most of the country‘s public, cultural, religious and political
activities were suspended. These circumstances would be perfect for Shakespeare to take on a
longer journey to Europe and avoid the disease. Grillo further expresses his certainty of
Shakespeare‘s travels by stating that the Italian elements inserted in Othello, The Merchant of
Venice and The Taming of the Shrew are so precise and concordant with the Italian culture
and history that they could not have been learned anywhere else but in Italy itself. The
examples provided are indeed interesting but may not present enough proof to support his
theory. Grillo even mentions that Shakespeare had the opportunity to read travel books and
was present at the home of the Earl of Southampton, but does not see these elements relevant
enough to give any certain conclusions about Shakespeare‘s life. It also needs to be mentioned
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that the Italian novelle, which were written prior to Shakespeare and contain the stories and
plots later found in Shakespeare‘s theatrical pieces, are another obvious source for his
writings. Precisely for this reason, the novellas will be further analyzed throughout this thesis.
As far as Shakespeare‘s travels are concerned, Jack D‘Amico focuses on a different aspect
of this dilemma. According to his study, Shakespeare‘s main goal was not to portray Italy as a
foreign country which has no correlations to England, on the contrary, he wanted to draw
parallels to show what London was really like and how the society functioned. According to
D‘Amico ―Shakespeare uses many devices to merge his Italy with London‖ and these are the
so called ―analogous structures‖ (J. D‘Amico 1). Even though the question whether
Shakespeare travelled to Italy or not is not of crucial importance to this author, the reader
feels D‘Amico leans towards the negation of his travels. There are a number of hints through
the text such us ―what Shakespeare imagined about Italian life‖ (Ibidem, my emphasis) which
guide the reader to think Shakespeare learned about Italy from different sources rather than
travelling to the peninsula. Shakespeare‘s understanding of Italian is described as being
―sufficient to provide him direct access to works in Italian available in London (...)‖ (Idem
17). D‘Amico‘s explanations of Shakespeare‘s knowledge of Italy and its language in this
manner concern the ways he wanted to use this knowledge rather than whether he acquired it
from books or personal travels. This approach is more used today since we are not able to
receive any precise historical facts that would confirm his possible travels to Italy.
To conclude this initial section about Shakespeare‘s life and influences, a clever statement
by Potter can be used:
―Those who think that he did go abroad point to the many plays set in Italy, but
Italian literature was a popular source long before Shakespeare started to draw on
it.‖ (Potter 49)
In other words, as far as the influence of Italian culture is concerned, Italy was not as
foreign as one thinks. The English had the opportunity to learn foreign languages (including
Italian) and also to read Italian works, some of which were already translated into their native
language.
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2.2. Tudor England and Queen Elizabeth I

A crucial part in understanding Shakespeare‘s works lies in knowing the economic, social,
religious and political background of both England and Italy. Shakespeare used his theatrical
pieces to express criticism about his home country. The 16th century was marked by the Tudor
dynasty which ruled England until the death of Queen Elizabeth I in 1603. Taking into
account the complicated and often troubled English history, the Elizabethan period is today
rightfully considered to be one of the most prosperous and peaceful periods. The political
situation in England was hierarchical with the Queen on top of the pyramid. Norman Jones,
co-author of The Elizabethan World (2014), among other things explains that Elizabeth I was
the source of authority and her will was executed through the Privy Council which consisted
of a maximum of eighteen men (Jones in Doran and Jones 20). This group of people
functioned as the Queen‘s right hand and she consequently always made sure the Council
comprised of her most loyal friends and acquaintances. As Jones writes: ―They could meddle
in anything, frequently inserting themselves into local affairs when either equity or prejudice
demanded it‖ (Jones 21). This meant the Privy Council had the immense power to control and
check thoroughly every aspect of the country and command the matters to be done according
to their will. Nevertheless, we are still talking about a decent amount of stability as far as the
politics is concerned.
The educational system was also developing, especially in bigger cities, London being the
undeniable centre. The grammar schools, which were also mentioned in the first chapter,
started to expand and there were more and more students. John Guy, author of Tudor
England, dedicates one significant part of his analysis to the education in the 16th century and
provides the following statistics:
―The number of endowed grammar schools by 1530 had reached 124,
supplemented by hundreds of alphabet or parish schools where elementary
reading, writing, and arithmetic were taught.‖ (Guy 420)
This is already a satisfactory number of schools, considering that other places such as
churches or private properties also often functioned for educational purposes. The most
important part was that schooling was not reserved for the elite, as it had been in the past. Guy
describes them as ―classes of ‗petties‘‖ and ―‗dame‘ schools‖ (Ibidem). These essentially
represented schools for lower social classes which concentrated on developing basic
14

knowledge of writing and reading. Consequently, the literacy levels were slowly rising, and
finally different parts of the country, including smaller local communities, were gradually
improving their educational status.
The religion went through major changes during the Tudor era and religion and politics
started to intertwine on different levels. The biggest decision was made during the reign of
Henry VIII. As Encyclopaedia Britannica states, Henry VIII‘s intentions were primarily of
political nature as he wanted to separate from Catherine of Aragon and remarry to get a male
heir for the throne. Pope Clement VII was not pleased and avoided these kinds of
misunderstandings, thinking that Henry VIII would not disobey his supremacy and
jurisdiction. In the eyes of the Catholic Church there was no satisfactory reason to nullify
one‘s marriage since Henry VIII was legally married and already had a daughter with his wife
Catherine. By not respecting the authority of pope Clement VII, it was soon clear that big
changes were ahead. In 1534 Henry VIII proclaimed the Church of England, which was
totally independent from other Churches, and consequently rejected the papal supremacy. The
break from Rome was a major step towards the estrangement between the two countries and
what had firstly been political separation soon turned into a complete religious disconnection
from the Catholic Church, creating space for further development of Protestantism in
England. After that significant event, religious question had been anything but settled.
England witnessed religious protests, fights and persecutions. The major problem was the lack
of tolerance on both sides, neither Catholics nor Protestants could accept their differences at
that sensitive time of changes.
John Guy states that the changes that Elizabeth I introduced included the Queen‘s refusal
―at mass to offer the sacrificial elements‖ and prohibition of ―the celebrant to elevate the
Host‖ (Guy 258). The mass was usually held in English language rather than in Latin which
was part of the Protestant reform, but it also has to be understood that the Tudors preferred the
usage of English language at all times, meaning that English was used in religious, political
and business matters. Protestants were actually very successful in spreading their ideas across
the country, which, with the almost constant support of the ruler, made the number of
Catholics fall drastically.
When trying to connect the changes in English society with the ones in Italy, one
immediately thinks about the relationship between the two countries. In his article, Bartlett
states several times that the relationship between Italy and England was strained for various
reasons. He mentions the ―ambiguous attitudes towards Italy and Italian Renaissance culture‖
15

(Bartlett 493) and that the ―English opinions of Italy were anything but uniformly positive‖
(Idem 496). The tensions were surely influenced by the sudden split from the Catholic Church
and the nullification of the papal authority. There was a sudden break not only from Rome but
also a break of the relationship that had lasted for many centuries. Through this decision
Italians lost a major connecting point with the English society. On the other hand, the English
did their best to distance themselves from the old ways and respect the monarch‘s both
religious and political decisions. Bartlett describes the state of English society as ―the chilly
climate of anti-Italianism‖ (Idem 497) which soon grew to the extent of ―anti-papal hysteria‖
(Ibidem). This hysteria soon influenced others and spread to other aspects of the society.
One of the ways to show personal discontentment lies in presenting one‘s artistic
work. Many writers, painters and actors successfully portrayed what life was like during the
Elizabethan period and expressed their attitudes. For example, the Queen herself had a group
of actors at her disposal any time she wanted some sort of entertainment:
―The Court displays of the first two decades of Elizabeth‘s reign were largely
indoor entertainments. Anti-papal shows in January 1559 and January 1560
signalled the nature of the religious settlement. Otherwise, masques and
‗disguisings‘ embellished topics such as Turks, Moors, Amazons, conquerors,
fishermen, mariners, astronomers, barbarians and Irishmen.‖ (Guy 427)
These actors worked for the monarch and had to provide entertainment: usually it was
about mocking or satirizing a certain group as stated in the quote above. These ―anti-papal
shows‖ which occurred after the break from Rome were a clear sign of how deep the religious
and political separation from Catholicism really was. The Queen‘s troupe was there to provide
a dose of entertainment, always presenting the country‘s current topics to the audience.
Another example of depicting England‘s problems can be found in Elizabethan poetry. Guy
states that the poetry became ―politicized‖ (Guy 409) and that ―literature was the prevailing
medium of élite political discourse‖ (Idem 410). This ―politicization‖ of artistic works was
present on so many levels and it would be a shame to forget what a powerful medium art
really is. Artists were (mostly) free to express their thoughts, whether they were positive or
negative, and could comment on the newly arisen situation. William Shakespeare did the
same. Knowing everything about the 16th century and about the England‘s background it
would not make sense to analyse Shakespeare‘s theatrical pieces as love stories or pure
tragedies or comedies. Shakespeare, just like actors, poets and other artists of that time, used
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his voice and expressed it in his works. This is yet another reason for exploring The Merchant
of Venice and Romeo and Juliet even further in the second, analytical part of this paper.

2.3. Italian Renaissance: development of city-states and new religious ideas

The 16th century, the era of Queen Elizabeth I roughly corresponds to the most prolific
Shakespeare‘s years. The period, as we have seen, was mostly peaceful and prosperous, with
constant development of different fields. The historical and political aspect of the Italian
peninsula at that time is noticeably more complex. However, having discussed the
Elizabethan period and the religious and political situation in England, it is equally important
to understand what was happening on the Italian peninsula and what the circumstances were
that Shakespeare could have included in his works. Unlike the Kingdom of England, the
Italian peninsula was far from being united under one monarch. To be able to grasp the basic
historical facts, the span between 14th and 16th centuries will be taken into consideration. In
Italian these periods are also known as ―Trecento‖, ―Quattrocento‖ and ―Cinquecento‖, which
literally means ―three hundred‖, ―four hundred‖ and ―five hundred‖ (logically, the years from
1300 until the end of 1599). One of the main characteristics of the Apennine peninsula was
actually the lack of unity during these centuries.
The territory was fragmented and divided across many communes or ―comuni‖ which
were essentially first forms of proper city-states. The communes had a certain level of
autonomy and were developing individually. During the 14 th century the communes turned
into ―signorie‖. Denys Hay, the author of Profilo storico del Rinascimento italiano, describes
this transition as a tendency where the authority passes from a free commune into the hands of
a ―signore‖, in other words, to a man and his family (Hay 78). In this chapter Hay wants to
accentuate that the communes often did not experience complete freedom and that even later
when the local signori started to rule, some city-states were never completely under their
control. For example, during the 14th century the cities like Siena, Lucca and Firenze were
closer to being republics than signorie (further explained in Hay 80). In other words, the level
of freedom and authority of a family varied from one city-state to the other. Other city-states
in the North of the Apennine peninsula in the 14th century were: Pisa, Padova, Signoria
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d‘Este, Cremona, Mantova, etc (See Appendix A). Verona was thus also an independent citystate ruled by the Scaliger family (in Italian della Scala or Scaligeri). This detail will later be
important in analysing Romeo and Juliet, since Romeo is at one point banished from the city
of Verona and he decides to go to Mantua. As it can be seen from the appendix A, the two
cities were two independent signorie and because of this it was possible for him to find refuge
in Mantua. What is more, della Scala family is mentioned several times in various versions of
Romeo and Juliet, and historical facts like these that are inserted in the story help to determine
the time and the political and urban background.
The city of Venice was part of the Republic of Venice, which between the 14 th and
16th century flourished and expanded, spreading its territory to other city-states such as
Verona, Vicenza and even to the Istrian peninsula (see Appendix B). Hay describes the
difference between the Republic of Venice and other city-states by writing the following:
―Nessun‘altra città italiana poteva generare in sé una simile varietà di
condizioni sociali; a Venezia, infatti, dove vi era pure una ricchezza uguale e
forse maggiore, uno sviluppo economico del tutto differente aveva impedito lo
sviluppo di una industria manifatturiera su larga scala, mentre dal punto di
vista sociale il mercante veneziano era divenuto »nobile«.‖ (Hay 105)
The author is actually comparing Venice to the city of Florence and states that while in
Florence there was a great development of industry and manufactures, this was not the case in
Venice. Venice was also rich and prosperous, probably even more than any other city, but not
because of the industry. Trade was the most important part of the economy and this was
where the wealth was coming from. Precisely for this reason, as Hay writes, the merchant
came to be considered nobility. In this case the merchants were the real ruling part of the
society and not the aristocrats. The Republic of Venice was also greatly successful because it
survived in the form of a republic all through this period and even later until the end of the
18th century. At this point it is appropriate to notice that trade, which was so developed in the
Republic of Venice, was one of the reasons Italy seemed unappealing and corrupt. The
circulation of money along with the trade being the main profession of many people, made the
rest of Europe see Italians in a very negative way. As Bartlett states, it ―made the Italian a
symbol of extortion‖ (Bartlett 496). This particular aspect is also visible in the portrayal of
Venice and its characters in the Merchant of Venice, and it will be further analysed in the
second part.
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Among all the states there was also the State of the Church or the ―Stato Pontificio‖
ruled by the Pope. As far as Hay‘s description of the Papal States is considered, the authority
of the pope itself was not absolute. The territories under his authority always had their local
families that ruled that particular city or region and it was not uncommon for the pope to
collaborate with them (Hay 76). Hay also mentions that the territory of the State of the Church
was never precise and depended on other city-states (ibidem). John Najemy also writes that
―papal control was always precarious‖ (Najemy 194), explaining that no matter what methods
the popes used to claim authority, the signorie always belonged to signori and their families.
Church and politics were so tightly connected throughout the Italian history that this aspect
was often portrayed negatively by other nations. The Papal States are just one of the examples
of how the pope and higher ranked Church associates were able to control or at least try to
control the territory on the Apennine peninsula. Precisely for this reason even during
Renaissance Church was often associated with wealth and power. This aspect was
consequently also present in theatrical pieces and other forms of art.
John Najemy also mentions that since the Church was more and more invested in the
political situation, its ―spiritual credibility‖ was slowly fading away (Idem 60). This
credibility issue was one of the reasons that led to spreading different religious and
intellectual opinions. The critics offer different explanations for the religious changes that
were happening on the Apennine peninsula. Hay‘s opinions are not primarily focused on the
question of religion, but he still acknowledges the changes: ―Vi fu senza dubbio un certo
distacco intellettuale dalle precedenti convinzioni religiose‖ (Hay 196). To paraphrase, Hay is
very well aware that new intellectual and religious ideas were spreading through Italy, but he
also states that the heretical movements were not successful in destroying Italy‘s religious
uniformity (see Hay 194-196). On the other hand, Massimo Firpo dedicated his whole book,
Riforma protestante ed eresie nell’Italia del Cinquecento, to the heresies that were present in
Italy during the 16th century. According to his research, Venice was the centre of Reformation
and the place where first ―opere di Lutero‖, Lutheran books, were available for buying (Firpo
11). Logically, Venice was the centre of the trade and the place where new ideas and cultures
were emerging and spreading across not only Italy but also the rest of the Europe. It also
seemed that Venice could become the centre of a new religion, where differences among
cultures were accepted. The new religious beliefs corresponded to the ones emerging in
England. The newly emerging books were however considered heretical and in 1548 and
1549 there was a massive public burning of the heretical religious books (Idem 27). The
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Catholic Church was doing everything that was in its power to prevent the spreading of
Lutheran ideas. The restrictions were quite successful and the Protestantism at that time did
not stand a chance against the papal authority on the Italian territory.
Religion aside, other intellectual and academic ideas flourished during the
Renaissance. The literacy was considered very important and was encouraged through
primary and secondary education. The reasons for high literacy were of practical nature since
it was crucial for the development of banking and administration (Najemy 24). The education
was quite developed and included private tutors as well as public elementary and grammar
schools (Idem 20). Similarly to the situation in England, the Italian society was developing at
a fast pace, by introducing new ideas and letting the city-states progress more or less
independently. To conclude this short segment on Italian city-states and religion, the
following statement is rather appropriate:
―In nessun‘altra parte d‘Europa si ebbe uno sviluppo urbano così rilevante. In
nessun‘altra parte d‘Europa il diritto, civile o canonico, ebbe tanta importanza
nella vita della comunità. Entrambi, come vedremo, contribuirono all‘emergere
di una società più laica, nei suoi orientamenti, di quanto si trovi altrove;
entrambi sono all‘origine di certi presupposti politici, sociali ed intellettuali,
comuni a tutte le parti della penisola.‖ (Hay 61)
Hay wants to emphasize how much the city-states, or the signorie, contributed to the
urban development of Italy. This phenomenon was present in the rest of Europe but not to
such an extent as in Italy. This has been seen in the examples of the cities of Venice, Verona,
and many others. In a country where religion and politics intertwined through so many
aspects, it is interesting to see how the two collaborated and still managed, all
misunderstandings aside, to create a territory rich in trade and manufactures. Hay also sees
Italy as a country that eventually thrived because of the differences and created a more secular
society.
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3. Renaissance: “borrowing” elements from other authors

The following topic, which is also connected to Shakespeare‘s plays, is a rather
controversial one. What is today known as ―plagiarism‖ in the past had other connotations. As
it will be presented, a number of critics use different approaches when presenting the topic.
The explanations vary from the question of authorial rights and originality to the mentioning
of sourcing, borrowing, imitating and alluding to other literary works. What is then today
considered to be plagiarism? According to Oxford Dictionaries, plagiarism is ―the practice of
taking someone else‘s work or ideas and passing them off as one‘s own‖
(en.oxforddictionaries.com). Plagiarism is today considered as a serious violation of one‘s
authorial rights, but this was not always the case. Stephen Orgel, another critic and author of
the article ―The Renaissance Artist as Plagiarist‖, starts his observations in this way:
―Different ages give very different answers to the basic question of what,
exactly, it is that art imitates: for example, nature, or other art, or the action of
the mind. Modern critics grow uncomfortable when it proves to be imitating
other art too closely (...)‖ (Orgel 479)
This particular observation is true for our contemporary understanding of plagiarism.
A few centuries prior, imitating another piece of art was completely common and quite well
accepted. It was even considered beneficial if the readers found a work already being familiar
or resembling something they had read before. Orgel sees it as a ―good formula for success‖
(Idem 480). This particular idea is present even today where the audience is pleased to be able
to recognize the original work or resemblance behind theatrical pieces or poems. The
Renaissance period was all about imitating and resembling others‘ works.
During the Renaissance period the authors were sometimes not even considered
―authors‖ in the real sense of the word. According to Martha Woodmansee, the ―author‖ was
created during the eighteenth century when writers wanted to make a living out of producing
and selling their works. More and more people started reading and the publication of books
became a profitable business. Woodmansee actually portrays the first Renaissance author as a
―craftsman‖ (Woodmansee 426) whose job was to achieve ―goals dictated by his audience‖
(Idem 427). If we portray the author as a craftsman, then this person would be someone who
has the skill to create a certain piece of art, but he or she is not necessarily the owner of the
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product, and does not want to be recognized as such. This way of thinking is today even hard
to imagine, since today‘s works are proudly labelled and put on the market with one‘s
signature on them. Unlabelled products almost do not even exist in our present. Still, as it has
been stated, the craftsman later evolved into a proper author. Woodmansee explains that only
later did the work of art become ―the product - and the property - of the writer‖ (Ibidem, my
emphasis).
Orgel further presents the topic by saying that ―(...) the question of plagiarism has
become a red herring‖ (Orgel 477). The topic is correctly perceived as misleading since most
critics view Renaissance authors through the eyes of our time. During the Renaissance
originality and authorship were two different concepts. Orgel continues by giving examples
and states that the point in these kinds of research is actually finding the sources for literary
works and not instances of plagiarism. He even mentions William Shakespeare and his usage
of Romeus and Juliet, describing it as an ―old tale‖ (Ibidem).
Firstly, since the Renaissance was a period where the concept of plagiarism did not
officially exist, it would be wrong to interpret the Renaissance writers as plagiarists. In this
case, all early modern writers would be considered plagiarists for one reason or another. The
writers not only borrowed content, topics, famous phrases or names of the characters.
Anything could have been ―stolen‖: even one‘s style of writing or a detail that had been read
subconsciously inserted in one‘s work. The authors did not pay much attention since stealing
topics from others contemporaries or classical writers was essentially considered original. It
was a natural and common part of the writing process. Romeo and Juliet, was indeed an ―old
tale‖ as Orgel states. This particular love story can today be traced to many authors including
Matteo Bandello, Masuccio Salernitano and Luigi Da Porto, whose versions will be analysed
as possible sources for Shakespeare‘s play. The tale was also present in England where Arthur
Brooke published his version of the love story.
What most critics agree upon is that writing during the Renaissance period was
certainly imitative. In a very organized way G.W. Pigman explains the process of imitation,
differentiating between different types of imitation which can be further explained by
metaphors. One of the most known metaphors is the apian one, which portrays ―the poet as
collector (following) and the poet as maker (imitation or emulation)‖ (Pigman 4). Poets are
just like bees because they collect material (pollen) from the flowers and process it into a new
product, honey. Pigman further explains that some consider poets as pure collectors who
gather the honey from the flowers and do not produce anything new (Idem 5). This theory,
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however, is less and less presented and accepted. The writers have the power to take the
material that has been previously written and reorganize it and essentially transform into such
a way to achieve a completely new product. This is a good metaphor for understanding the
Renaissance authors. Pigman also emphasizes that even Petrarch stated that it would not be
appropriate to use the material and leave it in its original form: ―[...] what‘s gathered must
become something different‖ (Idem 7). Only after the seventeenth century all the gathering
and imitating becomes problematic and slowly becomes perceived negatively. One of the first
instances of a real copyright appeared as late as in 1709 (Thomas 279).
What can one then say about Shakespeare‘s works? Should they be perceived as
original or as imitations? From the various opinions summarized above, the following
conclusion can be made. Shakespeare‘s period was based on works where topics, phrases,
style and thoughts were commonly borrowed from other authors and works. Orgel
appropriately announces that during Shakespeare‘s time ―[…] we are still very far from the
moment when a writer‘s originality was the measure of his value‖ (Orgel 484). The sources
mostly came from classical pieces of literature. It is also true that even during Renaissance the
first negative comments have been made about the authors who steal topics or imitate others‘
works. Still, there was no legal acknowledging of one‘s authorial rights and official instances
of plagiarism. It does not really matter if the authors had really been seen as craftsmen or as
―real‖ authors who own their works, the fact is the period was famous for borrowing elements
and using various sources without acknowledging them directly. Different historical period
results in different rules in all aspects of society and culture, literature included. From these
facts Shakespeare needs to be appreciated for his strength and talent to transform the novellas,
which in his case were essentially short love stories, and create theatrical works with a new
message. The metaphors and details regarding the Elizabethan period that are included in his
plays are another proof of the originality in his works. This aspect will be further analysed in
the analytical part. The sources he used were remodelled to fit the problematic of the English
Renaissance period. To state it simply, Renaissance was all about transforming and recycling
rather than inventing, and yet, as it can be seen from numerous examples, the originality was
rarely lacking.
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3.1. Shakespeare through the eyes of intertextuality

Taking into consideration the process of ―borrowing‖ from other authors‘ works, the
concept of intertextuality also has to be mentioned. Shakespeare‘s plays Romeo and Juliet and
The Merchant of Venice originate from the Italian novellas and while the analogies can
definitely be observed as connections between the sources and the transformed Shakespeare‘s
versions, today it is even more relevant to recognize that literary works are never isolated but
always connected to one another. Hanna Scolnicov wrote an article on the intertextual
approach when teaching Shakespeare‘s works. She explains that intertextuality consists of
recognizing that each text contains a ―web of relationships with other texts‖ (Scolnicov 210).
Similarly, ―understanding a text means being able to see it through other, already familiar
texts‖ (Ibidem). The analytical part of this thesis will concentrate on seeing these analogies
and connections between the texts. Intertextuality can be observed on numerous levels and
critics offer various categorizations and types of intertextual analogies.
Miola, author of ―Seven types of intertextuality‖, inserted in Marrapodi‘s
Shakespeare, Italy, and intertextuality, states that his categorization is ―open to reduction or
addition‖ (Miola in Marrapodi 13). Some of the types of intertextuality he mentions are
revision, translation, conventions and configurations, genres, paralogues etc. Shakespeare‘s
plays can be observed from various points of view, for example, Shakespeare certainly
introduced a certain amount of revision in the making of his plays. Miola writes: ―This type of
intertextuality features a close relationship between anterior and posterior texts, wherein the
latter takes identity from the former, even as it departs from it‖ (Idem, 14). The analysis in the
second part of this thesis proves that the Italian novellas are to a high degree similar to
Shakespeare‘s plays when it comes to the plots and characters. What is even more relevant for
Shakespeare, is explained by the following: ―The reviser who is not the author presents
another scenario and an entirely different set of problems and considerations‖ (Ibidem). In
Romeo and Juliet and The Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare does repeat most of the
characters and plot twists, but also adapts the play, adding criticism and problematic of the
English society of the Elizabethan era. Shakespeare is indeed a reviser that inserts new
cultural and social aspects, as well as the political problematic of his native country. Another
Miola‘s category is intertextuality in the form of translation. While we cannot state with
certainty how well Shakespeare knew Italian, he did read Italian texts and often consulted
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other critics and writers about the foreign works he encountered. Shakespeare‘s plays are not
translations of the Italian novellas, but even Miola acknowledges that a translation can be
―verbatim, paraphrase and metaphrase‖ (Idem, 16). Shakespeare used his knowledge of
languages to interpret and modulate the Italian novellas, giving them a new function and a
new audience. Another sign of intertextuality lies in the similarities among genres.
Shakespeare did not use the form of a novella and instead introduced the plots in the form of a
play, but evidence of other genres remains. Miola, for example, successfully connects
Shakespeare‘s style to Petrarch‘s sonnets (Idem, 22).
These examples of intertextuality that have been portrayed, represent only the tip of
the iceberg and demonstrate how broad the intertextual connections can become. Charlotte
Pressler, another contributor to Marrapodi‘s work, sees the Italian novella ―as mediator
between Italian and English renaissance drama‖ (Pressler in Marrapodi 107). Pressler focuses
on the differences between staging a play in Italy and in England, and reveals the differences
between the mentioned theatres. She also mentions Salernitano‘s Novellino and Bandello‘s
Novelle, and sees them as relevant for further exploring the development of new genres. The
novellas‘ characterization and plot‘s characteristics are directly connected to Shakespeare‘s
play and the parallels between the literary works are visible, even though he adapted the love
story and changed the genre.
These short observations on intertextuality shed light on this particular concept which
is today more and more analyzed and investigated. Shakespeare and the Italian novellas are
connected on various levels and the parallels between the texts are actively being explored.
Critics focus more and more on specific topics such as the theatrical, political and cultural
aspects of the plays. They all agree that the texts are always intertwined and that a completely
original text does not exist. Michael J. Redmond focuses on the political parallels when it
comes to Shakespeare and Italy. Among the examples and explanations, there are quite a few
observations that are true for intertextuality in general:
The representation of Italian culture in the London theatre was never an
isolated gesture. Playwrights interrogate textual precedents, reworking
identifiable stylistic and ideological trends. (Redmond 2)
Redmond clearly explains that Shakespeare as a playwright used the preceding literary
works and reworked them to fit the needs of his audience. The intertextual parallels remain
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common points of interest for today‘s critics and this thesis will also analytically explore the
parallels between the Italian novellas and Shakespeare‘s plays.

4. The city in literature

William Shakespeare is just one of the Renaissance writers that used Italian motifs in
his plays. Romeo and Juliet and The Merchant of Venice are both connected to the Italian
cities, primarily to Verona and Venice. Romeo and Juliet also partly presents the city of
Mantua, where Romeo found refuge after being expatriated from Verona. There are also other
instances where Florence is mentioned as well as Belmont, an idyllic city. The representation
of these cities may at first seem scarce and incomplete due to the lack of precise geographical
data, but this is far from being true. What has to be understood in the first place is the function
of these urban references. Throughout the history cities have been presented differently and
while some authors opted for precise geographical and cultural elements, others never adopted
this style. It has to be acknowledged that Shakespeare‘s audience was mostly not familiar with
Italian cities and the majority of English society and that time still did not have the
opportunity to travel. Consequently, one of the reasons for not inserting specific urban details
as, for example, the names of the streets, is because the audience was not acquainted with
them. We could even argue that Shakespeare avoided inserting these elements because he did
not see them relevant for his plays. Cities such as Venice were already described in travellers‘
books which were available for reading, and yet, in The Merchant of Venice, the main and
most common reference inside the city of Venice is simply ―street‖ or ―public place‖. The
following few pages will try to explain the function of Shakespeare‘s Italian cities and the
general function of cities in literature.
The function of cities in literature definitely changed through the past centuries and
through different literary genres. The literary descriptions of cities are very rarely neutral or
objective. Catharina Löffler similarly explains:
Studying the literary city has also undergone a significant change: Early literary
studies proceeded from the notion that cities in literature are blueprints of
actual cities, described and imitated in the form of written words. Needless to
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say, this notion, just as the notion of space as a neutral container of history, has
become obsolete. (Löffler 26)
Cities are definitely no longer portrayed as ―neutral containers of history‖ (Ibidem) nor
does the reader expect them to be. This is also true for Shakespeare who describes the cities in
his own manner, emphasizing only the elements he finds important. In a quite subtle but
powerful way Shakespeare presents the Italian cities in a negative manner. Venice, for
example, is for Shakespeare a place where trade prevails to such an extent that the merchants
are presented as greedy and money has a central position during the whole play. The
Venetians in The Merchant of Venice do not get on very well and search for the ways through
which they can accumulate more money. Wealth and profit are the most important which in
Shakespeare‘s mind proves the lack of morality among Venetians. The streets of Venice are
the liveliest part of the city and this is the place where people meet and where both private
and business conversations take place.
A similar situation occurs in Romeo and Juliet, where Verona is mostly presented
through the streets and squares which are simply described as ―public places‖. Here, in
addition, there are numerous references to Saint Peter‘s Church and churchyard. Friar
Laurence is one of the characters that help the two lovers to be together and consequently the
church and churchyard become private places where the pair can secretly meet. These
religious places are a direct reference to Christianity and successfully portray the religious
customs of that time, such as the Christian rites of marriage and confession. As far as the
play‘s action is concerned, the disagreements between the Capulets and Montagues all occur
on public squares and streets. The public places are crucial and D‘Amico pays special
attention to the squares:
The Italian city takes shape around a square, a space that gathers to it the
students, merchants, and lovers who move with considerable freedom within
the urban landscape. (J. D‘Amico 11)
City‘s streets and squares are often the central places of movement and encounters.
Michail Bachtin, famous Russian literary critic, described his concept of ―chronotope‖, which
connects the aspect of time and place in literary works. What he wanted to explain is that the
temporal and spatial relationships are present in every genre and have existed from the first
Greek tragedies onwards. The crucial part of his work is the fact that the concept of
chronotope can be further used to explain even today‘s contemporary literary works. The
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space functions as the base and a centre and everything revolves around it. If we connect the
concept with Shakespeare‘s plays, the streets and public places function as the centres of
encounters. Bachtin explains the function of different chronotopes, such as a square, a castle
in the medieval literature or a simple living room in a novel. The chronotopes change through
time and depend on the genres. For Shakespeare‘s plays crucial chronotope is the street.
Bachtin describes: ―Qui possono incontrarsi per caso persone che normalmente sono disunite
dalla gerarchia sociale e dalla lontananza spaziale‖ (Bachtin 391). Streets function as the
place of encounters where people can meet no matter how different they appear on the social
hierarchy or how far away they usually live. The encounters on a street can be voluntary or
involuntary. Voluntary encounters are planned and can occur between two lovers, as it
happens in Romeo and Juliet, or between friends, cousins, etc. Involuntary encounters may be
even more powerful because of the inevitable notion of not knowing what will happen next.
We can imagine these encounters between the Capulets and Montagues, the two rivalry
families which are clearly not pleased to run into each other in public places. Bachtin even
emphasizes that the street is mostly a place of the involuntary or spontaneous encounters: ―La
«strada» è, per eccellenza, il luogo degli incontri casuali‖ (Idem 390).
The other element that has to be underlined is the autonomy of the Italian cities. When
a character travels from one city to the other, the audience perceives it as moving out of a
certain country and entering in a completely new one. This is actually true because the cities
of Verona, Mantua and Venice were all autonomous city-states as it was explained in the
previous chapter (see chapter 2.3.). Each city in Shakespeare‘s plays is illustrated with its own
unique characteristics. Venice is greatly influenced by the trade and the circulation of money,
Verona is connected to the Della Scala family and the depiction of Capulets and Montagues,
and even Belmont, possibly an imaginary city, is represented by the wealth, constant
festivities and overall happiness. The autonomy of the Italian cities is clearly described by
D‘Amico:
Shakespeare‘s Italy is not an emerging nation-state dominated by a central
court; his Italian city-states are not satellites revolving around Rome. Some,
perhaps most notably Venice, are very distinctive urban centers and they are
all, in a sense, variations on what Lewis Mumford calls «the walled container»
(321), enclosed within walls that create an identity, defining a space within
which one can be protected, or from which one can be banished. (J. D‘Amico
10)
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It has already been explained that the Italian city-states developed without much
interference from other influences, which essentially created small countries with their own
customs and local politics. Another aspect which is mentioned here by Jack D‘Amico is that a
person can be banished from a city-state. This has been mentioned with Romeo‘s banishment
from the city of Verona after attacking a member of the Capulet family. Romeo consequently
ends up in exile in Mantua where he feels safe. The Italian cities thus also had the power to
completely eliminate a member of their community which is an element Shakespeare cleverly
incorporates in both The Merchant of Venice and Romeo and Juliet. In The Merchant of
Venice the city of Belmont seems as a complete new and perfect environment where even
Portia, the heiress, is the most beautiful woman one has ever seen. The city-states were
perfect for Shakespeare‘s depictions of different places because he had the opportunity to
create and depict completely new and different characteristics for each Italian city.
Italian cities are not the only cities Shakespeare wanted to present through the two
plays. What potentially influenced his writing the most were the conditions of England during
the Elizabethan period. London, which was the absolute centre of England at that time,
somehow seems to appear through the descriptions of the Italian cities. D‘Amico explains this
process, describing how Shakespeare uses the approach of ―spatial analogies‖:
To reverse the perspective somewhat, I want to look at how the stage bridges
the worlds of England and Italy by means of what we might call spatial
analogies. The cities he represents in his plays mean something to the English
audience because they are made up of recognizable features of English urban
life, things like walls, houses, gates, and gardens. (...) In her discussion of the
relationship between London and Italy, Angela Locatelli maintains that ‗every
setting, no matter how distant and exotic, is meant as analogous (whether a
similarity or opposition is created) to London (…)‘ (J. D‘Amico 6)
It has been mentioned before that Shakespeare used metaphors through which he was
able to describe and criticize the English society and politics. D‘Amico states that the
metaphors function through the spatial analogies and the elements of Italian cities
consequently correspond to London‘s characteristics. This would be another explanation why
he simplified the geographical elements and omitted almost all specific elements of a
particular city. The Italian cities are portrayed through streets, squares, houses and other
neutral places which can be found in any city. In this case Shakespeare is aiming at
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connecting the elements with the city of London and by doing so the audience subconsciously
recognizes a familiar place. Locatelli highlights another interesting detail: the settings
Shakespeare portrayed can be presented as both familiar and close or as exotic and distant. In
this sense Shakespeare had the opportunity to decide whether he wanted to distance the
audience from a particular city or present it as common and well-known. By opting for typical
and theatrical places Shakespeare produced a setting close to his audience and in a way
warned them about the political and social changes that were occurring in their country.

5. Italian authors as sources for The Merchant of Venice and Romeo and
Juliet

Who are the authors that are going to be considered as possible sources for
Shakespeare‘s plays? The following short chapters function as a final informative segment
and at the same time an introduction to the textual analysis of The Merchant of Venice and
Romeo and Juliet.

5.1. Matteo Bandello, Masuccio Salernitano and Luigi Da Porto

The Italian novella is a very popular and frequent literary genre. As the Enciclopedia
Treccani explains, it flourished during the 15th and 16th century. Novella is similar to a short
story and is also closely connected to the oral tradition. Various authors of novellas at the
beginning of their works often state that they heard the story from others and decided to write
them down. Still, the stories may either be real or completely imaginary and often the readers
cannot be sure if the author is narrating a completely real story or not. Matteo Bandello, for
example, states that his novella was firstly narrated by ―il capitano Alessandro Peregrino‖
(Bandello 331) and that the story of the two unfortunate lovers takes place in Verona.
Whether the facts narrated in novellas are true almost always remains a mystery, but some of
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them do contain historical facts, which will be seen in the analysis. The popularity of the
novella soon spread across Europe and one of the proofs lies in the authors such as Bandello,
Da Porto and Salernitano whose novellas influenced other European writers including
Shakespeare.
The biographical pieces of information regarding the above mentioned Italian authors
are best presented by Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani which is available through the
online Enciclopedia Treccani (see links in Bibliography). The biographies of these Italian
writers explain not only their lives but also the importance of their works and this is the
reason for using this particular source for providing biographical information about the
authors.
Matteo Bandello was born in 1485 in a city called Castelnuovo Scrivia and died in
1561 in France. He was from a noble family which meant he had the opportunity to socialize
with higher members of aristocracy and travel Italy. Natalino Sapegno, author of Bandello‘s
biography, further explains his years spent in monastery in Milan and Genoa, stating that later
in life he dedicated most of his free time to visit other humanists and aristocrats. Bandello also
lived in Mantua and Verona where he became a famous writer before later eventually moving
to France. His travels in some ways correspond to his novellas and occasional details about
the Italian cities and noble families can be found even in his novella about Romeo and Juliet.
In Sapegno‘s opinion the novellas are first and foremost ―una vasta e varia esperienza del
mondo, maturata nella lunga pratica delle corti, nelle contrattazioni private e nei maneggi
diplomatici‖ (Sapegno on Treccani), in other words, they represent author‘s personal
experiences of the world, his travels and encounters.
Matteo Bandello wrote a total of 214 novellas which are grouped in four parts. The
collection is simply named Novelle and the second part contains the novella of Romeo and
Juliet (Novella IX). The novella is preceded by a short letter to a gentleman called Girolamo
Fracastoro, who, as Bandello himself describes, was a famous poet and doctor. Each
Bandello‘s novella is actually dedicated to a specific person that he personally considers
worthy of praise. This initial segment is also introductory in the sense that it explains where
the author heard of a particular story and the reasons behind deciding to write it down.
Bandello‘s Novelle deliver a variety of topics to the reader, ranging from purely humorous to
tragic situations.
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Luigi Da Porto is another Italian writer that portrayed the story of Romeo and Juliet
through a novella. Da Porto shares a few biographical similarities with Bandello: the two
gentlemen were born in the same year and were both from powerful and noble families.
Giorgio Patrizi, who wrote about Da Porto‘s life and works, even describes Da Porto‘s
encounter with Bandello, who later dedicated one of his novellas to Da Porto himself. This
gesture indicates that not only had the two writers known each other, but they also respected
each other‘s work otherwise Bandello would not have dedicated one of his novellas to him.
Additionally, it would not be strange to find similarities in their styles of writing or
correlations as far as their versions of Romeo and Juliet are concerned. The writers were
easily influenced by one another, even more so during the Renaissance when, as it was
previously explained, borrowing elements was a common and widespread phenomenon.
Giorgio Patrizi provides the following information on this Italian author. Da Porto
lived in Vicenza and soon started visiting the literary and academic circles (just like Bandello
and many other writers from aristocratic families). Most of what we know today comes from
an exchange of letters between Da Porto and his good friend Pietro Bembo. In 1509 Da Porto
started participating in military affairs and fought on the Venetian territory. Two years later he
was severely wounded. Da Porto had to spend the next few years in Venice in recovery, but
the military injuries never healed properly and soon left him disabled. His health deteriorated
with each year that passed and he died in 1529 in Vicenza.
Patrizi sees Da Porto as a man who split his life between the military and the
humanistic interests and consequently he was not able to dedicate much of his time to literary
works. Da Porto still managed to write a collection of letters named Lettere storiche, where he
frequently describes his experience of war. Patrizi mentions that Bembo was the first person
who kept them and that the letters were published only after Bembo‘s death. The other Da
Porto‘s literary work is the story of Romeo and Juliet, first published with the title: Historia
novellamente ritrovata dei due nobili amanti, con la loro pietosa morte intervenuta già nella
città di Verona nel tempo del signor Bartolomeo della Scala.The title already explains that the
story is about two lovers and their tragic death and also adds that it all occurred in Verona
during the ruling of Bartolomeo della Scala from the noble della Scala (or the Scaliger)
family.
Patrizi provides details about Da Porto‘s novella by stating: ―La novella, dedicata
all‘amore di Giulietta e Romeo, fu composta probabilmente attorno al 1524, poiché ad essa
sembra alludere il Bembo in un lettera del 9 nov. 1524, in cui parla di un testo che il D. gli
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aveva mandato perché lo correggesse.‖ (Patrizi on Treccani). It is interesting to notice how
Da Porto sent his novella to Bembo in order to give it a revision. Patrizi also explains that Da
Porto himself, before he died, did another revision of the novella and published a new and
more concise version of the story. Patrizi argues that Bandello‘s version of the story is very
similar to Da Porto‘s, but Bandello adds additional descriptive elements and dialogues to the
plot. The similarities are indeed obvious as it will be seen from the analysis that follows.
Masuccio Salernitano is the last author whose version of the story of Romeo and Juliet
will be analyzed. His real name was Tommaso Guardati and he was most likely born in the
city of Salerno, consequently choosing to be called ―Salernitano‖. He lived prior to Da Porto
and Bandello, approximately from 1410 to 1475. Fabio De Propis, author of Salernitano‘s
biography in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, presents the biographical data with a dose
of reservation, since not all of his life events can be presented with a complete certainty. De
Propis however demonstrates good knowledge of Salernitano‘s works, more precisely about
his collection of novellas, named Il Novellino. Salernitano was greatly influenced by Giovanni
Boccaccio and his Decameron, which features one hundred novellas, while Il Novellino
consists of fifty. Novellino‘s novellas are, similarly to Decameron, put in units of ten novellas
which results in five groups with different arguments and motifs.
The year of publication cannot be known with precision because Salernitano rewrote
the novellas several times. The structure is quite interesting since each novella consists of four
parts: ―Argomento‖, ―Esordio‖, ―Narrazione‖ and ―Masuccio‖. The first two parts are
introductory with the explanation of the plot and a note to the person he dedicates his novella
to. ―Narrazione‖ represents the main part with the complete development of the novella and
the final segment named ―Masuccio‖ usually contains the author‘s final comment on the
story. De Propis also comments the author‘s ideas inserted in these novellas: ―dovettero
corrispondere ai gusti letterari della corte e alla politica laica della Corona […]‖ (De Propis on
Treccani). Salernitano was thus compelled to respect the court‘s wishes and ideas and insert
them in his literary works. This included a secular approach and even a negative opinion on
the Church, since the noble families often wanted to free themselves from its control.
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5.2. Giovanni Fiorentino

Giovanni Fiorentino is the author of Il Pecorone, a collection of fifty novellas, which
is today most known because of one of the novellas, named ―Giannetto e il mercante di
Venezia‖ (fourth day, 1st novella). This particular novella is perceived as a very important
source for Shakespeare‘s play The Merchant of Venice. Fiorentino lived in the second half of
the 14th century in Florence. However, not much is known about the author, even his name
―Fiorentino‖ does not reveal his family name, but is just an adjective stating that he is from
the city of Firenze (Florence). His collection of novellas starts off with a sonnet, where he is
mentioned as Ser Giovanni, ―ser‖ being a common title. Franco Pignatti, the author of his
biography in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, writes about Fiorentino with a visible
amount of reservation:
A un ser Giovanni è ascritta una raccolta di novelle, conservata adespota e
anepigrafa dai manoscritti, e attribuita sulla base di un sonetto […] (Pignatti
on Treccani)
Pignatti is stating that based on certain manuscripts and the initial sonnet, the collection of
novellas is ascribed to a certain Ser Giovanni Fiorentino. Pignatti further explains that ―ser‖
could in this case be a title used because of his profession or higher rank, or just a generic
form of respect. He openly comments that without Fiorentino‘s family name, his identity will
always remain speculative:
In assenza del nome di famiglia, sulla base di queste scarse informazioni,
intorno all'identità di G. sono state formulate svariate ipotesi, tutte indiziarie e
non confortate da altre prove che dalla concorrenza della cronologia. (Ibidem)
The author of Fiorentino‘s biography also explains some of the speculations and hypotheses
on who the author of Il Pecorone really is, but without clear evidence it is impossible to come
to a certain conclusion.
Leaving behind Fiorentino‘s biographical anonymity, it is even more meaningful to
understand where his ideas for Il Pecorone came from. The collection of fifty novellas highly
resembles Boccaccio‘s style and structure of his Decameron, which is not even that
surprising, taking into account that Boccaccio‘s works were already popular at that time. Even
Masuccio Salernitano, as it was stated before, was highly influenced by Boccaccio. Pignatti
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somewhat negatively perceives Fiorentino‘s imitation of Decameron: ―Il Pecorone è un
tempestivo ma goffo esempio d'imitazione boccacciana […]‖ (Pignatti on Treccani). The
author of Fiorentino‘s biography is not fully criticizing the author, but is expressing his
opinion that the collection of novellas was an attempt to imitate Boccaccio and the imitation
appears somewhat clumsy, since it was written quite hurriedly. The date that is written on the
initial sonnet of the collection states the year 1378, which is just three years after Boccaccio‘s
death.
It is also crucial to notice that Il Pecorone was the only known Italian source for the
story of Giannetto and the merchant. Pignatti mentions that there probably existed a play
named The Jew, which contained similar plot elements, but it was lost during the years and
there is no written evidence of it. Since Il Pecorone was written in Italian language,
Shakespeare must have known Italian to a certain level to understand the plot or someone else
helped him translate it into the English lanugage. This observation goes hand in hand with
what has already been written in the theoretical part of this thesis about Shakespeare‘s
knowledge of other languages (Chapter 2.1).
The online website of the British Library (www.bl.uk) also provides a preview of Il
Pecorone which was published in Milan in 1558. The scanned pages among other show how
someone added notes throughout the margins of the book, translating parts of the plot to the
English language. This example proves that reading foreign sources was common and the
readers tried to translate the novellas into their own languages quite early on. One of the
scanned pages is added to the Appendix of this thesis (see Appendix C).
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6. Analysis: Romeo and Juliet

The theoretical part helped to understand the Renaissance period in both England and
Italy, further helping the reader with the comprehension of social customs and political
situation of that time. Understanding not only the time frame but also the process of
―borrowing‖ literary topics and motifs is crucial in analyzing Shakespeare‘s plays and their
possible sources. The story of Romeo and Juliet was popular long before Shakespeare‘s years,
but let‘s explore to what extent the three chosen Italian novellas are actually connected to the
famous play.
Shakespeare introduces the story of the two unfortunate lovers by giving the main role
to the Chorus. Chorus in this case has the function of firstly helping the audience to get to
know the plot of the play and also to connect all the following scenes into a meaningful unit.
Shakespeare‘s prologue provides the basic information on the setting and on the main
protagonists who come from rival families. The prologue also reveals the tragic ending,
including the fact that the two families end their rivalry after the death of their children. As it
will be seen from other examples, Shakespeare‘s tragedy is different from the Italian sources
primarily because of the contrasting genre: a play requires different elements than a novella
does. The first difference is seen in the interaction with the audience where, from the prologue
onwards, the viewers are directly invited to listen to the tragic story. The audience is
incorporated in the whole process and plays an important part in the play, while in a novella
the focus remains on the narration. Shakespeare even mentions the approximate duration of
his play: ―Is now the two hours‘ traffic of our stage‖ (Shakespeare, Prologue 12). What is
intended to be communicated to the audience is that the traffic, or the actors, will occupy the
stage for the following two hours.
The Italian novellas may not introduce the plot by the means of a chorus, but they
definitely provide informative introductions in other forms. Matteo Bandello declares to
whom he is dedicating his novella to, in this case to a gentleman Girolamo Fracastoro, which
has already been mentioned in the previous chapter. Towards the end of his dedication
Bandello writes the following:
Ora ragionandosi un giorno dei casi fortunevoli che ne le cose de l‘amore
avversi avvengono, il capitano Alessandro Peregrino narrò una pietosa istoria
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che in Verona al tempo del signor Bartolomeo Scala avvenne, la quale per il
suo infelice fine quasi tutti ci fece piangere. (Bandello 331)
Bandello informs the readers that his novella is based on a story he heard from
Alessandro Peregrino and that his story is authentic and real since it took place in Verona
during the ruling of Bartolomeo della Scala. The other introductive part comes right before
the beginning of the novella, with a simple sentence that announces: ―La sfortunata morte di
due infelicissimi amanti che l‘uno di veleno e l‘altro di dolore morirono, con varii accidenti‖
(Ibidem). Similarly as Shakespeare, Bandello accentuates the death of the two unfortunate
lovers, but while Shakespeare claims that Romeo and Juliet took their own lives, Bandello
directly informs the readers that one of them died of poison and the other one of grief. This
kind of statement leaves the readers questioning what these ―accidenti‖, unfortunate events,
that brought to their deaths are. Luigi da Porto mentions the same ―Peregrino‖ (Da Porto 6) in
his Prologue, stating that this is the person who narrated the story:
Ed in testimonianza di ciò, quando a voi piacesse, potrei una novella, nella mia
città avvenuta; che la strada men solitaria, e men rincrescevole ci faria,
raccontarvi; nella quale sentireste come due nobili amanti a misera e pietosa
morte guidati fossero. (Ibidem)
Da Porto‘s information is almost identical to Shakespeare‘s and Bandello‘s, stating that the
story is essentially about the two unfortunate lovers who died. He also states that Peregrino
narrated a local story of his hometown, which at the beginning of the novella is revealed as
the city of Verona and, in addition, the ruling of Bartolomeo della Scala is clearly mentioned.
Salernitano‘s novella, which is the oldest amongst the versions that are being
analyzed, is completely different when it comes to the names of the characters and the
scenery. However the essence of the story of Romeo and Juliet remains:
Mariotto senese, innamorato de Ganozza, como ad omicida se fugge in
Alessandria; Ganozza se fenge morta, e, da sepultura tolta, va a trovare
l‘amante; dal quale sentita la soa morte, per morire anco lui, retorna a Siena, e,
conosciuto, è preso, e tagliatoli la testa; la donna nol trova in Alessandria,
retorna a Siena, e trova l‘amante decollato, e lei sopra ‗l suo corpo per dolore
se more. (Salernitano 287)
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The quotation represents Salernitano‘s ―Argomento‖, the initial segment of the novella which
functions as a summary of all the most important events of the plot. His protagonists are
Mariotto and Ganozza and the story takes place in Siena. The events include: Mariotto being
accused of murder and exiled to Alessandria, Ganozza‘s pretending to be dead and later
searching for her lover, Mariotto‘s return to Siena where he is decapitated and Ganozza‘s
consequent death caused by grief. Some of the events strike obvious similarities with
Shakespeare‘s play, while a few of the events such as the decapitation are not present in
Shakespeare or in the other versions of the story.

6.1. Verona and the della Scala family

The similarities between the versions of this tragic story are quite obvious in the
descriptions of Verona, its citizens, customs and the ruling family. Apart from Salernitano‘s
novella, where the story takes place in Siena, other versions all acknowledge Verona as the
city of Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare mentions Verona on many occasions during his play
and the following are some of the examples:
―in fair Verona‖ (Shakespeare, Prologue 2)
―Verona‘s ancient citizens‖ (Idem,1.1 88)
―Freetown‖ (Idem, 1.1 98)
―all the admired beauties of Verona‖ (Idem, 1.2 87)
―Here in Verona‖ (Idem, 1.3 72)
―Tybalt, Mercutio, the Prince expressly hath
Forbid this bandying in Verona streets.‖ (Idem, 3.1 86-87)
―There is no world without Verona walls‖ (Idem, 3.3 17)
As far as Shakespeare‘s play is concerned, there are no specific details about the city.
Shakespeare does mention some of the parts of the city, but very vaguely, such as the streets
or the city walls. The beauty of the city is also expressed several times with the adjectives
such as the fair Verona. The structure of the play is such that the descriptions of the cities are
actually not that relevant and it makes sense to avoid specifications for a number of reasons.
One of the reasons would be that the English audience did not know much about Italy and
they would not be familiar with the descriptions of Verona. Similarly, Verona was not that
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relevant to Shakespeare because he essentially wanted to represent the problematic of English
society and the troubles his audience was going through. The image of an Italian city helped
him to mask the direct criticism and still achieve his goals by indirectly expressing his
opinions. This aspect of not introducing detailed urban elements was also commented in the
theoretical part of this thesis (Chapter 4).
Shakespeare also introduces the character of the Prince, who is actually named ―Prince
Escalus‖ (Scene 1.1). Jill L. Levenson comments that ―Escalus‖ is a name that clearly
represents the della Scala (Scaliger) family which was Verona‘s ruling family. This is a
crucial detail that connects Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet to Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s
novellas. Shakespeare‘s character of Prince Escalus has the authority and the power to control
the city. It is the Prince that resolves the arguments and makes laws which affect the whole
signoria of Verona (the concept of signorie has been explained in the theoretical part, Chapter
2.3). Shakespeare‘s image of the Prince is actually well portrayed and corresponds to the
members of the noble families of the 13th and 14th centuries. Bandello and Da Porto are more
specific and write that the signore at that time was Bartolomeo della Scala. Whether
Shakespeare‘s Prince Escalus is Bartolomeo della Scala remains unknown, but the della Scala
family is an important detail that Shakespeare has in common with the Italian sources.
The descriptions of Verona are more detailed in the novellas, which is to be expected
since the authors are Italian. Bandello, who describes Verona as his hometown, writes the
following:
[…] che poche città siano ne la bella Italia le quali a Verona possano di
bellezza di sito esser superiori, sí per cosí nobil fiume com‘è l‘Adice che quasi
per mezzo con le sue chiarissime acque la parte e de le mercadanzie che manda
l‘Alemagna abondevole la rende, come anco per gli ameni e fruttiferi colli e
piacevoli valli con aprici campi che le sono intorno. Taccio tante fontane di
freschissime e limipidissime acque ricche, che al comodo de la città servono,
con quattro nobilissimi ponti sovra il fiume e mille venerande antichità che per
quella si vedeno. (Bandello 331)
The quotation demonstrates how Bandello saw Verona as one of the most beautiful cities in
the whole Italy. The readers are aware this is his hometown since he states that this city is
―nido mio natio‖ (Ibidem). He mentions some typical features such as the river Adige that
flows through the city and four of the many famous bridges across the river. The author also
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mentions Verona abounds in fresh waters and is famous for various types of trade. The
description of the city, as it can be seen, is quite precise and detailed, unlike the other versions
of the story of Romeo and Juliet.
In the previous quotations one of Shakespeare‘s examples of mentioning Verona in his
play included the name ―Freetown‖:
And Montague, come you this afternoon,
To know our farther pleasure in this case,
To old Freetown, our common judgement place. (Shakespeare 1.1 96-98)
In this scene Prince Escalus is disappointed and angry because the two rival families keep
disturbing the peace in the city. The Prince insists that Montague should come in the
afternoon to ―Freetown‖, which, according to him, is a judgment place. Freetown is obviously
situated somewhere in or near the city of Verona and it is a place where Prince wants to meet
in private to have an important conversation. If this is a ―judgement place‖ then it is not
necessarily Prince‘s residence, but rather a place that serves as a metaphor for his power and
the authority he has over the city. Levenson and many other editors point out various aspects
of analyzing the ―Freetown‖. For some it might be an old castle near Verona, for example the
Villafranca which is situated near the city or some other castle which potentially belonged to
the della Scala family. Levenson furthermore emphasizes the following:
Whatever its source, Prince Escalus‘s description of old Freetown supports the
impression created by his speech of long-established people and institutions.
(Levenson in Shakespeare 151)
The importance of the Verona‘s Freetown would then be in the institution it represents, rather
than in a specific physical place. Bigliazzi and Calvi, the editors of Shakespeare, Romeo and
Juliet, and Civic Life: the Boundaries of Civic Space, insert a chapter about the civic space
and observe this phenomenon, agreeing that Shakespeare‘s Freetown is not about a specific
castle, but about the ―judgement place‖ as it is written in the play. The author of this chapter
is Roy Erikson, and he notices how Shakespeare creates this ―castle‖ which is essentially
irrelevant for the story, but through which he inserts information on the society and on the
power structure in the city:
This apparently insignificant shift, I would argue, provides a clue to the power
relations in Shakespeare‘s Verona. It does in fact point to the existence of a
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civic space of law-regulated arbitration within the commonwealth […].
(Erikson in Bigliazzi and Calvi 83)
Erikson is explaining that Shakespeare‘s goal was to inform the audience that Verona had
civic laws and a power structure that had to be respected. Verona, an independent city-state on
the Apennine peninsula, was at that time able to create its own regulations which greatly
affected the structure of the society. In the same manner, it is a warning and a metaphor for
the English political situation. As it has been mentioned several times, Shakespeare‘s goal
was to deliver a political and religious critique to his audience, rather than explaining the
Italian problematic, which was not relevant for England.
Prince Escalus had the position of the signore of Verona, which allowed him to create
laws and make powerful decisions for the well-being of his city. As it will be further
explained, Verona‘s laws were conceptualized in such a way to minimize the conflicts
between the citizens and ban the numerous violent encounters on the streets. The scene where
the Capulets and the Montagues enter a conflict is described in Shakespeare‘s play (Scene
3.1) as well as in all three Italian sources. In the play, Shakespeare‘s Romeo reminds Tybalt
and Mercutio that the Prince forbade violent encounters in Verona:
Tybalt, Mercutio, the Prince expressly hath
Forbid this bandying in Verona streets. (Shakespeare 3.1 86-7)
Everyone ignores Romeo‘s warning and the fight ends in two deaths: firstly Tybalt stabs
Mercutio and soon after Romeo kills Tybalt to revenge his cousin. As the play progresses, the
Capulets, Montagues and other citizens gather at the scene, mourning the tragic deaths. The
Prince, symbol of authority, arrives and asks for an explanation. Prince Escalus is furious and
immediately bans Romeo from the city:
And for that offence
Immediately we do exile him hence. […]
But I‘ll amerce you with so strong a fine,
That you shall all repent the loss of mine.
I will be deaf to pleading and excuses;
Nor tears nor prayers shall purchase out abuses. (Idem, 3.1 186-7; 190-3)
This decision shows the Prince‘s full power and heartlessness, proving that he will not change
his mind or reduce the punishment. Della Scala family had the laws that forbade battles and
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bloodthirsty encounters. The event is described very similarly in Bandello‘s novella, where
Romeo in the first place tries to stop the fighting: ―Fratelli, entriamo in mezzo a costoro e
vediamo per ogni modo che la zuffa non vada più innanzi, ma sforziamoci a fargli por giú
l‘arme‖ (Bandello 337). Tybalt (or ―Tebaldo‖ in Bandello‘s version) refuses to accept
Romeo‘s amicable offer to make peace and the fighting scene continues just like in the play.
Da Porto describes the event and inserts that in the end Romeo was ―vinto dall‘ira‖ (Da Porto
10), or, in translation, he was overcome by anger, and because of this he killed Tybalt. The
event ends in the same manner, by Da Porto mentioning the signore, Bartolomeo della Scala,
who banishes Romeo:
Onde data la querela d‘innanzi al Signore, ciascuno de‘ Capelletti solamente
sopra Romeo gridava, perchè dalla giustizia in perpetuo di Verona bandito fu.
(Ibidem)
The quotation states that Romeo was punished with a permanent exile from the city of
Verona. Masuccio Salernitano‘s novella may use other names for the characters and the cities,
but the majority of the events correspond to the play. This is also the case with the fighting
scene where Mariotto (Romeo in other versions of the story) kills another citizen and is
exiled. Salernitano writes a very similar description: ―da signori e dal potestá non solo fu a
perpetuo esilio condannato, ma gli fu dato bando di ribello‖ (Salernitano 288). Even the
power of the signori is mentioned which corresponds to other versions of the story, and
Salernitano also introduces the ―potestá‖ (today more known as ―podestà‖), which proves that
the city had some sort of an organ of authority that decided on these questions and made final
decisions.
As it can be observed, the scene where the Capulets and Montagues enter in a fight is
present both in the play and in all three of the Italian novellas. Even the same characters are
present, with the main role given to Prince Escalus or Bartolomeo della Scala who, in a way,
seeks justice for his citizens and strives towards preventing future conflicts by exiling Romeo
to Mantua. This is just one of the scenes that is present in the Italian sources, in fact, most of
the play‘s plot is mentioned in the Italian novellas in one way or another. This particular scene
was chosen to further explain the way the city of Verona functions and how the role of the
signore of the city is very important, even though the audience and the readers generally do
not perceive the Prince as one of the main characters.
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Salernitano‘s novella is however the only one where the protagonist does not kill
himself in the end, but is decapitated. The decapitation comes as a result of not respecting the
exile. The moment when the authorities recognize that Mariotto has returned, they gather and
decide how to punish the disobedience:
E pervenuta la nova a li signori, comandarno al potestá che per lui andasse, e
presto ne facesse quello che le leggi e le loro costituzioni comandavano.
(Salernitano 292-293)
As it is described in the novella, Mariotto was sentenced to death penalty because the laws
and the constitutions of the city demanded this kind of sanction. The power structure and the
laws of the city-states are thus more than visible in various versions of this tragic love story.
To further connect the play to the novellas and explore the functioning of the city and
its citizens, a few thoughts from Lauro Martines‘ Power and Imagination: City-States in
Renaissance Italy will be observed and explained. Martines dedicates one of its chapters to
the reasons why the popular communes slowly disappeared from the Apennine peninsula and
explains how the Italian city-states functioned:
It is easy to reason that the failure of the popular commune was its inability to
impose law and order and to bring internal peace to the city, whether in
Lombardy or Tuscany. The entire communal age was, in the view of leading
historians, an age of crisis: institutions were profoundly unsteady, violence and
instabilities proliferated, and law was flagrantly spurned. The necessary
outcome seemed to be the irresistible rise of a strong man, signore or despot,
determined to overcome factions, family feuds, and class conflict. He imposed
peace, for citizens were weary of conflict. Civil strife and coups d’état were the
fruit of selfish interests. (Martines 70)
Even though Martines is not describing Shakespeare‘s portrayal of Verona or Mantua, the
reader soon notices analogies with the play and the novellas because this is how the characters
actually behaved. Through Martines‘ explanations it is clear that Shakespeare knew what he
was writing about. Shakespeare‘s Italy is very correctly and smoothly portrayed and it
corresponds to the historical descriptions of Italy in 13 th and 14th centuries. The historical
accuracy and the surprising amount of knowledge Shakespeare had on the Italian state makes
it even more probable that the Italian novellas were the real sources for his play of Romeo and
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Juliet. The factions and family feuds that Martines mentions are dominant in the story of the
two lovers which come from the opposed families and the strife between the Capulets and
Montagues is what makes the plot engaging. The signore of Verona is portrayed in all the
versions as it has been seen in the analysis above, and is known as Prince Escalus,
Bartolomeo della Scala or simply signore. Bandello explains in his novella that the ruler
wanted peace in his city and that is the reason he tried to encourage the two families to be
friends:
Era alora signor di Verona Bartolomeo Scala, il quale assai s‘affaticò per
pacificar queste due schiatte, ma non ci fu ordine già mai, tanto era l‘odio
abbarbicato nei petti loro. (Bandello 332)
The quotation also reveals that there ―non ci fu ordine già mai‖ (Ibidem), or in other words,
that there was never peace in the city, which also corresponds to Martines‘ descriptions of the
circumstances the city-states were in. Martines also explains that peace was always something
the Italians wished for during the 13th and 14th century. The same author also portrays the
signori of the city-states as often being harsh with their decisions and respecting their
authority was of crucial importance.
As from the late twelfth century, moreover, local power in urban Italy was well
on its way to being absolute: those who disposed of local political authority
disposed of the power of life and death over every citizen and subject, and that
power was often harshly used in political emergencies. The merger of private
interest and public authority thus raised the importance of personal relations
inside the city to a new order, particularly among members of the upper
classes. (Martines 74)
This is precisely how a reader imagines Prince Escalus when reading the novellas or the play
script. Respecting the laws and the rules of the city and its ruler is imperative. The fighting
scene that was previously analyzed can be viewed as the ―political emergency‖ Martines is
writing about. In situations like these, the ruler is compelled to stay focused on the well being
of the city and needs to make an absolute decision that no one can question or disapprove of.
The members of the upper class would in this case be the members of the Capulets and the
Montagues, which are constantly causing conflicts in Verona. The personal relations Martines
is writing about in his work are also present in the play and in the novellas; the citizens know
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each other and form different social groups. Some of the examples can be seen at the
beginning when the Capulets are organizing a festivity and not everyone is invited. Similarly,
the conflicts on the streets are always described in such a manner that the reader understands
which person belongs to what group and on what side every individual chooses to stand. The
social hierarchy and the distribution of power is thus more that visible in all of these versions
of Romeo and Juliet. The relationships the two families formed with other members of the
city were crucial. Friar Laurence is also an influential figure, even though at first one would
only see him as a spiritual character. The Friar knows the families that live in Verona and is
willing to do favors and help others. He is actually a key figure in the sense that without him
Romeo and Juliet would not be able to marry each other as secretly and successfully as they
did. The whole plan was hugely dependant on the Friar‘s willingness to help the two lovers
and he agreed to assist in hope this act of love would reunite the two rival families. The
personal and public relations between the citizens are definitely highly visible in the novellas
and the play.
Verona as a city is not represented through particular streets, monuments or other
names of the famous buildings, but through the people who live in it. Even Bandello, Da
Porto and Salernitano rarely insert details of the city and focus more on the development of
characters and the plot as a whole. Shakespeare does the same and even further focuses on the
dialogues which are relevant for a play. One final Martines‘ description will be used to
summarize what Verona represents in the novellas and the play:
The same people walked the same streets daily. There was mutual instant
recognition. […] Every neighbor had his or her particular identity associated
with a trade, a name, a reputation, a clan or family. Strangers were immediately
picked out in the streets and doubtless stared at. Births, marriages, and deaths
were neighborhood events ̶ for the common knowledge and feeling of all.
Wedding parties were shared with neighbors. Funerals were the affair of the
neighborhood, and a ritual mourning was provided not only by the women of
the bereaved family but also by a host of women from the parish, while
kinsmen and other neighbors gathered in front of the house. (Idem 76)
These aspects portray what Verona is all about; and not just for Shakespeare, but also for the
Italian authors that are being analyzed. The similarities between the novellas and the play are
obvious even through the depiction of the city because they demonstrate the same customs,
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practices, habits and values that the citizens share, live by and respect. Martines is writing
about families, feuds, identities and life events which are shared with the rest of the
community. The clans that form between the Montagues and Capulets have already been
described and are one of the most important structures which keep the play and the novellas
engaging. Life events, such as the sacrament of marriage between Romeo and Juliet, should
also be a symbol of union between the two families, but in this case leads to a tragic ending.
The death of the two is then equally an affair of the whole community, which is exactly how
Martines sees these kinds of events. Even though the versions of Romeo and Juliet may vary,
these particularities and customs of the city-state remain and only the details in the plot
change.

6.2. Characters

To fully understand the differences between the versions, some of the main elements
that have to be analyzed are the characters and their functions and traits. The following is a
table that in an organized manner demonstrates the similarities and differences in the
characters that are incorporated in the three novellas and the play. As it will be seen,
Shakespeare further develops the characters and inserts new names and details about them,
while the novellas provide basic information and in some cases leave out the main
characteristics.

Shakespeare

Bandello

Da Porto

Salernitano

Romeo

Romeo

Romeo

Mariotto

Juliet

Giulietta

Giulietta

Ganozza

i Montecchi

i Montecchi

casa Mignanelli

/

/

/

Montague
Montague‘s wife
Benvolio
(Montague’s nephew)
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Abraham
(Montague’s serving
man)

Balthazar
(Romeo’s man)

/

/

/

Pietro (servidore di

/

/

Romeo)

Capulet

Antonio Capelletto

Antonio Capelletti

Capulet‘s wife

madonna Giovanna

madonna Giovanna

Tebaldo

Tebaldo Capelletti

/

Petruccio

/

/

/

Nurse

―la buona vecchia‖

―fante‖

(Juliet’s maid)

(Bandello 334)

(Da Porto 13)

Tybalt
(Capulet’s nephew)

Peter
Samson
Gregory

Servidori

(serving men of the
Capulets)

/

/

/

/

/

Bartolomeo Scala,

Bartolommeo dalla

Verona

signor di Verona

Scala

Mercutio

Marcuccio

County Paris

Conte Paris di

(Prince’s kinsmen)

Lodrone

Friar John
Apothecary

/

Pietro

Escalus, Prince of

Friar Laurence

casa Saraceni

Marcuccio Guertio
Conte di Lodrone

/

/
Frate

Frate Lorenzo (Da

Frate Lorenzo (Da

Reggio)

Reggio)

Frate Anselmo

/

/

/

/
/

―spoletino‖
(Bandello 346)

Chorus

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Nicolò Mignanelli, zio
di Mariotto

Gargano, fratello di
Mariotto
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The first particularity that catches one‘s eye is the lack of characters in Salernitano‘s
novella. It has to be accentuated once more that Salernitano‘s version of the love story of
Romeo and Juliet is the oldest amongst these versions that are being analyzed. Salernitano
lived between 1410 and 1475, which puts his work considerably prior to the other versions.
While Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s novellas introduce the Della Scala family and the famous
Capulets and Montagues, Salernitano narrates the story through the characters of Mariotto and
Ganozza. The reader does not receive much information about the characters: the majority of
it is revealed in the long first sentence of the ―Narrazione‖ section.
In quisti dí da un tuo senese de autoritá non piccola fu tra certe ligiadre
madonne racontato, che non è giá gran tempo che in Siena fu un giovane de
buona famiglia, costumato e bello, Mariotto Mignanelli nominato, il quale,
essendo fieramente innamorato d‘una ligiadra giovenetta chiamata Ganozza,
figliola d‘un notevole e multo estimato citadino, e fuorsi de casa Saraceni, […].
(Salernitano 287)
As it will be seen in the next chapter, the main events of the plot are notably similar to the
other versions and the novella‘s plot clearly corresponds to the play. However, compared to
the Shakespeare‘s play, the characters are underdeveloped and the focus is put on the
narration rather than on developing Mariotto‘s, Ganozza‘s or others‘ traits. The above quoted
segment reveals that the novella is about two lovers who come from different noble families,
Ganozza is from the Saraceni family, while Mariotto is a Mignanelli. Other than this data and
the mentioning of the city of Siena, the reader is not familiar with the historical background. It
may not seem that relevant, but Bandello and Da Porto clearly state that their novellas occur
during the ruling of Bartolomeo della Scala, which is a clear and very specific period of time.
The encyclopedia Treccani states that Bartolomeo was Verona‘s signore between 1301 and
1304 which is important not only for inserting the love story in a historical context, but also to
give the characters a certain dose of depth, which consequently helps the reader imagine what
the life in the city of Verona looked like during those years. Salernitano‘s novella can without
a doubt be seen as a basis for the other Italian authors (in this case Bandello and Da Porto),
who took the same theme and added their own elements and developed new characters. Still,
some of the critics perceive Salernitano‘s version as too bland and underdeveloped. Bigliazzi
and Calvi also find the lack of historical background problematic:
The historical basis of Masuccio‘s story hangs on a thin thread: a Sienese
citizen has told the tale, which was supposed to have recently occurred in
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Siena, to three lovely women. This Boccaccian-style frame lends the story
none of the historical context of Da Porto‘s and Bandello‘s versions, and
Masuccio further invests it with generalizing romance motifs, such as the
courier‘s capture by pirates. Siena, as a city and civic polity, plays no role in
the story, functioning simply as a site for the action. (Bigliazzi and Calvi 6768)
Whether one finds Salernitano‘s work to be too generalizing and historically irrelevant is in
the end only one point of view, but the truth is, Salernitano‘s novella was and still is a very
good source for Shakespeare‘s play. The table of characters shows that the protagonists are
present in the novella and, as it was seen, they are introduced already at the beginning.
Mariotto and Ganozza, just like Romeo and Juliet, would do anything to preserve their love,
which results in their tragic deaths. The novella introduces two characters which are not
present in other Italian versions or in Shakespeare‘s play. The first is Nicolò Mignanelli,
Mariotto‘s uncle, to whom Mariotto escapes after killing one of the citizens in a street fight.
The uncle lives in Alessandria and is presented as an ―omo de gran trafico e multo
cognosciuto mercantante‖ (Salernitano 288-289). It is not just the uncle that is known as a
well-off and respected character. The motif of the ―noble families‖ is definitely present and is
accentuated on a few occasions in Salernitano‘s novella:
―[…] un giovene de buona famiglia, costumato e bello […]‖ (Salernitano 287)
―[…] Ganozza, figliola d‘un notevole e multo estimato citadino […]‖ (Ibidem)
―[…] Mariotto un dí venendo a parole con un altro onorevole citadino […]‖
(Idem 288)
Being from a good family and being valued by other citizens was the quality men strived for.
This aspect is present in the other two Italian novellas and is definitely also used and
incorporated in the Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet. It is just one of the visible features of the
Italian society and the way of life that was typical of the city-states and goes hand in hand
with the previous chapter where the life in Verona was explained.
Nicolò Mignanelli is not the only character that is later not mentioned in other
versions. Mariotto‘s brother, Gargano, proves to be crucial in the plot development. We could
argue that these two characters substitute the roles that are carried out by minor characters in
other versions, such as the Nurse, Friar John or the numerous servants that we encounter in
the play. Gargano is the one that is familiar with his brother‘s situation and his brother
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confides in him. On two occasions in the novella, he carries the central position of helping his
brother:
Il misero Mariotto partito, e d‘ogni suo secreto un suo fratello fatto
consapevole, sopra ogni altra cosa caramente il pregò che d‘ogni accidente de
la sua Ganozza particolare e continuo il facesse avvisato; […]. (Salernitano
289)
Gargano, fratello de Mariotto, per continuare l‘ordene dal caro fratello
lasciatoli, subito con più e diverse littere de mercanti con rencrescimento
grandissimo avea il disaventorato Mariotto de la imprevista morte de la soa
Ganozza particolarmente informato […]. (Idem 291)
The first excerpt clarifies that Gargano and Mariotto have a very tight bond and are familiar
with each other‘s secrets. Because of this, Gargano is the one who has to deliver the good and
the bad news to his brother while he‘s away. From the second quotation it is visible that when
Gargano hears of Ganozza‘s supposed death, he informs his brother right away via letters.
Mariotto‘s brother is essentially substituted in Shakespeare‘s play by other characters, such as
the loyal servants who help to carry out their master‘s plans and keep secrets when necessary.
In Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet, the Friar usually sends out letters with the news, and does
so in the scene where Romeo has to be informed of the plan that is set up to save Juliet from
marrying Paris. The letter does not arrive in time and Romeo later finds out from his serving
man, Balthazar, that Juliet is dead. Salernitano‘s novella is in this case simplified, but
manages to deliver the same plot twist with Gargano‘s character, who, just like Shakespeare‘s
Balthazar, unintentionally delivers false news and launches a chain reaction for all the tragic
events that occur later in the novella. This is yet another aspect that all the characters in
different versions of Romeo and Juliet share: no matter how loyal or noble their acts are, they
execute their actions not thinking properly about the possible consequences. It is the false
news that in the end ruins the possible happy reunion of the two lovers. Just like Mariotto
thinks his Ganozza is dead and rushes back to Siena to see her, Romeo does exactly the same
thing, risking his own life. The preceding events might differ, but the same tragic emotions
are present, which only add to the feeling of familiarity when comparing the Italian novellas
to the play.
Continuing the analysis of the characters, the table brings to light just how similar
Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s novellas are. The two versions introduce the same characters and
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they all carry out almost the same roles. The similarities are even more visible in the analysis
of the events, which is presented in the following chapter. This is not the first time that the
two novellas by Bandello and Da Porto have been compared to one another; many critics
believe Bandello‘s novella is largely based on the earlier version, written by Da Porto.
Giorgio Patrizi, who wrote about Da Porto‘s life and literary works, more than once expresses
his opinion on the topic, claiming that it is obvious Bandello borrowed the theme of Romeo
and Juliet from Da Porto‘s novella (Patrizi on Treccani).
Unlike Salernitano‘s novella, these two novellas deliver most of the characters which
are later also found in Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet, including the names of Romeo and
Giulietta, rather than Salernitano‘s Mariotto and Ganozza. Bandello and Da Porto also
introduce the rival families‘ names as Montecchi and Capelletti, which again correspond to
Shakespeare‘s Montagues and Capulets. The fact that Da Porto and Bandello are the first
authors that insert the proper names of the protagonists and their families is very important as
it proves that these are the first versions and sources that provide the exact names of the
characters which are later found in Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet.
To further demonstrate just how similar Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s novellas are,
Giulietta‘s father, Antonio Capelletto, is presented in the same exact manner:
Avvenne dunque che un anno, dopo natale si cominciarono a far de le feste ove
i mascherati concorrevano. Antonio Capelletto, capo de la sua famiglia, fece
una bellissima festa a la quale invitò gran nobiltà d‘uomini e di donne.
(Bandello 332)
Essendo così costoro pacificati, addivenne un carnevale, che in casa di messer
Antonio Capelletti, uomo festoso e giocondissimo, il quale primo della
famiglia era, molte feste si fecero e di giorno e di notte, ove quasi tutta la città
concorreva, […] (Da Porto 7)
The colored parts help to accentuate the details that correspond to one another. Not only is
Antonio Capelletto mentioned in only these two novellas, but the structure of the sentence is
strikingly similar. In both examples Antonio is described as the head of the Capelletti family,
the expression being inserted as a separate descriptive clause. The two authors also describe
that the festivity is held during the carnival season and that the guests are wearing masks.
Even the verbs ―concorrere‖ and ―avvenire‖ are being used in both novellas equally. The
analogies in the two texts are very visible and frequent. In the same manner Juliet‘s mother,
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―madonna Giovanna‖, is presented in both Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s versions, while
Shakespeare does not use parents‘ first names in the play.
Unlike Salernitano‘s novella, Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s versions finally demonstrate
more depth when it comes to their plots and develop the characters completely, making the
connections between the Italian versions and Shakespeare‘s play comparable to a high degree.
Tybalt, Capulet‘s nephew, is first mentioned and introduced as a character in Da Porto‘s
novella. ―Tebaldo Capelletti‖ (Da Porto 10) is present in the fighting scene where he is fatally
wounded by Romeo. Meanwhile, in Bandello‘s case he is even further developed as a
character, being mentioned on 19 occasions throughout the novella. Interestingly enough,
Tebaldo is also mentioned in the conversations of other characters who mourn his tragic
death. Amongst these descriptions, new analogies between the novellas and the play can be
observed. More specifically, the question of his dead body lying in the tomb and the potential
smell of the corpse is feared by Juliet who has to lie in the same family tomb and fake her
death until Romeo comes to save her. This detail is visible from the following excerpts:
Ma dimmi, non temerai del corpo di Tebaldo tuo cugino, che poco è, ch‘ivi
entro fu seppellito? (Da Porto 12)
Egli che assai difficilmente poteva credere ch'una fanciulla fosse sí sicura e
tanto audace che in un avello tra' morti si lasciasse chiudere, le disse: – Dimmi,
figliuola, non averai tu paura di tuo cugino Tebaldo, che è cosí poco tempo che
fu ucciso, e ne l'arca ove posta sarai giace e deve fieramente putire? (Bandello
342)
Se per sorte io mi destassi prima che il frate e Romeo vengano, che sará di me?
Potrò io sofferire quel gran puzzo che deve render il guasto corpo di Tebaldo,
che a pena per casa ogni tristo odore quantunque picciolo non posso patire?
(Ibidem)
How if, when I am laid into the tomb,
I wake up before the time that Romeo
Come to redeem me? There‘s a fearful point.
Shall I not then be stifled in the vault,
To whose foul mouth no healthsome air breathes in,
And there die strangled ere my Romeo comes? […]
Where bloody Tybalt, yet but green in earth,
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Lies fest‘ring in his shroud; […] (Shakespeare 4.3 29-34, 41-42)

The first two quotations occur during Giulietta‘s conversation with her Frate (Friar Laurence),
who asks whether she would be scared of staying in the same tomb as her cousin Tebaldo.
The third quotation, which is also from Bandello‘s novella, is a part of Giulietta‘s monologue
about the smell of the dead body and her fear of staying there for too long. This detail
corresponds to the excerpt from Shakespeare‘s play: the main worry is that she will wake up
before Romeo comes to save her and that she will have to spend time in the tomb with her
dead cousin, breathing in the suffocating smell. Through Tybalt‘s character one is thus able to
draw relevant analogies between the play and the two Italian novellas.
The ―Frate‖ which is also mentioned above is actually given a more important role in
Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s novellas. As it was seen, Salernitano simply presents him as a
―frate augustinese‖ (Salernitano 288), a certain friar which is present during the conclusion of
marriage and later when he mixes a potion and helps Ganozza with the secret plan. Bandello
and Da Porto both name him Frate Lorenzo da Reggio and give him a greater role in being a
close friend of the two lovers, helping them at all times and keeping their secret. The
importance of the Friar‘s character is accentuated in one of the chapters written by David
Salter, which is inserted in Bloom‘s William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Salter writes
how Lorenzo‘s role is important because he is the only one that can help the couple to get
married, but one must also take into account that the Friar is well aware that if he successfully
reunites the two rival families, he will be rewarded and even more respected. His role is also
specific for another reason:
On the one hand, as a member of a religious Order, Lorenzo is not bound by
ties of loyalty or patronage to either of the two warring families, which enables
him to adopt a neutral position in their dispute, and to retain the trust and
confidence of both sides. And it is for this reason that although Romeo and
Giulietta come from the two rival households—and so have no prior
knowledge of one another—they know Frate Lorenzo equally well, and hold
him in equally high esteem. Thus, Lorenzo‘s narrative function within the tale
is made possible by virtue of his membership of the Franciscan Order, which
confers on him a freedom of movement and association that no other character
enjoys, and a detachment from the family feud that so dominates the world of
the story. (Salter in Bloom 65)
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Because of his belonging to the Franciscan Order, he can indeed take a neutral position in the
disputes and in fact has to be available for the whole community equally, not taking sides. All
in all, the Friar is a key character that is present in some of the crucial scenes, such as the
marriage and the plan of uniting the protagonists. Once again, it has to be underlined that the
name ―Lorenzo‖, which is incorporated in Da Porto‘s and Bandello‘s novellas, corresponds to
Shakespeare‘s ―Laurence‖, which is an important analogous connection between the literary
works. The Friar‘s role is the same as in Shakespeare‘s play and is present in many crucial
scenes, which will further be visible from the comparison of the events in different versions of
Romeo and Juliet.
Another important element to consider in analyzing the Italian novellas is connected to
the less developed parts of the plot. Some characters such as Benvolio, the servants and the
Apothecary are not yet completely incorporated in the novellas, but are clearly mentioned.
One can thus argue that the basis for their importance and future development of the
characters is undoubtedly there and that the characters actually existed before Shakespeare.
These rather small connections between the novellas and the play could mean that
Shakespeare found a way to develop the characters even further and gave them a more
significant role in his play. To understand this aspect, let‘s firstly take a look at the character
of Benvolio, which in Shakespeare‘s play represents the nephew of the Montagues. Benvolio
is not present in Salernitano‘s or Da Porto‘s version, but Bandello inserts an unnamed
character, a ―fedel compagno‖ (Bandello 332), that gives advice and helps Romeo. The scene
that follows is present in Shakespeare‘s play (Scene 1.1) where Romeo talks to Benvolio
about his love for Rosaline, a girl he was in love with before he met Juliet. Benvolio advises
him to forget this girl because he is unhappy and melancholic. A very similar conversation
occurs at the beginning of Bandello‘s novella where a friend of Romeo‘s talks to him in detail
about how he needs to start looking at other girls and forget about the old one.
BENVOLIO: Be ruled by me; forget to think of her.
ROMEO: O, teach me how I should forget to think!
BENVOLIO: By giving liberty unto thine eyes,
Examine other beauties. (Shakespeare 1.1 221-223)
[…] va a tutte le feste, e se per sorte vi vedrai quella che tanto tempo indarno
hai servito, non guardar lei, ma mira ne lo specchio de l'amor che portato l'hai,
e senza dubio troverai compenso a tanto male quanto soffri, perché giusto e
ragionevol sdegno in te di tal maniera s'accenderá che affrenerá questo tuo
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poco regolato appetito e ti metterá in libertá. – Con molte altre ragioni ch'ora
non dico essortò il fedel compagno il suo Romeo a distorsi da la mal
cominciata impresa. (Bandello 332)
The excerpt from the play shows how Benvolio invites his friend to forget about
Rosaline and start noticing other girls. Bandello‘s novella does not state who in particular is
talking to Romeo, but the person is described as a loyal friend, and they debate about the same
situation. Romeo is advised to go to every festivity and to not waste any time on the girl he
liked until then, but to focus on someone new who will make him happy. The ―fedel
compagno‖ is Benvolio in Shakespeare‘s play. The basis for the character is present and
visible in the Italian novella. Shakespeare had the power and skill to further develop the
motifs and themes he encountered in other literary works, transforming them into something
completely new. The same applies to Benvolio‘s character. In the scenes like these the true
originality of the playwright comes to light.
Another Shakespeare‘s character for which the inspiration probably came from
Bandello‘s novella is the Apothecary from whom Romeo procures the poison, which ends
with his tragic death. In the play the two characters talk and the Apothecary firstly refuses to
sell him such a strong and deadly potion, saying it is against the Mantua‘s law, but in the end
gives in and sells it.
APOTHECARY: Such mortal drugs I have, but Mantua‘s law
Is death to any he that utters them. (Shakespeare 5.1 66-67)
APOTHECARY: Put this in any liquid thing you will
And drink it off; and, if you had the strength
Of twenty men, it would dispatch you straight. (Idem 77-79)
In Da Porto‘s version the poison is described as a certain substance Romeo has already
possessed and kept at home. He did not visit anyone nor bought it, thus the apothecary as a
character does not exist:
―Ed alla fine come contadino vestitosi, ed una guastadetta di acqua di serpe,
che di buon tempo in una sua cassa per qualche bisogno suo serbato avea, tolta,
e nella manica messalasi, a venir verso Verona si pose, […]‖ (Da Porto 14)
Bandello however hints at a possible new character with only one word, ―spoletino‖:
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Vedi l'ampolla ove era dentro l'acqua che, se ti ricordi, ci diede in Mantova
quello spoletino che aveva quegli aspidi vivi ed altri serpenti. (Bandello 346)
Even though the event occurred before and the reader does not directly encounter the
apothecary that had sold the poison, the attention is still brought to the fact that a certain
person exists that sells the poisonous potions. ―Spoletino‖ is probably a name that describes a
person from Spoleto, a city in central Italy. Shakespeare could have easily borrowed the motif
of the apothecary and decided to include a short scene of how Romeo came into the
possession of a deadly poison.
Another example of a character that is mentioned in Bandello‘s novella and is later
incorporated in Shakespeare‘s play is Romeo‘s first love, the girl he liked before he met
Juliet. In Shakespeare‘s version she is known as Rosaline:
BENVOLIO: At this same feast of Capulet‘s
Sups the fair Rosaline, whom thou so loves,
With all the admired beauties of Verona. (Shakespeare 1.2 85-87)
Benvolio is the first character that says her name during a dialogue with Romeo. In
Bandello‘s novella the readers do not receive the information of what this girl‘s name might
be, she is simply introduced as a ―gentildonna‖:
Si trovava Romeo alora fieramente innamorato d'una gentildonna a la quale
passavano circa dui anni che s'era dato in preda, ed ancor che tutto il dí ove ella
a chiese od altrove andava, sempre la seguitasse, nondimeno ella d'un solo
sguardo mai non gli era stata cortese. Avevale piú e piú volte scritto lettere, ed
ambasciate mandato, ma troppa era la rigida durezza de la donna che non
sofferiva di far un buon viso a l'appassionato giovane. (Bandello 332)
The quotation proves the characters in both versions are describing the same girl, who Romeo
loved and that the love was never reciprocated. Bandello does not provide a name for this
female character, but she is in reality described in a detailed manner. Not only do we know
that Romeo loved her, the readers also receive the information that he pursued this love for
two years, writing her love letters and searching for her on everyday basis. This kind of
description is a once again a good basis which was successfully transferred to Shakespeare‘s
Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare in a certain way gave her identity by inventing a name for her
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and decided to feature her in an additional scene where Friar is asking Romeo about his past
love experiences.
What is trying to be communicated with these examples is that the Italian novellas do
contain a number of plot segments which might appear underdeveloped in comparison to
Shakespeare‘s play, but these same parts of the plot are perfect for being borrowed and
developed even further. The theoretical part (chapter 3) of this thesis also includes a chapter
on borrowing, where it was explained that the process of using elements from other literary
works was extremely common during the Renaissance period. The analogies between the
Italian novellas and Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet are very frequent and visible. The
characterization is one of the first things that the different versions of the same love story
have in common and is a clear sign that Shakespeare used these older sources, written prior to
his years, and incorporated them in his play. He, as a playwright, has the capacity to take a
simple ―spoletino‖ or ―fedel compagno‖ and create completely new characters that are
inserted in numerous additional scenes of the play.
As far as the novellas are concerned, probably the most underdeveloped characters are
the servants or, as they are often described, the serving men. While Shakespeare introduces
them by their proper names (Abraham, Balthazar, Peter, Samson and Gregory), the Italian
authors show little interest in inserting them into the plot and giving them important roles.
Most of the time, the novellas portray them with a neutral ―servidore‖ or ―servo‖, leaving the
readers with no additional information about these characters. In Da Porto‘s novella the
servants are mentioned rarely and the only servant that is not anonymous is Pietro:
Avea la giovane al servo, che con suo padre stava, il quale del suo amore
consapevole era, e Pietro avea nome, ciò, che la madre le disse, tutto ridetto, ed
in presenza di lui giurato, ch‘ella anzi il veleno volontariamente berrìa, che
prender mai, ancor ch‘ella potesse, altri che Romeo per marito. (Da Porto 11,
my emphasis)
The excerpt proves that the character of Pietro corresponds to Shakespeare‘s Peter, because in
this novella he is described as the servant of Juliet‘s father or, in other words, a serving man
of the Capulet family. However, in Bandello‘s novella Pietro is presented somewhat
differently:
Aveva Romeo un suo fidatissimo servidore del quale in cose di molta
importanza piú volte s'era fidato e trovatolo sempre presto e leale. A costui,
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dettoli ciò che far intendeva, diede la cura di trovar la scala di corda, e messo
ordine al tutto, a l'ora determinata se n'andò con Pietro, – ché cosí il servidore
aveva nome, – al luogo ove trovò Giulietta che l'aspettava. (Bandello 336, my
emphasis)
The quotation reveals that Pietro is Romeo‘s servant and a very loyal one, who was always
there when Romeo needed him. In this excerpt Pietro is present when Romeo visits Juliet, and
he as a servant loyally awaits his master. Even though Bandello‘s Pietro is not Shakespeare‘s
Peter, this excerpt corresponds to Shakespeare‘s scene 2.3, where Romeo and Nurse discuss
the plan of Romeo climbing a ladder made of ropes in order to get to Juliet.
ROMEO: And stay, good Nurse, behind the abbey wall.
Within this hour my man shall be with thee
And bring thee cords, made like a tackled stair,
Which to the high topgallant of my joy,
Must be my convoy in the secret night. (Shakespeare 2.3 174-178)
Bandello‘s Pietro would thus be the ―my man‖ from the quotation, the loyal servant which
helps Romeo to successfully reunite with his beloved Juliet. The example of ―Pietro‖ reveals
all the possible ways in which these different versions and sources intertwined and completed
each other. Since Da Porto‘s novella is the oldest amongst the above quoted works, his Pietro
is the first example of this servant‘s name. Bandello, who according to some critics was
highly influenced by Da Porto, slightly changed the perception of Pietro, describing him
directly as Romeo‘s servant. In the final excerpt from Shakespeare‘s play, there indeed is a
servant that helps Romeo climb the ladder, but his name is not clearly expressed. As we know
from the list of Shakespeare‘s characters, Romeo‘s servant is Balthazar, while Peter (Pietro) is
the servant of the Capulets. The Italian novellas definitely prove that Shakespeare was
influenced by the earlier versions of the love story, even including the same element of a
ladder made of ropes, which is present in Bandello‘s version. Peter‘s or Pietro‘s roles
however change with the versions and the descriptions are not completely analogous. Because
of this, the table at the beginning of this chapter inserts Pietro under different categories, in
Da Porto‘s novella he is indeed the one of the Capulets‘ servants, while Bandello depicts him
as Romeo‘s serving man.
The final character that is going to be analyzed is the Nurse. Even though the readers
might not perceive it in this way, the Nurse is actually anonymous even in Shakespeare‘s
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play. Up to this point, in this analysis the ―anonymous‖ characters were usually described as
underdeveloped. The Italian novellas, especially Salernitano‘s and Da Porto‘s versions, lack
the names of some characters. The Nurse‘s example justifies that even without a proper name,
a character can still be highly developed and crucial in the plot‘s advancement. The nurse‘s
character is incorporated in both Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s novellas:
[…] chiamata una sua fante, che seco allevata s‘era, e che quasi come sorella
tenea, e fattasi dare una coppa d‘acqua fredda, […] (Da Porto 13, my
emphasis)
Da Porto‘s fante is an older Italian expression for a female servant and in this case she‘s
mentioned only in the part of the plot where Juliet decides to drink the sleeping potion. The
fante is described as a person that has looked after Juliet during her whole life, which
corresponds to Shakespeare‘s role of the Nurse. Bandello is once again even more analogous
to Shakespeare‘s play, his buona vecchia is mentioned on several occasions in the novella,
among which is the conversation where she is the one to reveal to Juliet that Romeo is the
man at the festivity of the Capulets:
La buona vecchia che quasi tutti conosceva, le nominava questi e quelli, ed
ottimamente conosciuto Romeo, le disse chi fosse. Al cognome del Montecchio
rimase mezza stordita la giovane […] (Bandello 334, my emphasis)
This description is analogous to a part of Shakespeare‘s scene 1.4:
NURSE (returning): His name is Romeo, and a Montague,
The only son of your great enemy. (Shakespeare 1.4 249-250)
The reader must be aware of the fact that the Nurse, or the fante, was probably indeed the
person who took care of Juliet from a very young age onwards. She might have been by her
side most of the time, functioning both as a servant and an educator, but her intentions were
not always pure nor were her opinions neutral. Harold Bloom describes her with the following
words:
The nurse is ferociously lively and funny, but she proves to be exactly what the
supremely accurate Juliet eventually calls her: ―most wicked fiend,‖ whose
care for Juliet has no inward reality. In some sense, the agent of Juliet‘s tragedy
is the nurse, whose failure in loving the child she has raised leads Juliet to the
desperate expedient that destroys both Romeo and herself. (Bloom 2)
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Juliet sees her as a ―most wicked fiend‖ at the end of the play‘s scene 3.5, when the Nurse
expresses her opinion on how Juliet is better off marrying Paris, since Romeo is now banished
from the city of Verona. Juliet sees it as a betrayal from her most loyal and close servant, but
also a betrayal from a friend. The Nurse decided to stand on the side of Juliet‘s parents,
despite knowing the whole story and that Juliet is already married. She, as a character,
consequently loses Juliet‘s trust.

6.3. Plots

Having explored the presence of different characters in the Italian novellas and
Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet, it is equally important to explore to what extent the
novellas‘ plots are analogous to the play. The previous analysis of the characters has already
touched upon this question and the provided examples have shed light on some of the scenes
that the different versions have in common. Since the plots are quite detailed, the following
table was put together to help understand the basic similarities between the versions.
Shakespeare‘s play has been used as a basis for the events, since in this way it is easier to
search for the same occurrences in the Italian novellas and later compare them through
excerpts. The table also allows the reader to understand which novella is the most analogous
to the play and to what extent we can consider the Italian novellas as sources for
Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet.

Shakespeare

Bandello

Da Porto

Salernitano

1.1 - The servants of the

- description of how

- the frequent fights

- Mariotto Mignanelli

opposing families fight

Bartolomeo Scala wants

between the two

from Siena is madly in

each other

to reconcile the rival

families are mentioned

love with Ganozza,

- Prince Escalus’

families

- Romeo is at the

from the Saraceni

powerful speech

- long description of

Capelletti’s festivity

family

- Benvolio and Romeo

Romeo‘s unrequited love

- Romeo had another

talk about Rosaline

for a ―gentildonna‖ (he is

lady before Juliet: ―la
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advised by a friend)

sua donna seguendo‖
(Da Porto 7)

1.2 - Paris asks the
Capulet for his daughter‘s
hand; Romeo reads the
guest list for the festivity
to the servant
1.3 - Nurse is talking
about Juliet‘s childhood
- mother and Juliet
negotiate about the
possible marriage to Paris
1.4 - the Capulet’s

- Romeo and Juliet meet

- Romeo and Juliet meet

festivity; Romeo and

and talk at the Capulet’s

and talk at the

Juliet talk and kiss

festivity

Capulet’s festivity

2.0 - Chorus
2.1 - Mercutio and
Benvolio talk about
Romeo‘s love life

- Romeo and Juliet talk

- Romeo and Juliet talk

- Romeo visits Juliet and,

while he stands under

and vow to marry each

while talking, they decide

her window; decide to

other

to get married

get married

2.2 - Friar Laurence

- Romeo reports to Friar

- Romeo reports to Friar

hesitantly agrees to

about his love and he

about his love and he

marry them

agrees to marry them

agrees to marry them

2.3 - Benvolio, Mercutio

- Juliet‘s maid gives

and Romeo talk and joke

Romeo a letter from Juliet

- Romeo tells Nurse to
report to Juliet they will
be married and also agree
how the two will reunite

- Romeo climbs the
ladder and talks to Juliet
in private

at night (using a ladder!)
2.4 - the Nurse reports the
plan to Juliet
2.5 - the couple gets

- the couple gets married

- the couple gets

- They bribe a friar
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married

married

with some money and
he marries them

3.1 - the fighting scene:

- members of the rival

- members of the rival

- Mariotto enters in a

Mercutio and Tybalt die

families attack each

families attack each

fight with another

- Romeo is expelled from

other; Romeo ends up

other; Romeo kills

citizen and fatally

Verona

killing Tebaldo

Tebaldo and is

wounds him

- Romeo is expelled

expelled

- Mariotto is expelled
from the city and goes
to live with his uncle
Nicolò in Alessandria

3.2 - Nurse brings the

- Juliet finds out about

- Juliet finds out about

news of Tybalt‘s death

Romeo‘s exile

Romeo‘s exile

3.3 - Romeo‘s hiding in

- the two lovers meet at

- the lovers meet for the

Friar‘s cell: the two talk

the garden for the last

last time and Romeo

about the exile

time

leaves for Mantua

- the Nurse arrives and

- Romeo goes to Mantua

and Romeo‘s exile to
Juliet

Romeo agrees to visit
Juliet
3.4 - the Capulets accept

- the Capulets decide to

- Juliet‘s parents

Paris’ proposal

give their daughter to

want her to get married

Paris di Lodrone

(Conte di Lodrone)

night in Juliet‘s chamber

- Juliet is told she is to be

- Juliet knows she is to

- Ganozza‘s parents

- mother reports to Juliet

married to Paris

be married and refuses

insist on marrying her

3.5 - the couple spend the

she is getting married to

but she refuses

Paris
4.1 - Juliet visits the

- Juliet visits the Friar:

- Romeo receives a

- Ganozza has a plan

Friar and receives the

initially she wants to

letter that Juliet is to be

and the friar makes a

vial. The two go over the

escape to Mantua dressed

married and he promises

mixture of powders

whole plan and how a

as a boy, but the Friar

to her he will find a way

for her; she also sends

letter will be delivered to

proposes different plan

to save her

a letter to Mariotto to

Romeo.

and gives her a powder,

- Juliet visits the Friar

explain the plan

saying a letter will be

and accepts the powder
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sent to Romeo

and agrees to their plan
and to send a letter to
Romeo

4.2 - Juliet consents to
her parents to marrying
Paris
4.3 - Juliet‘s monologue

- Juliet talks about fears -

about her fears

- She takes the powder

- Juliet drinks the

- Ganozza drinks the

- She drinks the vial

at dawn

powder with water

powders with water

preparations; Juliet is

- Juliet is found “dead”

- Juliet is found “dead”

- Ganozza is found

found “dead”

by her servant

5.1 - Romeo receives

- Friar writes a letter to

- Pietro, Romeo‘s

- the friar takes her out

news from his man that

Romeo revealing the plan

servant goes to Mantua

of the tomb and

Juliet is dead

but the letter never

and tells him about

revives her; Ganozza

- Romeo buys poison

arrives; Romeo‘s servant Juliet’s death

disguised as a friar

from an apothecary

goes to Mantua and tells

- The letter doesn’t

travels to Alessandria

him about Juliet’s death

arrive in time

- in the meantime,

4.4 - The wedding
“dead”

Mariotto receives the
news that Ganozza is
dead
5.2 - Friar Laurence is

- Mariotto travels back

told that Romeo did not

to Siena disguised as a

receive the letter and

pilgrim

hurries to Juliet‘s tomb
5.3 - Romeo is at Juliet’s

- Romeo is at Juliet’s

- Romeo is at Juliet’s

- Mariotto gets

tomb; he kills Paris in a

grave

grave

recognized and is

fight

- he drinks the poison

- he drinks the poison

sentenced to

- Romeo drinks the

- Juliet wakes up and the

- Juliet wakes up and the

decapitation

poison; Juliet awakens

two talk before Romeo

two talk before Romeo

- Ganozza finds out

and, seeing Romeo dead,

dies

dies

that Mariotto left

kills herself.

- Juliet dies of grief

- Friar Lorenzo arrives

Alessandria and she

- Prince reads Romeo‘s

- the two lovers are buried

with another friar and

returns to Siena,

letter and the families

together, there is peace

talks to Juliet; Juliet

finding her husband

mourn their children‘s

between the families at

dies of grief

dead. She decides to

- the Friar reports to the

enter in a monastery

deaths
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least for a short time

―Signore‖ the whole

and soon dies of grief.

story; he finally tells the
truth after firstly lying
- they get buried
together, there is peace
between the families

Since the Shakespeare‘s play is so detailed, the descriptions of particular scenes are
summarized and largely minimized to the main events. The reader must also once again bear
in mind that the play as a genre puts the dialogues and the monologues in the foreground,
which makes the play‘s scenes appear even more different from the novellas. Shakespeare‘s
scenes thus cannot completely correspond to the events that occur in the novellas, but as the
table shows, clear parallels can be drawn in the development of the plots. If we tried to
simplify the plots even further, taking into consideration only the main events that are crucial
in the development of the play, the table could be summarized to the following:

Shakespeare
Festivity (the lovers
meet)
Marriage

Bandello

Da Porto

Salernitano

✔

✔

✔

✖

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Fight between Romeo
and other citizens and
the exile
Juliet is to be married
to someone else
Juliet’s plan (sleeping
powder/potion)
Juliet is found “dead”
Romeo does not
receive the
information about
Juliet’s plan
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✔
Romeo returns and
kills himself

✔

✔

✔

(knows he is to be
killed if he returns
and is decapitated)

Juliet dies/kills herself

✔

✔

✔

✔

(stabs herself)

(dies of grief)

(dies of grief)

(dies of grief)

All of the main events, including the marriage, Romeo‘s exile and the deaths of the
two protagonists are present in all of the Italian sources. This is how a reader could perceive
the parallels between the plots, reading them for the first or second time. However, as the
more detailed version of the table demonstrates, a few scenes from the Shakespeare‘s play are
not presented in either of the novellas. As it has been explained in the previous chapter, the
characters are more and more developed with each novella and Shakespeare accentuates the
characters‘ traits and gives them new roles. Their roles go hand in hand with the new scenes
that are thus developed for them. The Chorus, for example, is dominant in the Prologue and
further in the Scene 2.0, functioning as a device that successfully summarizes a certain part of
the plot and offers a moment for the audience to rethink and gather thoughts on the love story
that is being revealed. This particular scene cannot thus be found in the novellas, but at the
same time these kinds of scenes are not that relevant in the plot development.
Taking another look at the two tables of events, Salernitano‘s novella is once again the
least detailed one, especially in the first part where the reader is briefly introduced to the two
lovers and in the next segment they are already being married. The other two novellas
significantly prolong the introductive part, with Da Porto inserting the Capulets‘ festivity for
the first time and describing the whole process of how Romeo and Juliet pursue each other.
Da Porto is in this sense the author that contributed the most to the structure of this particular
love story, being the first one to introduce the families‘ names and adding the important
events to the plot. A number of critics agree that Da Porto is very innovative and that his
importance must be recognized. David Salter, for example, acknowledges Da Porto‘s novella
as:
[…] the first version of the tale to be set in Verona, to call the warring families
Montecchi and Capelletti (Shakespeare‘s Montagues and Capulets), to give the
lovers the names of Romeo and Giulietta, to identify the friar as a Franciscan,
and to name him Lorenzo (Lawrence). (Salter in Bloom 64)
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Salter mentions Da Porto‘s most important innovations and clearly finds him relevant in the
process of development of Romeo and Juliet, and what is more, gives him credit for the
families‘ and protagonists‘ names which today resound all over the world.
Da Porto‘s and Bandello‘s versions contain most of the events that occur in
Shakespeare‘s play. Shakespeare inserts new details or changes the events slightly which
causes more of a dramatic suspense for the audience. The Capulet‘s festivity, which
essentially is present in Bandello‘s and Da Porto‘s novellas, is even more elaborated in the
play, especially in the Scene 1.2 where Romeo is reading the guest list out loud, which turns
out to be a great opportunity for Romeo to acquaint himself with all the people that are going
to be invited to the festivity. The following scene (1.3) is also not completely present in the
Italian versions, principally the first part which represents the dialogue between Juliet and her
nurse. The Nurse as a character has already been described in the previous chapter, but in this
scene she is reminiscing on the past times, creating a short insight of what her life looked like
through the years. The nurse even mentions her late husband and other private anecdotes
which is a completely new aspect of the story not inserted in the novellas. Looking at the first
table of events, the Scene 2.1 is also interesting since Mercutio and Benvolio reflect on
Romeo‘s love life, which is yet again not portrayed in the Italian versions. The mocking
aspect and the puns that the two young men produce during the conversation create an
entertaining scene for the audience. What is trying to be communicated through this short
review of the play‘s scenes is that Shakespeare undoubtedly delivers a dose of innovativeness
and amusement in his play. The newly added scenes and details have the purpose to pull the
audience deeper into the characters‘ shoes and entertain them even further. Apart from the
entertaining aspect, Shakespeare adds the powerful dramatic and tragic elements. The
additional dramatic elements are, for example, added in the last scene (5.3) where Juliet does
not die of grief, which was the case in the preceding versions, but stabs herself with Romeo‘s
dagger.
Since this thesis focuses more on finding the analogous structures between
Shakespeare‘s plays and the Italian sources, the few following examples will aim the attention
at the details that connect the novellas and the play. The tables prove that the novellas contain
the majority of the events which are found in the play, but it is even more impressive to spot
the smallest details that connect these versions.
One of the analogies is visible during the conversation between Romeo and Juliet,
right before they promise to marry each other. Not only is their declaration of love present in
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all of the sources, one detail in particular is accentuated: Juliet wants to stay pure until
marriage. Shakespeare‘s scene 2.1 clearly states what Juliet wants to hear from her beloved:
If that thy bent of love be honourable,
Thy purpose marriage, send me word tomorrow,
By one that I‘ll procure to come to thee,
Where and what time thou wilt perform the rite,
And all my fortunes at thy foot I‘ll lay, […] (Shakespeare 2.1 186-190)
Juliet is essentially trying to communicate that marriage is her only goal and without this
religious rite she would not physically pursue the relationship. Juliet is in fact the one that
mentions marriage in the first place and in a way delivers an ultimatum. As the excerpt shows,
she wants Romeo to be honorable and respect her purity. Bandello and Da Porto even add
Romeo‘s comment where he asks the permission to enter in Juliet‘s room:
Vorrei, – rispose Romeo, – che voi amassi me com‘io amo voi e che mi
lasciaste venir ne la camera vostra, a ciò che piú agiatamente e con minor
pericolo io potessi manifestarvi la grandezza de l‘amor mio […] (Bandello
335)
[…] che voi mi lasciaste nella camera vostra entrare, ove potremo insime più
agiatamente parlarci. (Da Porto 9)
At this point Juliet is even more serious and clearly says what is on her mind, asking him to
respect her wishes, otherwise the romantic relationship would not be successful:
Ma ben vi dico che se voi pensate di me godere oltra il convenevole nodo del
matrimonio, voi vivete in grandissimo errore […] (Bandello 335)
Ma se voi pensate o pel lungo vagheggiarmi, o per altro modo più oltra come
innamorato dell‘amor mio godere, questo pensier lasciate da parte che alla fine
in tutto vano lo troverete. (Da Porto 9)
All of these versions openly portray how strong willed Juliet is and how her expressed
opinions persuade Romeo to vow to her he will indeed marry her. She explains how she wants
to be respected and strongly advises Romeo to listen to her wishes. Even Salernitano‘s
novella, which is the least detailed one when it comes to the romantic aspects of the plot,
states that the two lovers essentially wanted to ―gostare gli soi dolcissimi frutti‖ (Salernitano
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288). The expression is a metaphorical one, expressing their desire to indulge in the physical
aspects of the married life.
Another analogy which was also inserted in the first table of events concerns a ladder
made of ropes which Romeo will supposedly use when climbing up to Juliet‘s room. The
Shakespeare‘s play mentions the ladder on two occasions. Firstly Romeo informs the Nurse
that one of his men will bring a ladder made of ropes to Juliet‘s house, as quoted on page 56.
As the plot progresses, Nurse receives the ropes in the Scene 3.2 and it is described how she
throws them down since in the meantime the news of Romeo‘s exile interrupt their plans.
Finally the Scene 3.5 portrays the two lovers before separating and they are in Juliet‘s room.
As it is written, Romeo goes down, presumably using the same ladder: ―one kiss and I‘ll
descend‖ (Idem 3.5 42). The ladder made of ropes is a direct connection to Bandello‘s
novella:
[…] si ritrovò il piú lieto uomo del mondo, perciò che quella gli scriveva che a
le cinque ore de la notte egli venisse a parlar a la finestra per iscontro il casale e
portasse seco una scala di corda. (Bandello 336, my emphasis)
Romeo is more than pleased that Juliet wants to talk to him and even proposes the idea of him
climbing to her room via ladder. The novella describes the whole process of Romeo‘s
climbing, among other stating that ―la scala a la ferrata fermamente accomodata, attendeva la
salita de l‘amante‖ (Ibidem). The attempt was successful and the lovers spend some quality
time alone at last.
Among other details that Shakespeare‘s Romeo and Juliet shares with the Italian
novellas is the sacrament of confession, which Juliet uses as an excuse to visit Friar Laurence
and make future plans. In the Scene 3.5 Juliet nonchalantly lies to the Nurse, claiming she is
going to listen to her family‘s advices and is going to the Friar to confess her sins, since she
insulted and disrespected her father:
Go in and tell my lady I am gone,
Having displeased my father, to Laurence‘ cell,
To make confession and to be absolved. (Shakespeare 3.5 231-233)
Juliet has no intention of marrying Paris and is using the religious rite as an excuse to visit the
Friar. Da Porto accentuates the fact that Juliet is pretending to wanting to confess: ―la giovane
fingendo di volersi confessare […]‖ (Da Porto 9). These descriptions of not respecting the
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Catholic sacraments could also be perceived as a critique towards the false believers, who do
not take religion seriously. The possible criticism and negative portrayal of certain aspects
will be further discussed in a separate chapter that follows. Returning to Da Porto‘s version,
the plot development is similar to Shakespeare‘s, but in the novella Juliet openly lies to her
mother, telling her she wants to confess her sins and find consolation and relief through the
Eucharist:
E perchè la passata confessione molto mi giovò, io vorrei, piacendo a voi,
racconfessarmi, acciocché questa Pasqua di maggio, ch‘è vicina, potessi in
rimedio de‘ miei dolori ricevere la soave medicina del sacrato corpo del nostro
Signore. (Da Porto 12)
A very similar depiction of the excerpt can be found in Bandello‘s novella, where Juliet once
again, talking directly to her mother, says she is going to a confession to receive retribution
for her sins (Bandello 340).
It is astonishing to discover all of the analogies not just as far as the main events are
considered, but also in the details such as these just analyzed. Shakespeare definitely inserts a
certain dosage of novelties in his plays, the most visible are the character development and the
additional scenes which were highly underdeveloped in the previous versions. However, the
Italian novellas which directly or indirectly functioned as sources for his Romeo and Juliet
contain more than visible correlations with the play. It is one thing to discover that the main
events correspond, but a completely new one when the reader is aware that even the smallest
details, such as a ladder made of ropes, is borrowed and inserted in the play.
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7. Analysis: The Merchant of Venice

Romeo and Juliet proved to be highly analogous to all of the three Italian sources. This
chapter will, in a similar manner, try to analyze The Merchant of Venice in connection to
Fiorentino‘s novella ―Giannetto e il mercante di Venezia‖. In this case the parallels will be
drawn between the Shakespeare‘s play and only one source and it will be interesting to
evaluate which elements of the plot the two literary works have in common.
Firstly, one has to be reminded that Fiorentino‘s novella is accepted by many critics as
a source for Shakespeare‘s The Merchant of Venice and that it is the only Italian source that is
today known to be connected to the story of the Venetian merchant. However, as it has been
mentioned in chapter 5.2 of this thesis, Pignatti clearly suggests that other sources probably
existed and were lost, and among them was also a play called The Jew. Since this thesis
analyzes Italian sources and connects Italian novellas to Shakespeare‘s play, it is very
probable that a certain part of the plot of The Merchant of Venice will be missing in
Fiorentino‘s novella and that the analogies will be visible only in some parts of the plot.

7.1. Characters

The following table of characters illustrates the most important characters of
Shakespeare‘s play and the connections that can be made regarding Fiorentino‘s novella:

Shakespeare

Fiorentino

Antonio (merchant)

Messer Ansaldo (merchant)

Bassanio (Portia’s suitor)

Giannetto

Gratiano, Salerio, Solanio
(Antonio’s and Bassanio’s friends)

/

Shylock

“un Giudeo” (Fiorentino 120)

Jessica (Shylock’s daughter)

/
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Lorenzo (loves Jessica)

/
“gentildonna vedova” (Idem, 118),

Portia (heiress of Belmont)

“donna del Belmonte” (Idem, 119)

Nerissa (Portia’s waiting-lady)

“una cameriera della donna” (Idem, 121)

/

Bindo

The main characters, Antonio and Bassanio, are in Shakespeare‘s version described simply as
good friends. The development of the plot accentuates how close they are and that they would
do anything for each other. The Italian novella introduces a different kind of relationship,
where the merchant, Messer Ansaldo, is Giannetto‘s godfather. The beginning of the novella
depicts how Giannetto‘s father, who feels he is going to die soon, wants his son to go to
Venice where a merchant, a family friend, lives:
Giannetto mio, […] io non voglio che dopo la morte mia tu stia qui, anzi
voglio, come io son morto, che tu te ne vada a Vinegia a un tuo santolo che ha
nome messer Ansaldo, il quale non ha figliuolo nessuno, e hammi scritto più
volte ch‘io te gli mandi. (Fiorentino 117)
Ansaldo had no sons and gladly accepted Giannetto as his own. The relationship between the
two characters is a very close one: all that Ansaldo owns is at Giannetto‘s disposal. Each time
Giannetto returns from one of his unsuccessful maritime journeys, Ansaldo takes him back
and is the happiest man as long as his ―son‖ is alive: ―pur ch‘io t‘ho riavuto, si son contento‖
(Idem 120). Ansaldo and Giannetto, as characters, are very similar to Antonio and Bassanio.
Ansaldo and Antonio are both willing to sacrifice all they have, including their lives, for the
people they love.
Gratiano, Salerio and Solanio, which in the play represent Antonio‘s and Bassanio‘s
friends, are not directly mentioned in the novella. Just as it was the case with Bandello‘s and
Da Porto‘s novellas and Romeo and Juliet, Fiorentino‘s plot demonstrates some initial
elements which have been further developed by Shakespeare. On a few occasions in the
novella, ―compagni‖ follow Giannetto on his journeys and offer help and support.
―Compagni‖, or friends, are present during all three journeys to Alessandria, which for
Giannetto means the search for Portia‘s Belmont. Even though he always lies to his friends
about the journeys, they still go each year, accompanying Giannetto with their own ships:
―Ora essendo questi tre compagni in tre navi [...]‖ (Idem, 118). Giannetto does not reveal that
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his goal is to pursue Portia and that each time they head towards Alessandria, he visits
Belmont. Giannetto‘s friends might not directly correspond to Shakespeare‘s characters,
primarily because the first part of the novella‘s plot is not narrated in the play, but the
―compagni‖ certainly help Giannetto to achieve his goals. Because of all the embarrassment
he feels after the unsuccessful journeys, Giannetto finds shelter at one of his friends‘ houses:
―E giunto a Vinegia, per vergogna non volse smontare a casa di messere Ansaldo, ma di
nottetempo se n‘andò a casa d‘un suo compagno [...]‖ (Idem, 120). The friends that Fiorentino
inserts in his plot are quite underdeveloped, but Shakespeare may still have been influenced
by them and created new scenes for The Merchant of Venice.
Shylock is another important character and probably the best known. In the novella he
is described as ―Giudeo‖. The motif of the ―pound of flesh‖ and the agreement that he makes
with Antonio are depicted in the novella as well as in the play. ―Giudeo‖ is the Italian word
for ―Jew‖, which is Shylock‘s most expressed trait. As Orgel points out, Shylock‘s complete
identity is based on the fact that Shylock is a Jew:
Shylock‘s Jewishness is insisted on throughout the play; it serves, indeed, as a
principle of explanation for his character. (Orgel 149)
Neither the novella nor the play present any other facts or characteristics of Shylock, just the
fact that he is a Jew which automatically brings him to a constant conflict with the other
Christian citizens. His main profession is usury: the profession of lending money with
interest. Fiorentino‘s novella thus presents the Jew as literally ―the Jew‖, ―Giudeo‖.
Shakespeare gives him a new name, which is quite interesting for the critics. Various
hypotheses circulate about Shylock‘s identity and while some claim that he is of Spanish or
Moroccan origin, Orgel accepts him as having an English name:
The point of all this critical energy is to avoid the awkward fact that Shylock is,
quite simply, an English name—this was first pointed out in 1849 by M.A.
Lower, who found a power of attorney granted to a Sir Richard Shylok of Hoo,
Sussex, in 1435. (Orgel 151)
There were quite a few people in England that carried the same surname and even today
Shylocks live in the UK. Orgel without a doubt sees Shylock‘s name as an English one. This
is crucial for understanding that Shakespeare‘s inspiration for his characters came from his
mother country rather than from Italy. This example is one of those that suggest
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Shakespeare‘s plays are even more associated with England than one can notice at the first
sight. Shylock‘s traits were clearly motivated by the English society.
What does it mean for Shylock to be Jewish? The play portrays the many insults he
encounters, being called a ―dog‖ among other things: ―Thou call'dst me dog before thou hadst
a cause‖ (Shakespeare 3.3 6). The other insults, as Shylock explains, include insulting him for
his ―gaberdine‖, the cloak he wears:
You call me misbeliever, cut-throat dog,
And spit upon my Jewish gaberdine,
And all for use of that which is mine own. (Idem 1.3 106-108)
Orgel also explains that while Shylock might be considered and analyzed as an outsider, it is
more correct to say that he was not accepted and was even considered to be of lower rank:
―He is as Venetian as the Christians are, but he is part of an underclass, marginalized within
the society‖ (Orgel 153). The marginalization certainly comes from his religious views and
from his profession, which was commonly perceived in a negative manner. The circulation of
money and the trade were still the main characteristics of Venice, and the city is in this case
best portrayed through the characters‘ traits.
Fiorentino‘s novella also describes Belmont and its ―gentildonna vedova‖ (Fiorentino
118). The Italian novella does not reveal the heiress‘s name and Shakespeare is the one to
name her ―Portia‖. Since the novella describes the three journeys Giannetto makes to conquer
his lady, the festivities and the luxuries of Belmont‘s are clearly portrayed. Shakespeare‘s
description of Portia through Bassanio‘s eyes is also full of praise:
BASSANIO: In Belmont is a lady richly left,
And she is fair, and (fairer than that world),
Of wondrous virtues, - […] (Shakespeare 1.1 161-163)
The fact that her wealth is mentioned on so many occasions makes it obvious that her most
appealing feature is the prosperity and abundance of money that the male heir of Belmont
receives by marrying her. This is the main reason why the suitors come from different
faraway countries to pursue her, which is the part of the plot so well presented in the play. In
the end, it is Portia‘s money and intelligence that saves Antonio from losing ―a pound of
flesh‖ (Shakespeare 4.1 303). Her wit is put in the foreground as she organizes a plan to save
Antonio by making herself and her waiting-lady, Nerissa, disguise into a judge and its
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assistant. She even manages to turn the whole agreement around, by making Shylock lose the
case in the presence of the Duke. Fiorentino‘s Giudeo equally loses the case and desperately
and angrily slashes the written agreement into pieces: ―Onde veggendo il Giudeo ch‘egli non
poteva fare quello ch‘egli avrebbe voluto, prese le carte sue, e per istizza tutte le tagliò, e così
fu liberato messer Ansaldo […]‖ (Fiorentino 123).

7.2. Plots

Comparing the two plots, Fiorentino‘s novella comprises of several events which are
not included in Shakespeare‘s play. The novella firstly introduces a character named Bindo,
who, before his death, leaves all of his belongings to his sons. His youngest son named
Giannetto does not receive any material inheritance since the father wants him to go to Venice
to a merchant and a family friend, Ansaldo. The novella‘s plot takes a turn as Giannetto is
very well accepted in Venice, which is largely due to messer Ansaldo‘s wealth. Giannetto
decides to accompany some of his friends to Alessandria and each of the three young men
takes a ship of their own. While others sail towards their defined destination, Giannetto sees a
beautiful port which turns out to be Belmont. Knowing that a rich widow lives there, he takes
a turn and visits her, hoping he could eventually marry her. Fiorentino‘s novella describes
their encounter, but the ―gentildonna‖ plays tricks to see whether the men who visit her are
worthy of her love and wealth. Not knowingly, Giannetto drinks the wine that was tempered
with and falls asleep. The same situation repeats once again, but on the third visit to Belmont,
Giannetto finally wins the heiress and the happy couple get married.
From this point onward the novella‘s plot progresses in a well known way, as it greatly
coincides with Shakespeare‘s The Merchant of Venice. The first analogies occur when messer
Ansaldo has to borrow ―diecimila fiorini‖ (Fiorentino 120) from a Jew to finish preparing
Giannetto‘s ship for his third journey. The Jew, just like Shakespeare‘s Shylock, is a usurer
that quickly finds a way to add new ―patti e condizioni‖ (Ibidem) to the agreement. If Ansaldo
fails to return the money within three months, the Jew can take one libra of Ansaldo‘s flesh
(libra is a more archaic, Roman measurement unit): ―[...] che s‘egli non gliel‘avesse renduti
dal detto dì a San Giovanni di giugno prossimo, che ‗l detto Giudeo gli potesse levare una
libra di carne d‘addosso di qualunque luogo e‘ volesse‖ (Ibidem). In the play the event is
presented with equal conditions: one pound of flesh can be taken from Antonio.
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―Express‘d in the condition, let the forfeit
Be nominated for an equal pound
Of your fair flesh, to be cut off and taken
In what part of your body pleaseth me.‖ (Shakespeare 1.3 144-147)
If we look closely, even the detail of the agreement that says that the flesh can be taken from
whatever part of the body is repeated in both literary works. The excerpt from the play also
reveals one detail: Antonio‘s flesh is described as ―fair‖. By inserting a small detail such as
this adjective, Shakespeare successfully creates a contrast between Antonio and Shylock,
which is primarily a contrast of religious views and of the cultures. Stating that the two have
different skin color is an insult that Shylock wants to express towards Antonio.
The analogies are also visible when Bassanio and Portia get married. The moment
Antonio picks the leaden casket reassures Portia and he is instantly accepted as the new heir
and her husband (Scene 3.2). Fiorentino inserts the marriage festivity after Giannetto spends a
passionate night with the ―gentildonna‖. The heiress then proclaims him as her husband and
tells the citizens that Giannetto is the one: ―Giannetto è vostro signore, e però attendete a far
festa‖ (Fiorentino 121). It is also described how Giannetto receives all the honors and the
wealth of his newly married wife:
E quando Giannetto uscì dalla camera, fu fatto cavaliere e posto sulla sedia, e
datogli la bacchetta in mano, e chiamato a vita signore con molto trionfo e
gloria. (Ibidem)
The scepter he receives is a sign of authority he has over the city of Belmont. The novella
describes the festivity even further, stating that during the occasion Giannetto also gifted
precious silk materials and other expensive rewards to other citizens. Shakespeare‘s play
mentions the same festivity and Portia‘s promise to Bassanio:
Myself, and what is mine, to you and yours
Is now converted. […]
This house, these servants, and this same myself
Are yours, – my lord‘s! – I give them with this ring,
Which when you part from, lose, or give away,
Let it presage the ruin of your love,
And be my vantage to exclaim on you. (Shakespeare 3.2 166-167, 170-174)
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Not only is Portia‘s wealth now transferred to her husband, just like in Fiorentino‘s excerpt,
but there is also a new symbol of love that is given to him: a ring. It can be noted that Portia
immediately warns her husband that if he loses or gives the ring to someone else, she will
consider it as an ultimate betrayal of his love for her. The ring as such is not mentioned in
Fiorentino‘s novella until the very moment Giannetto gives it away to the judge who saved
Ansaldo‘s life at the trial. Firstly the judge refuses any money as a payment, but as soon as he
sees the ring, he asks for it:
E mentre che e‘ diceva queste parole, il giudice gli vide in dito uno anello,
onde gli disse: - Io vo‘ questo anello, e non voglio altro danaio nessuno.
(Fiorentino 123)
Giannetto‘s wife, dressed as a judge, plays a wicked game trying to test her husband‘s loyalty.
Shakespeare‘s Portia has the same reaction to the ring, and strongly asks for it: ―I‘ll take this
ring from you‖ (Shakespeare 4.1 423). At the end of the play, Portia admits it was her that
was disguised as a judge at the trial and after a few other tricks, she finally gives in and
forgives her husband. The novella ends in a similar way: Giannetto and his lady fix all of their
issues and continue to live happily.
It is more than visible that certain scenes that Shakespeare inserts in his play are not
even mentioned in the Italian novella and also the plots do not develop in the same manner.
While in the play Portia‘s suitors pick between three different caskets, the novella portrays
Giannetto‘s three journeys to Belmont. However, the third attempt proves to be successful in
both cases. Another example of a strong analogy lies in the trial scene. The main characters
are present in both versions of the plot: Giudeo (Shylock) is asking for his pound of flesh,
Ansaldo (Antonio) fears for his life, Giannetto (Bassanio) comes at the last minute with more
than enough money to pay back the loan, and, what is even more important, his lady (Portia)
comes to the trial disguised as a judge. In both versions the emphasis is on the Jew‘s revenge:
Di che tutta Vinegia parlava di questo fatto, ma a ogniuno ne incresceva, e
molti mercatanti si ragunarono insieme per volere pagare questi danari: e ‗l
Giudeo non volse mai, anzi voleva fare quello omicidio, per poter dire che
avesse morto il maggior mercatante che fosse tra‘ Cristiani. (Fiorentino 122)
Fiorentino‘s Giudeo wanted to pride himself on the fact he murdered the most known
merchant amongst the Christians. Shakespeare‘s Shylock explains his lust for revenge after
Salerio asks him what the purpose of cutting someone‘s flesh is:
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To bait fish withal: if it will feed nothing else,
it will feed my revenge. He hath disgraced me, and
hindered me half a million; laughed at my losses,
mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted my
bargains, cooled my friends, heated mine
enemies; and what's his reason? I am a Jew. (Shakespeare 3.1 47-52)
The excerpt continues with Shylock‘s famous speech, stating that Jews are in no way different
from any other living being. However, the beginning of this discussion which has been quoted
reveals that Shakespeare‘s Shylock has the same traits as Fiorentino‘s Giudeo: his primary
goal is to achieve revenge by killing his enemy and the man that has offended him in many
ways.
What was tried to be proven through these examples and analogies is that the Italian
novella most certainly functioned as a source for the play. Clearly, not all parts correspond
since only a part of the plot has been borrowed by the playwright, but the scenes that have
been presented without a doubt demonstrate the same details and the same characteristics. The
story of the merchant of Venice is so particular in its details that the analogies found are
unmistakable. The other aspect of the play that is going to be analyzed in the last chapter is
equally important. The contrasts between the characters and the many negative depictions of
the Venetian citizens and their disagreements will be analyzed in connection to other critics‘
studies. Before that, a short chapter follows that introduces the topic of the cities of Venice
and Belmont and their depiction in the play and in the Italian novella.

7.3. Venice and Belmont

Giovanni Fiorentino‘s novella ―Giannetto e il mercante di Venezia‖ takes place in
Venice, which throughout the text is presented in its archaic form, ―Vinegia‖. This is where
Giannetto arrives and settles after the death of his father, working and living with messer
Ansaldo. The other setting is a beautiful coastal city named Belmont. In the Italian novella
Belmont is described as ―il porto della donna del Belmonte‖ (Fiorentino 119), the port of the
lady of Belmont. Since the heiress of Belmont remains anonymous throughout the novella,
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she is commonly described through her virtues or in connection to her idyllic city of Belmont.
Venice and Belmont correspond to Shakespeare‘s settings in the play.
Venice is in both cases described as a rich city, full of merchants and trade, where
people of various nationalities meet and exchange goods. Venice, just like Verona in Romeo
and Juliet, is described through its people and customs, rather than with geographical details
or names of the streets. The most common place in Venice, where numerous scenes occur, is
by Shakespeare marked simply as ―a street‖. There are no specifications, but the descriptions
do reveal that Venice is a state, which corresponds to the Italian city-states, already mentioned
on several occasions in this thesis. The appendices A and B also demonstrate that Venice was
actually a republic and how its territory varied between 1300 and 1500. Venice as a separate
republic had its own laws and a Duke (also known as Doge) that ruled the city. Shakespeare
describes the laws of the city and even inserts ―the Duke of Venice‖ as one of his characters.
Since Shylock has lent Antonio three thousand ducats and they both agreed and signed the
agreement, Shylock is confident that the law is on his side: ―The duke shall grant me justice
[...]‖ (Shakespeare 3.3 8). Even Antonio, however difficult it might be for him to accept his
destiny, states that the Duke of Venice has no other option but to follow and respect the laws:
ANTONIO: The duke cannot deny the course of law:
For the commodity that strangers have
With us in Venice, if it be denied,
Will much impeach the justice of his state;
Since that the trade and profit of the city
Consisteth of all nations. (Shakespeare 3.3 26-31)
Antonio essentially communicates how he is aware of the rules and admits that the Duke must
think about the well-being of the whole republic and avoid at all costs a possible bad
reputation which would hurt the trade deals and jeopardize the prosperity of Venice. Antonio
is also hinting at all the nationalities that frequently make trade in the city and they too have
to feel safe and respected, knowing that there are equal laws for all of the citizens.
Shakespeare‘s play thus presents Venice as a state that has a well developed juridical structure
and Antonio‘s trial is held in front of a ―Court of Justice‖.
Fiorentino‘s novella does not introduce the character of the Duke nor does it directly
describe the laws that the citizens must respect. Nonetheless, the agreement that messer
Ansaldo makes with the Giudeo is taken very seriously and is literally a matter of life or
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death. The fear and the seriousness of the agreement is described through the comments of
other Venetian citizens:
E qui fu la questione grande, e ogni persona dava il torto al Giudeo; ma pure
considerato Vinegia essere terra di ragione, e il Giudeo aveva le sue ragioni
piene e in pubblica forma, non gli si osava di dire il contrario per nessuno, se
non pregarlo. (Fiorentino 122)
As the excerpt describes: the matter was not taken lightly and even though others understood
that Giudeo was doing a wrongful deed by demanding a pound of flesh, no one had the
courage to stood up to him directly. All that other citizens could do is to beg him to have
some sympathy and reason. Interestingly, in the excerpt Venice is portrayed as the city of
reason, which also alludes to the laws that were implemented in the Republic.
Daria Perocco contributed to Tosi‘s and Bassi‘s book and wrote a chapter titled
―Venice, Shakespeare and the Italian Novella‖. She similarly finds Fiorentino‘s novella
important for the descriptions of the law structure of Venice and sees this city as being
completely different from other states. Analyzing the situation where Giudeo asks for his
pound of flesh, she writes:
The absolute adherence to the law may lead to a case of apparent injustice, but
the law had to be enforced in every instance. It is sticking to the letter of the
law that will condemn the Jew, forced to take a pound of flesh (no more and no
less), and what is more with no spilling of the blood, under the express terms of
the contract. (Perocco in Tosi and Bassi 42)
It is true that the unconditional following of the laws of Venice brought to such a situation
where there was very likely that the justice would turn into wrongdoing. But as Perocco
describes, the same contract that the two men signed fortunately had its flaws and could be
manipulated in a way to save Bassanio.
We could argue that Venice is being portrayed through the thoughts and behavior of
its citizens. Venice is still a famous and well known city with a detailed historical background
that can be explored through other historical sources, analyzing the trade and the laws that are
being described in the novella and the play. But what can one discover about the city of
Belmont, an imagined and idyllic place? The city is rather idyllic, with prosperity, wealth and
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numerous festivities which are held regularly by the heiress. Portia is described as a woman
with many virtues and every man would want her as his wife.
In Shakespeare‘s play Belmont is presented as a port, where numerous suitors come to
pursue the possible marriage to the wealthy Portia. The suitors come from Napoli, France,
England, Germany, Morocco and Giannetto is coming from Venice. They all arrive by
nautical means, loading their ships with crews and gifts for the heiress.
Harris J. Griston wrote an article ―Portia‘s Belmont Located‖, searching exhaustively
for the city which would correspond to Belmont. Among the numerous examples from the
play, the author proves that Belmont had to be a far away city and not a port just 20 miles
from Venice. Namely, another critic, William Kittle, proposed the idea that Belmont was
actually a representation of the Castle of Este, which is near Venice and at quite a close
location. Griston immediately denies such assumptions and finds excerpts in the play that
prove otherwise. For example, even the suitors that have just been enumerated have all
traveled to Belmont and have been accepted after a long journey on the sea. Griston argues
that the amount of money that Bassanio needed for this journey and the numerous
preparations all lead to the conclusion that the destination was far away. Even Gratiano, who
asks to come along, is asking Bassanio with a dose of reservation. As Griston explains, this
―clearly indicates that Gratiano wished to join Bassanio on a long trip‖ (Griston 165). After
many other interesting examples, the author of the article concludes the following:
The references to Belmont found in the play seem to fit a town, situated on the
shore of the Mediterranean, on the Island of Sicily, about 20 miles from
Palermo. […] Surprising as it may seem to many, the neighboring town, to
which reference is made, bore the name »Belmonte«. Can this have been
Portia‘s Belmont? (Idem, 169).
Griston might be right, but it is even more important for this thesis to understand that even
Fiorentino inserted some of the mentioned elements in his novella. For him Belmont is a
prosperous city which attracts not only Giannetto, but many other sailors who pass by this
beautiful port. Fiorentino‘s descriptions of Giannetto‘s travels reveal that it took many days to
sight the port at the sea:
E navicando più e più giorni, Giannetto stava sempre attento di rivedere il
porto di quella donna, il quale si chiamava il porto della donna del Belmonte.
(Fiorentino 119)
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The description corresponds to Giannetto‘s second visit to Belmont. Just like in the
Shakespeare‘s version, the preparations for the journey were always detailed and the ships
that were made were always big and had to demonstrate a certain wealth of the merchant. It is
possible that the ship had to be built in such a way to reflect the wealth; otherwise Portia
would not find her admirers suitable.
Belmont might be a representation of a real city, or it still might be fruit of the author‘s
imagination. Nevertheless, the analysis showed the elements that were most important, such
as the trade, the laws and the circulation of money in Venice and the idyllic beauty and the
prosperity of Belmont.
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8. Shakespeare’s portrayal of Italy: who’s the target of criticism?

The final chapter of this thesis will try to once again connect Shakespeare to Italy,
Italian culture and its people. No matter how scarce or extensive his knowledge of Italy might
have been, the famous playwright incorporated numerous Italian motifs. Verona and Venice
being his main focus, he most vividly depicted what life was like in Italy during the
Renaissance period. One of the final questions that are still to be answered regards the
portrayal itself. How objective is Shakespeare in his depictions? Are the two Italian cities
really Italian, or can the whole portrayal of the Italian culture and society be compared to his
beloved England?
The questions have partly been answered through the two chapters regarding Venice
and Verona (Chapters 6.1. and 7.3.), where Shakespeare‘s descriptions have been the focal
point of the analysis. His knowledge of the civic laws and rules, as well as his representation
of the Della Scala family, demonstrates how well-informed he was. Shakespeare was not
satisfied with unreal and imaginative descriptions, but strived to achieve historical accuracy to
make the plots more plausible. Bartolomeo della Scala, the signore of Verona, and the Duke
of Venice are both present in the novellas, adding a dose of strictness to the plays. The civic
laws had to be followed under every circumstance and the rulers had to be respected. After
failing to obey the restriction on public fights and having disturbed the city‘s peace yet once
again, Romeo was banished from Verona and had no opportunity to ask for forgiveness from
the signore. The Duke of Venice equally aimed at delivering justice at all costs and refused to
meddle or disagree when Shylock brought to him the written agreement. The Duke, as a
neutral figure, had to respect the laws and it was Portia that saved Antonio at the last moment
before his certain death.
From these descriptions of the cities, the portrayal appears objective and even the few
historical facts inserted in the plays prove that Shakespeare knew Italy well. The statement
that Shakespeare had good knowledge of the Italian culture cannot be denied and it is clear
that some type of research had been done to make the Italian setting as realistic as possible.
However, the portrayal of these cities and the Italian culture is far from being objective. The
objectivity is hard to be imagined in a period when numerous changes occurred not only on
the cultural but also religious and political aspect of the societies. The theoretical part
(Chapter 2) explained how the Protestant reform took place in England, nullifying the pope‘s
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authority and in most cases producing a negative impact on the perception of the Catholic
Italy. It was also mentioned how the Elizabethan court was far from being open-minded when
it came to other nationalities and ethnic groups. Italy was frequently portrayed negatively
even in other aspects, stating that the Italian cities such as Venice spread immoral ideas.
These and other observations which have been made in the theoretical part can once again be
connected to the plays after having done thorough analysis in the preceding chapters.
In the theoretical part Masuccio Salernitano was mentioned as an author that was
heavily influenced by his country‘s circumstances and political and religious stands. To
paraphrase the quotation used by De Propis in chapter 5.1. of this thesis, Salernitano was
obliged to write his literary works in such a way to respect the court‘s tastes and secular
politics of the ruling people. Knowing some of these biographical facts about the authors
helps to connect their descriptions and adds clarity to the ideas presented in their works. From
what we know, it is not surprising that Salernitano depicted the friar as a person that was
bribed into marrying Mariotto and Ganozza: ―[…] corrutto per dinari un frate augustinese, per
mezzo del quale occultamente contrasse detto matrimonio […]‖ (Salernitano 288). The friar,
who should represent modesty and renunciation of the material goods, as Salernitano depicts,
married the couple because they gave him money to do so.
If we return to Shakespeare, the Elizabethan Court was also far from being neutral in
their viewpoints. In the theoretical part Bartlett was mentioned as a critic that connected the
Renaissance English society with the descriptions of the ―anti-papal hysteria‖ (Bartlett 497),
which went hand in hand with the depictions of satirical and mocking shows held at the Court,
described by Guy (Guy 427). Since the English society was not accepting other cultures that
easily, it is also clear why Shakespeare dedicated a whole scene in The Merchant of Venice to
Portia‘s suitors who came from different parts of the world (Act 1, Scene 2). Neither the
Neapolitan prince nor the County Palatine are suitable for Portia, she finds them not good
enough for her. What is even more interesting, the English baron is also perceived negatively
because of his lack of knowledge of foreign languages:
PORTIA: You know I say nothing to him, for he understands
not me, nor I him: he hath neither Latin, French,
nor Italian, and you will come into the court
and swear that I have a poor pennyworth in the English.
(Shakespeare 1.2. 65-68)
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Lacking the knowledge was considered a serious flaw by Shakespeare. It has already been
presented in the theoretical part how he strived for learning new skills, how he read numerous
literary works and translations and found satisfaction in acquiring new language skills.
Another suitor, the German duke, is also portrayed negatively as a man that drinks too much.
The differences in the nationalities were most visible in the city of Venice, where trade
was the main economic branch. Merchants came from all over the Mediterranean and from
even further, to make good deals and earn money. The people that met greatly differed and
the profit was the main motivation behind tolerating each other. The merchants were almost
considered to be nobility (see Hay 105) because of the social and economical parts of their
lives. Perocco, who wrote one of the chapters in Tosi‘s Visions of Venice in Shakespeare,
summarizes Fiorentino‘s novella and makes an observation that is also valid for
Shakespeare‘s play:
The Venetian merchant does business with the Jews and the Turks; in other
words, with those who are feared and hated but always frequented because
necessary for trade. (Perocco in Tosi 42)
To explain, the merchants happily accepted different nationalities and cultures as long as this
collaboration meant profit for them. The portrayal of the Jew, or Shylock, is one of the most
controversial topics, which even today critics associate with anti-Semitism. The lack of
acceptance and the numerous insults intended towards Shylock are more than visible in The
Merchant of Venice. His character has been described in chapter 7.1., along with the insults he
received because of his culture and ethnicity. Being offended and cursed all the time, Shylock
learns how to fight back and threats how he will seek revenge:
Thou call'dst me dog before thou hadst a cause;
But, since I am a dog, beware my fangs (Idem 3.3 6-7)
It is almost impossible to blame one person for the intolerance that occurs in the play. The
insults, immoral behavior, greed and envy rule the city of Venice. Orgel summarizes that
Shylock cannot be looked upon as the culprit for all the negativity:
Venice, then, contains its own dangers: it is not only Shylock who presents us
with tragic possibilities; those tragic implications exist even without Shylock.
If we look at the play symbolically, we might say that Shylock sums up the
destructive tendencies of both Venice and Belmont – the overwhelming
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concern with money, the literalizing of bonds, whether Shylock‘s bond or
Portia‘s ring, the emphasis on the flesh, not on the spirit. (Orgel 159)
Orgel cleverly mentions the ―destructive tendencies‖ which come as a result of all of the
citizens who are intolerant and arrogant. Another aspect that can be commented in connection
to Shylock is the fact that he is on many occasions directly described as ―the Jew‖. Why
would a Jew bother the Venetian Christians? Orgel also explains the theological aspect of the
religious differences between the two categories:
Jews have a special status theologically: they are neither heathens nor heretics,
categorically different from pagans and Moslems because they were God‘s
chosen people, and in them Renaissance Christianity saw its own past. The
conversion of the Jews was a holy mission, because it would mark the
historical completion of Christ‘s work—the Turks were to be destroyed, but the
Jews had to be converted. (Orgel 154)
Even though Orgel claims that the Jewish people should not be perceived negatively and are
then definitely not to be insulted and mocked for their religious views, Shylock is at the end
of the play a broken man. He is left with nothing, he is destructed, ashamed and at the trial it
is suggested he is to be converted to Christianity. A conversion to a religion should in any
case be voluntary, but in this play it is not. Shylock is conditioned to convert to Christianity in
order not to lose his possessions, which is all he has left after the trial. The last thing he utters
is:
I pray you, give me leave to go from hence;
I am not well: send the deed after me,
And I will sign it. (Shakespeare 4.1 391-393)
Shylock‘s final scene is Shakespeare‘s reminder that no one is without sins and that violence
cannot lead to peace. As long as both sides stubbornly refuse to tolerate each other, there will
never be harmony in the city:
In one sense he is antithetical to the altruism of Venice and the generosity of
Christianity, but in another he confronts the Venetians with the truth about
themselves: that they are versions of him, not only in their essential humanity –
―hath not a Jew eyes...‖ – but in their inhumanity as well […]. (Orgel 160)
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The religious aspects are not only criticized through Shylock and Venice, Romeo and
Juliet also provides equally interesting examples. Juliet throughout the play seems to be a
very religious young lady: she regularly goes to the confession, practices her religion and
often asks Friar Laurence for life advices. When one looks closely at the scenes, she does not
practice her religion for the right reasons. It has already been stated and exemplified
previously how Juliet wants to stay pure until marriage and asks Romeo to respect her wishes.
Not long after the two met, Romeo is in a way persuaded to marry her; otherwise Juliet
refuses to be romantically involved with him. Young comments that it was not common for
girls to marry at such a young age (Young in Marrapodi 193), which either means that Juliet
fell so much in love that she wanted to be married as soon as possible or that she did not care
much about the sacrament of marriage and only wanted to be united with Romeo.
Juliet also uses various excuses to visit Romeo or plan her marriage. On more than one
occasion Juliet lies to her Nurse and mother that she is going to a confession, where in fact
she is solely going to the Friar to discuss what their next move is. Shakespeare once again
mocks one‘s selfishness and the two-facedness of his character and of the society he lives in.
A final observation by Young will be used to round up the arguments presented in this
chapter:
Yet, as many of the play‘s critics have noted, the world Shakespeare has
created has as much in common with England as it does with Italy. […] And
Jack D‘Amico notes that even some of the supposedly Italian details – such as
the role of the Prince and of the Catholic Church – have a vague and somewhat
English flavour. (Young in Marrapodi 183)
It is true that some of Shakespeare‘s descriptions can easily be transferred to the English
society and that was his ultimate goal. The examples provided in this chapter demonstrate
how subjective Shakespeare‘s portrayal of Italy really was. It was highly influenced by the
situation in England, where the society perceived negatively the differences in religion,
politics and culture. The Renaissance period did demonstrate intellectual growth, but the
people were still far from being open-minded and accepting of differences in numerous
aspects. Shakespeare incorporated his ideas on these hot topics by mocking the religious
changes and essentially showing that the Church was not as holy and immaculate as some
would think. What is more, he openly mocked the obsessions with money and wealth that
were more and more obvious in his time. Some would say that money makes the world go
round and the phrase could definitely be used on a number of occasions in the two plays.
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Corruption, immorality and aggression were the negative traits that he saw in his native
country and through the depictions of the Italian culture he inserted his thoughts and opinions,
making the criticism less direct but still equally effective.
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9. Conclusion

Shakespeare and his works are famous worldwide and reread over and over again.
Rarely do we encounter a person that is not familiar with his plays and well known characters.
Many critics have already given their opinions and used their knowledge to explore different
aspects behind the famous playwright‘s works. For this thesis it was crucial to first
acknowledge oneself with the Renaissance period in both England and Italy. The chapters
provided evidence on Shakespeare‘s life and upbringing and how he potentially travelled to
Italy and learned the Italian language. His native country was going through major religious
and political changes. The Protestant reform suddenly changed the population‘s opinion on
the Catholic Church and critical literary works started to appear. The criticism spread to all
branches of art, since the dissatisfaction could be best expressed through the works of art. It
was equally important to notice the changes that appeared on the Apennine peninsula: the city
states that emerged were highly autonomous and their development flourished. The new
leadership ideas appeared with the autonomy and each city had its own signore and its own
laws, which Shakespeare portrayed primarily in his Romeo and Juliet.
The rest of the theoretical part confirmed how Shakespeare simply cannot be identified
as a plagiarist. During the Renaissance period Plagiarism was an unknown expression.
Borrowing of literary elements from other authors was common and not considered negative
or as lacking originality. As it has been seen from the extensive analysis, Shakespeare
certainly did not lack originality and produced very innovative plays. The chapter on the cities
in literature provided a good basis for understanding how the cities are incorporated in literary
works and what different functions they can take. The theoretical part provided understanding
of spatial analogies which are visible in Shakespeare: the Italian depictions can in most cases
be connected to the situation in England.
The analytical part focused on providing the examples and finding the textual
analogies. When exploring the possible sources for his plays, the majority of critics focuses
on the English translations of the story of Romeo and Juliet, such as Brooke‘s version which
is already recognized by many as the main source. Rarely do we encounter a detailed analysis
or comparison between Shakespeare‘s plays and the Italian novellas, which were written prior
to the English sources and which surprisingly contain numerous analogies with the plays. This
is where the idea of using the knowledge of the Italian language in connection to the two
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plays, Romeo and Juliet and The Merchant of Venice, came to life. The goal was to put the
Italian novellas as sources for Shakespeare‘s plays in the center of attention. The analysis did
not disappoint: not only are the novellas‘ plots similar to the plays, but even the same
characters, phrases and descriptions can be observed.
Matteo Bandello, Luigi Da Porto and Masuccio Salernitano all provided their own
versions of the famous love story. The characters demonstrated similar or equal traits to the
play. It was also pointed out how Shakespeare further develops his characters, giving them
more importance. The basis for the Nurse, apothecary and the servants exists in the Italian
sources, but Shakespeare enriches them and adds new scenes to his plot. Romeo and Juliet
proved to be most analogous with Bandello‘s novella, which, among other events, portrayed
the Capulet‘s festivity, the marriage scene and most of the events which are present in the
play. Even the same details such as the ladder made of ropes can be found in Bandello‘s
novella. Bandello‘s novella was further compared to Da Porto‘s version, since some critics
claim that Da Porto served as a source for Bandello himself.
The analysis of The Merchant of Venice has been done on the basis of Fiorentino‘s
novella, taken from his collection Il Pecorone. It has been proven how only one part of the
novella‘s plot has been borrowed by Shakespeare. Fiorentino‘s Giudeo corresponds to
Shylock and Messer Ansaldo and Giannetto might not be portrayed as friends but as family,
but their connection is equally strong as the one between Antonio and Bassanio. The Italian
novella was also the source for the ―pound of flesh‖ agreement between Shylock and Antonio.
Portia‘s Belmont corresponds to the Belmonte Fiorentino is describing and Venice is in both
cases described as the city of trade, wealth and numerous disputes that come in association
with money.
The last chapter focused on Shakespeare‘s portrayal of Italy and its culture. The
examples along with the case studies that have previously been written in connection to this
topic proved that Shakespeare‘s criticism was intended towards his native England. The
religious insults and intolerance that can be so commonly found in The Merchant of Venice
portray how much Shakespeare was influenced by the religious changes and the Protestant
reform. Other negative traits his characters demonstrate are a depiction of the destructive
tendencies that spread across both the Italian and English societies. Shakespeare used his
plays to show his criticism towards some of the negative aspects he experienced in his native
country and during his life in London.
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William Shakespeare was without a doubt a ―borrower‖ of literary elements and
someone who read a number of other works before he found what he wanted to write about.
However, his characters, plots and masked criticism are all but ordinary. Shakespeare was
above all an extremely talented playwright, whose innovativeness and wit are still explored
and discussed over and over again.
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10. Riassunto

Shakespeare e l'Italia. Due parole che a prima vista sembrano completamente
scollegate, si sono in questo caso rivelate inseparabili. In questa tesi si analizzano due drammi
di Shakespeare, Romeo e Giulietta e Il mercante di Venezia, in connessione con le possibili
fonti italiane. Le novelle vengono analizzate da Matteo Bandello, Masuccio Salernitano, Luigi
Da Porto e Giovanni Fiorentino per trovare le somiglianze e le differenze tra i menzionati
drammi. L‘analisi testuale delle novelle di questi autori rappresenta un‘innovazione, poiché la
maggioranza di studi si concentra sull‘analisi di altre versioni inglesi, evitando di collegare i
drammi di Shakespeare direttamente con i testi italiani. Le opere di Shakespeare
rappresentano non solo tragiche storie d‘amore con trame accattivanti, ma anche due culture
diverse, quella inglese e italiana, nel periodo rinascimentale.
William Shakespeare è probabilmente il drammaturgo più noto al modo, però i dati
biografici conosciuti sono ancora oggi basati sulla speculazione. Quello che si sa con
precisione sono gli anni 1564 e 1616, che rappresentano rispettivamente la nascita e la morte.
La sua vita fu strettamente legata a regina Elisabetta I, cioè al periodo elisabettiano (1558 –
1603). Durante l‘infanzia, Shakespeare frequentava la scuola di grammatica, dove imparò
l‘antica lingua greca e latina. Poi si trasferì a Londra, che era il centro teatrale dello stato. Lois
Potter, l‘autore della biografia di Shakespeare, scrive come il drammaturgo incontrò persone
molto importanti a Londra: Thomas Kyd e Henry Wriothesley. Questi due gentiluomini
probabilmente influenzarono la sua passione per la cultura e la lingua italiana. Thomas Kyd
aveva una buona conoscenza della lingua italiana e traduceva dal francese e dall‘italiano. I
due drammaturghi probabilmente si incontrarono a Londra e, a un certo punto delle loro
carriere,collaborarono anche su qualche progetto (Potter 79). In realtà, la cultura italiana non
era estranea o sconosciuta in Inghilterra. La commedia dell‘arte, sviluppatasi verso la metà del
XVI secolo, si diffuse presto in tutta l‘Europa e influenzò altri artisti. Shakespeare incontrava
anche i viaggiatori, che in quegli anni riportavano esperienze e storie da altri paesi. Queste
connessioni tra il famoso drammaturgo e l‘Italia aiutano a capire come Shakespeare, in realtà,
non aveva necessariamente bisogno di visitare Italia per ottenere conoscenze sulla lingua e
cultura italiana.
Una parte cruciale nella comprensione delle opere di Shakespeare sta nel conoscere la
situazione economica, politica e religiosa di Inghilterra e Italia. Nel 1534 Enrico VIII
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proclamò la Chiesa d‘Inghilterra (Chiesa anglicana), che fu totalmente indipendente dalle
altre Chiese, e conseguentemente respinse la supremazia del Papa (più sull‘Encyclopaedia
Britannica). La separazione da Roma fu un passo verso l‘estraniazione tra i due paesi. Quello
che in primo luogo funzionava come una separazione politica, presto si trasformò in una
completa disconnessione religiosa dalla Chiesa cattolica, creando spazio per lo sviluppo del
protestantismo in Inghilterra. Il problema principale di questo periodo era la mancanza di
tolleranza da entrambe le parti: né i cattolici né i protestanti potevano accettare le loro
differenze in quel delicato momento di cambiamenti. Bartlett descrive lo stato della società
inglese come un clima gelido dell'anti-italianismo (Bartlett 497), che ben presto crebbe fino al
punto d‘isteria anti-papale (Ibidem).
Dall‘altra parte c‘era la penisola appenninica, dove il territorio era frammentato e
diviso in tanti comuni, creando essenzialmente le prime forme di città-stato. Nel corso del
XIV secolo i comuni si trasformarono in signorie. Denys Hay descrive questa transizione
come una tendenza in cui l‘autorità passa da un comune in mano a un ―signore‖, in altre
parole, a un unico uomo e alla sua famiglia (Hay 78). Le signorie più interessanti per le analisi
svolte in questa tesi sono quelle di Verona e Mantova. La città di Venezia fu parte della
Repubblica di Venezia, che tra il XIV e il XVI secolo prosperò, espandendosi su altre città. A
questo punto è opportuno notare che il commercio, così sviluppato nella Repubblica di
Venezia, era uno dei motivi per cui l'Italia sembrava poco attraente e corrotto agli inglesi.
Questi elementi negativi sono espressi anche nei due drammi di Shakespeare e vengono
analizzati nella seconda parte di questa tesi.
Per quanto riguarda la parte teoretica, altri due concetti devono essere spiegati: il
plagio e l‘intertestualità. Quel che è oggi conosciuto come ―plagio‖ nel periodo rinascimentale
aveva altre connotazioni. Negli ultimi anni si parla sempre più dei diritti e dell‘originalità
dell‘autore, però alcuni secoli fa, la situazione non era così. Imitare un‘altra opera d‘arte era
completamente comune e si trattava di una pratica generalmente ben accettata. I
contemporanei di Shakespeare lo consideravano utile quando i loro lettori trovavano alcune
parti familiari, oppure potevano fare connessioni con altre opere d‘arte. Anche Orgel descrive
questo processo come una buona formula per il successo (Orgel 480). Durante il periodo
rinascimentale gli autori a volte non erano nemmeno considerati ―autori‖ nel vero senso della
parola. Orgel appropriatamente annuncia che durante il tempo di Shakespeare siamo ancora
molto lontani dal momento in cui l'originalità di uno scrittore rappresenta la misura del suo
valore (Orgel 484). Poiché il Rinascimento fu un periodo in cui il concetto di plagio non
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esisteva, sarebbe stato sbagliato identificare gli scrittori come plagiari. In questo caso
Shakespeare deve essere apprezzato per la sua forza e il suo talento nel trasformare le novelle,
che nel suo caso sono brevi storie d‘amore, e creare opere teatrali con un nuovo messaggio.
Le metafore e i dettagli che riguardano il periodo elisabettiano sono inclusi nei drammi e
rappresentano parti originali e nuove.
Parlando dell‘originalità, sarà opportuno menzionare che nessun‘opera letteraria è
completamente originale. Affermando questo, si arriva al concetto d‘intertestualità. I drammi
di Shakespeare, Romeo e Giulietta e Il mercante di Venezia, hanno origini in altre versioni
precedenti, tra l‘altro le analogie sono visibili anche nelle già menzionate novelle italiane.
Nonostante questo, è ancora più rilevante riconoscere che le opere letterarie non sono mai
isolate ma sempre collegate con altre opere. Hanna Scolnicov spiega che l‘intertestualità
consiste nel riconoscere che ogni testo contiene una rete di relazioni con altri testi (Scolnicov
210). Allo stesso modo, secondo lei, comprendere un testo significa essere in grado di vederlo
attraverso altri testi già familiari (Ibidem).
Oggi esistono tante categorizzazioni dei tipi d‘intertestualità. Miola menziona
revisione, traduzione, configurazione, somiglianze nei generi e tanti altri tipi. Le opere di
Shakespeare possono essere osservate da vari punti di vista. Per esempio, Shakespeare
sicuramente usa una certa quantità di revisione nella realizzazione delle sue opere.
Shakespeare è un revisore perché prende storie d‘amore già scritte e poi inserisce nuovi
aspetti culturali e sociali del suo paese. Un‘altra categoria di Miola riguarda la traduzione.
Mentre non possiamo affermare con certezza quanto Shakespeare conoscesse l‘italiano,
sicuramente ha letto alcuni testi ed ha spesso consultato altri critici e scrittori di opere
straniere. Le opere di Shakespeare non sono traduzioni delle novelle italiane, però anche
Miola afferma che una traduzione può essere verbatim, parafrasi oppure metafrasi (Miola 16).
Queste brevi osservazioni spiegano il concetto d‘intertestualità che è oggi sempre più
menzionato e analizzato. I critici di Shakespeare si concentrano sempre più su argomenti
specifici come gli aspetti teatrali, politici e culturali delle commedie e tragedie. I critici sono
tutti d'accordo sul fatto che i testi siano sempre intrecciati e che un testo completamente
originale non esista.
Per completare la parte teorica, devono essere menzionate l‘importanza delle
descrizioni urbanistiche e la funzione delle città. In entrambi i drammi Shakespeare inserisce
città italiane: Verona, Mantova e Venezia. La rappresentazione di queste città può
inizialmente sembrare scarsa e incompleta a causa della mancanza di dati geografici precisi,
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ma questo è ben lungi dall'essere vero. Ciò che deve essere compreso in primo luogo è la
funzione di questi riferimenti urbani. Nel corso della storia le città sono state presentate in
modi diversi e mentre alcuni autori preferivano elementi geografici e culturali precisi, altri
non hanno mai adottato questo stile. Bisogna riconoscere che il pubblico di Shakespeare non
conosceva le città italiane e la maggior parte della società inglese in quel tempo non aveva
l'opportunità di viaggiare. Le funzioni delle città nella letteratura sono notevolmente cambiate
attraverso i secoli e attraverso i diversi generi letterari che si usavano. Oggi, le descrizioni
letterarie delle città sono raramente neutrali o oggettive.
Le strade e le piazze delle città sono spesso i luoghi centrali del movimento e dei vari
incontri. Michail Bachtin, il famoso critico letterario russo, ha descritto il suo concetto di
"cronotopo", che collega l'aspetto di tempo e luogo nelle opere letterarie. Lui spiega chele
relazioni temporali e spaziali possono essere osservate dalle prime tragedie greche in poi. Lo
spazio funziona come centro e tutto ruota attorno ad esso. Se colleghiamo il concetto con i
drammi di Shakespeare, le strade e i luoghi pubblici funzionano come centri d‘incontri.
Bachtin spiega la funzione di diversi cronotopi, come una piazza, un castello nella letteratura
medievale o un semplice salotto in un romanzo. I cronotopi cambiano col tempo e dipendono
dai generi. Per i drammi di Shakespeare il cronotopo cruciale è la strada, dove le persone
s‘incontrano indipendentemente dalle loro differenze nella gerarchia sociale. Gli incontri sulla
strada possono essere volontari o involontari. Per esempio, gli incontri dei due amanti in
Romeo e Giulietta sono volontari, mentre i violenti incontri tra i Capuleti e i Montecchi sono
involontari e i membri delle famiglie rivali non sono contenti d‘incontrarsi.
La parte teorica ha aiutato a comprendere il periodo rinascimentale sia in Inghilterra
che in Italia, aiutando ulteriormente a capire i costumi sociali e la situazione politica in
entrambi i paesi in quei tempi. Avendo in mente le conoscenze e i principi trattati nella prima
parte della tesi, si passa all‘analisi di Romeo e Giulietta, cercando le analogie tra il dramma di
Shakespeare e tra le tre possibili fonti italiane. Le novelle scritte da Bandello, Salernitano e
Da Porto vengono spesso menzionate come possibili fonti, però non vengono quasi mai
analizzate in una maniera diretta, dove si paragonerebbe il dramma, scritto in inglese, con i
già nominati testi italiani. L‘altra osservazione che deve essere nominata riguarda la
differenza nel genere: il dramma richiede una struttura assai differente da una novella. In
questo caso stiamo parlando delle differenze nella caratterizzazione, poiché il dramma di
Shakespeare si basa sui dialoghi e richiede più personaggi per sviluppare le scene. D‘altra
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parte nelle novelle l‘attenzione usualmente rimane sulla narrazione e non si deve concentrare
sull‘interazione con il pubblico.
L‘analisi dimostra come Shakespeare inizia il suo dramma con il prologo, dove il coro
ha il ruolo di introdurre le principali informazioni sulla trama. Le novelle presentano la trama
nelle loro parti introduttive, dove gli autori menzionano brevemente la trama e rivelano dove
hanno sentito la storia per la prima volta. Bandello informa i lettori che la sua novella si basa
su una storia narrata da Alessandro Peregrino e, secondo l‘autore, per questo motivo la sua
novella contiene informazioni vere e autentiche. Bandello commenta che la tragica storia si
svolge a Verona durante il tempo di Bartolomeo della Scala. Da Porto menziona lo stesso
―Peregrino‖ nella sua parte introduttiva, affermando che questa è la persona che ha narrato la
storia. Le somiglianze tra le versioni di Romeo e Giulietta sono abbastanza evidenti anche
nelle descrizioni di Verona, dei suoi cittadini, dei costumi e della situazione politica. Dalle
novelle e dal dramma è visibile che Verona in quel periodo era una signoria, dove la famiglia
Della Scala aveva un ruolo importantissimo. Shakespeare menziona Verona in molte
occasioni, però non inserisce quasi nessun dettaglio urbanistico. Nonostante ciò, il suo ―Prince
Escalus‖ (Escalo) coincide con gli Scaligeri e Jill L. Levenson è solo una fra gli studiosi che
riconosce il nome ―Escalus‖ come ―Della Scala‖. Questo è un dettaglio cruciale che collega il
dramma di Shakespeare con le novelle di Bandello e Da Porto. Il signore della città viene
rispettato da tutti i cittadini ed è proprio lui che risolve gli argomenti e punisce chiunque non
rispetti le leggi. Le leggi di Verona furono concettualizzate in tal modo da minimizzare i
conflitti tra i cittadini e bandire i numerosi scontri violenti nelle strade. La scena in cui i
Capuleti e i Montecchi entrano in un conflitto viene descritta nella tragedia di Shakespeare e
in tutte e tre le fonti italiane. In questa scena Romeo ricorda agli altri cittadini che gli incontri
violenti sono stati proibiti dal signore di Verona. Il potere del signore è di nuovo accentuato
quando Escalo condanna Romeo all‘esilio. Persino Salernitano, la cui versione è la più antica,
menziona il signore della città e il suo potere,enfatizzando la stessa scena quando Romeo
viene espulso: ―da signori e dal potestá non solo fu a perpetuo esilio condannato, ma gli fu
dato bando di ribello‖ (Salernitano 288). I collegamenti fra le novelle e il dramma di
Shakespeare sono visibili già da queste prime osservazioni. È chiaro che Shakespeare sapeva
di che cosa stava scrivendo: l‘Italia viene descritta in modo corretto e corrisponde alle
descrizioni storiche dell‘Italia del XIII e XIV secolo.
Analizzando la trama e i personaggi di Romeo e Giulietta si arriva alle analogie più
evidenti. Le novelle, soprattutto quelle di Bandello e Da Porto, contengono le descrizioni
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delle famiglie rivali, i Montecchi e i Capuleti. Le novelle di Bandello e Da Porto sono anche
tra sé visibilmente simili: queste due versioni introducono gli stessi personaggi e danno rilievo
agli stessi eventi. Giorgio Patrizi esprime la sua opinione sul tema, sostenendo che è ovvio
che Bandello abbia preso in prestito la storia dei due amanti da Da Porto. Analizzando le
analogie tra queste due novelle e il dramma, l‘aspetto più visibile è la caratterizzazione.
Tebaldo, il cugino di Romeo, viene incorporato nelle novelle ed è anche menzionato da altri
personaggi, i quali piangono la sua tragica morte. Un dettaglio interessante viene notato in
connessione con questo personaggio: Shakespeare, in una maniera molto simile alle novelle,
descrive come Giulietta ha paura di restare nella stessa tomba con Tebaldo perché non
sopporterebbe l‘odore del suo cadavere. Queste particolarità mostrano in maniera diretta le
correlazioni fra le fonti e il dramma. L‘altro personaggio, frate Lorenzo, viene menzionato più
volte e chiaramente corrisponde a ―Laurence‖ di Shakespeare. Altri compagni e servi di
Romeo non sono esplicitamente presentati, però Bandello introduce un ―fedel compagno‖ che
durante la trama assomiglia a Benvolio. Similarmente, il farmacista dal dramma viene
menzionato da Bandello come un certo ―spoletino‖, probabilmente una persona proveniente
da Spoleto, che ―aveva quegli aspidi vivi ed altri serpenti‖ (Bandello 346). Altri personaggi
come la nutrice balia di Giulietta viene descritta da Bandello (Bandello 334) come ―la buona
vecchia‖, mentre Da Porto usa la parola ―fante‖ (Da Porto 13). Le novelle dunque contengono
la maggioranza dei personaggi che vengono poi usati da Shakespeare. La caratterizzazione
nelle novelle potrebbe sembrare sottosviluppata rispetto al dramma, comunque gli esempi
sopracitati mostrano che gli stessi personaggi esistono già nelle novelle. Shakespeare
probabilmente prendeva in prestito questi elementi, che era una pratica comune nel
Rinascimento, e, se necessario, aggiungeva a loro altre caratteristiche oppure altri nomi.
La novella di Masuccio Salernitano non introduce gli stessi nomi: le due famiglie
rivali vengono presentate come i Mignanelli e i Saraceni. Anche i protagonisti, Mariotto e
Ganozza, portano nomi diversi rispetto alle altre versioni. La novella di Salernitano purtroppo
contiene alcuni eventi principali che sono notevolmente simili ad altre versioni e la trama
della novella chiaramente corrisponde al dramma di Shakespeare. Tuttavia, sarebbe più
corretto dire che la novella di Salernitano serve come una base per Da Porto e Bandello e
probabilmente non serviva direttamente come fonte per il dramma di Shakespeare. Bandello e
Da Porto hanno preso lo stesso tema e aggiunto i propri elementi e conseguentemente
sviluppato la trama e i personaggi, cambiando i nomi a quelli conosciuti oggi.
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La trama di Romeo e Giulietta dipende da una versione all‘altra. Confrontando gli
eventi nelle novelle con il dramma di Shakespeare, si arriva alla conclusione che la grande
maggioranza delle scene shakespeariane sono già incorporate nelle novelle. Gli avvenimenti
più importanti per lo sviluppo di questa tragica storia possono essere riassunti nel modo
seguente: la festività all‘inizio, il matrimonio, il combattimento e l‘espulsione di Romeo, l‘uso
di una pozione e la tragica morte di entrambi i protagonisti. Salernitano non descrive l‘iniziale
festività alla casa dei Capuleti, però gli altri avvenimenti sopra menzionati sono descritti in
tutte e tre le novelle. David Salter evidenzia la versione di Da Porto, trovandola la più
innovativa fra le tre. Secondo lui, Da Porto introduce elementi rilevanti per lo sviluppo della
storia, e gli attribuisce anche i nomi delle famiglie e dei protagonisti che oggi risuonano in
tutto il mondo.
Una delle numerose analogie è visibile nella conversazione tra Romeo e Giulietta che
occorre prima che i due amanti promettano di sposarsi. La loro dichiarazione d‘amore è
presente in tutte le fonti, però c‘è anche una particolarità che corrisponde con il dramma:
Giulietta vuole rimanere pura fino al matrimonio. La scena 2.1 del dramma indica
chiaramente ciò che Giulietta vuole sentire dal suo amato. Lei essenzialmente sta cercando di
comunicare che il matrimonio è il suo unico obiettivo e che senza questo rito religioso non
intende proseguire la loro relazione romantica. Lei vuole che Romeo sia onorevole e rispetti la
sua purezza. Gli esempi dalle novelle e dal dramma mostrano quest‘ultimatum e in maniera
diretta descrivono quanto sia forte la volontà di Giulietta. Le sue parole convincono Romeo a
sposarsi. Anche la novella di Salernitano, che è la meno dettagliata fra le tre, afferma che i
due amanti volevano sposarsi per stare insieme fisicamente per ―gostare gli soi dolcissimi
frutti‖ (Salernitano 288).
Un‘altra analogia fra le versioni riguarda una scala di corda che Romeo utilizza per
salire alla stanza di Giulietta. Il dramma di Shakespeare menziona la scala in due occasioni. In
primo luogo Romeo informa la nutrice che uno dei suoi uomini porterà questa scala alla casa
di Giulietta. Lei riceve la scala nella scena 3.2, però le notizie sull‘esilio di Romeo
interrompono i loro piani. Nella scena 3.5 gli amanti si riuniscono e Romeo scende dalla
camera, presumibilmente usando la stessa scala: ―one kiss and I‘ll descend‖ (Shakespeare 3.5
42). La scala fatta di corde rappresenta un collegamento diretto alla novella di Bandello: ―egli
venisse a parlar a la finestra per iscontro il casale e portasse seco una scala di corda‖
(Bandello 336). La novella descrive l‘intero processo dell‘arrampicata di Romeo, tra l‘altro
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affermando che ―la scala a la ferrata fermamente accomodata, attendeva la salita de l‘amante‖
(Ibidem).
Tra i dettagli che Romeo e Giulietta di Shakespeare condivide con le novelle è anche il
sacramento della confessione, che Giulietta usa come scusa per visitare frate Lorenzo. Nella
scena 3.5 Giulietta mente alla sua nutrice, sostenendo che ascolterà i consigli della sua
famiglia e che va dal frate a confessarsi perché non rispettava suo padre. Da Porto accentua il
fatto che Giulietta fa finta di voler confessarsi: ―la giovane fingendo di volersi confessare
[…]‖ (Da Porto 9). Le descrizioni potrebbero essere percepite anche come una critica verso i
falsi credenti, che non prendono sul serio la propria religione. La versione di Da Porto è in
questo caso simile alla scena del dramma, ma nella novella Giulietta mente direttamente a sua
madre, dicendole che vuole confessare i suoi peccati e trovare consolazione attraverso
l‘Eucaristia (Da Porto 12). Un‘altra analogia si trova nella versione di Bandello, dove
Giulietta parla con sua madre e le dice che sta per confessarsi per ricevere la punizione per i
suoi peccati (Bandello 340).
Il dramma Romeo e Giulietta si è dimostrato molto analogo a tutte e tre le fonti
italiane. Similmente si è analizzato Il mercante di Venezia in connessione alla novella di
Giovanni Fiorentino ―Giannetto e il mercante di Venezia‖. In questo caso le strutture parallele
si sono osservate tra il dramma e l‘unica fonte italiana. In primo luogo bisogna ricordare che
la novella di Fiorentino è accettata da molti critici come fonte per il dramma di Shakespeare e
che si tratta dell‘unica fonte italiana oggi nota. Tuttavia, Franco Pignatti suggerisce che
probabilmente esistevano altre fonti e che sono state perdute, e tra queste c‘era anche una
commedia intitolata The Jew. Per questo motivo non è sorprendente che nella novella di
Fiorentino manchi una certa parte della dramma de Il mercante di Venezia e che le analogie
siano visibili solo in alcune parti della trama.
I protagonisti de Il mercante di Venezia, Antonio e Bassanio, vengono descritti
semplicemente come buoni amici. Lo sviluppo della trama accentua quanto siano vicini e che
farebbero qualsiasi cosa l‘uno per l‘altro. La novella di Fiorentino introduce un diverso tipo di
relazione, in cui il mercante, Messer Ansaldo, è il padrino di Giannetto. L‘inizio della novella
mostra come il padre di Giannetto, che è ormai vecchio e si sente alla fine della vita, vuole
che suo figlio vada a Venezia dove vive un mercante, un amico di famiglia. Quest‘amico, poi
descritto come padrino, di nome Ansaldo, non aveva figli e accetta Giannetto come suo. Il
rapporto tra i due protagonisti è molto stretto: tutto ciò che Ansaldo possiede sta a
disposizione di Giannetto. Ogni volta che Giannetto torna da uno dei suoi viaggi marittimi
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infruttuosi, Ansaldo lo accetta ed è l‘uomo più felice finché il suo ―figlio‖ è vivo: ―pur ch‘io
t‘ho riavuto, si son contento‖ (Fiorentino 120). Ansaldo e Giannetto sono personaggi molto
simili ad Antonio e Bassanio, perché entrambi sono disposti a sacrificare tutto ciò che hanno,
comprese le loro vite, per le persone che amano.
Tra gli altri personaggi del dramma s‘incontrano anche Gratiano, Salerio e Solanio, i
compagni dei due protagonisti. Questi amici non sono direttamente menzionati nella novella
di Fiorentino. Proprio come nel caso delle novelle di Bandello e Da Porto, la trama di
Fiorentino dimostra alcuni esempi quando i personaggi non sono sviluppati e non gli sono
assegnati i nomi. Gratiano, Salerio e Solanio non esistono come tali nella novella, però si
possono trovare nelle descrizioni come certi ―compagni‖. I compagni sono presenti durante
tutti e tre i viaggi ad Alessandria: ―Ora essendo questi tre compagni in tre navi [...]‖
(Fiorentino, 118). Gli amici di Giannetto potrebbero non corrispondere direttamente ai
personaggi di Shakespeare, principalmente perché anche le trame del dramma e della novella
non sono uguali, ma i ―compagni‖ della novella aiutano Giannetto a raggiungere i suoi
obiettivi, nella stessa maniera che lo fanno Gratiano, Salerio e Solanio. Shakespeare è
certamente stato influenzato dalle descrizioni dei fedeli compagni ed ha creato personaggi e
scene nuovi per il suo dramma.
Shylock è un altro personaggio importante e probabilmente il più conosciuto, che nella
novella di Fiorentino viene introdotto come Giudeo. Il motivo di ―libra di carne‖ e il contratto
che lui fa con Antonio (ovvero Ansaldo) sono descritti sia nel dramma sia nella novella.
Giudeo essenzialmente significa ―ebreo‖ e come Stephen Orgel rileva, la completa identità di
Shylock si basa sul fatto che lui è un ebreo (Orgel 149). Né la novella né il dramma
presentano altri fatti o caratteristiche di Shylock, ed è solo il fatto che lui è un ebreo che
automaticamente lo inserisce in un conflitto costante con gli atri cittadini di Venezia. La sua
professione principale è l‘usura: la professione di prestare denaro con interessi. Fiorentino
dunque presenta Shylock letteralmente come ―un giudeo‖ ovvero ―un ebreo‖. Shakespeare gli
attribuisce un nuovo nome, che si è rivelato abbastanza interessante per i critici. La
circolazione di varie ipotesi sull‘identità di Shylock è attiva anche oggigiorno. Alcuni
sostengono che il personaggio è di origine spagnola o marocchina, mentre Orgel sostiene che
Shylock è, difatti, un nome inglese (Orgel 151). Orgel spiega anche che mentre Shylock può
essere considerato e analizzato come uno straniero, sarà più corretto dire che lui non è
accettato dalla società veneziana e che viene descritto come uomo di rango inferiore.
L‘emarginazione proviene dalle sue opinioni religiose e dalla sua professione, che è
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comunemente percepita in modo negativo. La circolazione del denaro e il commercio erano le
caratteristiche principali di Venezia e anche questa città, come tante altre, viene descritta pure
attraverso i tratti dei personaggi che vivono lì.
Paragonando le due trame, la novella di Fiorentino comprende vari eventi che non
sono inclusi nel dramma di Shakespeare. La novella in primo luogo introduce un personaggio
di nome Bindo, che, prima della sua morte, lascia tutto il patrimonio ai tre figli. Il figlio più
giovane, Giannetto, non riceve niente e va a Venezia dal suo padrino, Ansaldo. Giannetto
viene accolto molto bene e poco dopo il suo arrivo decide di accompagnare i suoi amici ad
Alessandria. La novella di Fiorentino poi descrive il viaggio e come Giannetto visita un
bellissimo porto chiamato Belmonte. In realtà viaggia verso Belmonte tre volte, cercando di
conquistare una bella donna, l‘ereditiera della città. Questa ―gentildonna vedova‖ (Fiorentino
118), che nel dramma di Shakespeare viene presentata come Portia, vuole essere sicura che il
viaggiatore sia degno del suo amore e delle sue numerose ricchezze. Alla fine, Giannetto
vince finalmente la sua gentildonna e la coppia si sposa. Da questo punto in poi la trama della
novella progredisce in modo ben conosciuto, poiché coincide notevolmente con il dramma di
Shakespeare.
Le prime analogie tra le opere di Shakespeare e Fiorentino appaiono quando messer
Ansaldo prende ―diecimila fiorini‖ (Fiorentino 120) in prestito da un ebreo per completare la
lussuosa nave per Giannetto. Il Giudeo, proprio come Shylock di Shakespeare, è un usuraio
che presto trova il modo per aggiungere vari ―patti e condizioni‖ (Ibidem) all‘accordo. Se
Ansaldo non avesse restituito il denaro entro tre mesi, Giudeo avrebbe potuto prendere una
libra di carne di Ansaldo ―di qualunque luogo e‘ volesse‖ (Ibidem). Nel dramma il patto è
descritto con condizioni uguali, una ―pound‖ (misura inglese) di carne, può essere presa da
Antonio. Osservando la situazione più in dettaglio, anche Shakespeare inserisce il dettaglio
che la carne si sarebbe potuta prendere da qualsiasi parte del corpo: ―Of your fair flesh, to be
cut off and taken // In what part of your body pleaseth me‖ (Shakespeare 1.3 146-147). La
citazione rivela un altro elemento: la pelle di Antonio è descritta come ―fair‖, ovvero chiara e
differente dagli altri cittadini veneziani. Inserendo un aggettivo di questo tipo, Shakespeare
crea automaticamente un contrasto fra Antonio e Shylock, che riguarda principalmente le
diversità nelle opinioni religiose e culturali.
Le analogie sono visibili anche quando Bassanio e Portia si sposano. Il momento in
cui Antonio sceglie lo scrigno di piombo rassicura Portia che lo accetta felicemente come suo
sposo ed erede di Belmonte (scena 3.2). Fiorentino inserisce la festa di matrimonio dopo che
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Giannetto trascorre un‘appassionata notte con la sua gentildonna. L‘ereditiera lo proclama
come suo marito: ―Giannetto è vostro signore, e però attendete a far festa‖ (Fiorentino 121). Il
dramma e la novella egualmente descrivono la festa e le ricchezze che Antonio (Giannetto)
ottiene con il matrimonio. C‘è anche un nuovo simbolo di quest‘amore che gli viene dato: un
anello. Si può anche notare che Portia considererà la perdita dell‘anello come tradimento
definitivo d‘amore di Antonio per lei. L‘anello come tale non è menzionato nella novella di
Fiorentino fino al momento in cui Giannetto lo regala al giudice che ha salvato la vita di
Ansaldo (Fiorentino 123).
È più che evidente che certe scene che Shakespeare incorpora nel suo dramma non
sono nemmeno menzionate nella novella di Fiorentino, e anche le trame non si sviluppano
nello stesso modo. Mentre nel dramma i pretendenti di Portia scelgono tra tre diversi scrigni,
la novella descrive i tre viaggi di Giannetto verso Belmonte. Tuttavia, il terzo tentativo ha
esito positivo in entrambi i casi. Un altro esempio di correlazione tra le due opere si trova
nell‘evento del processo. Sono presenti gli stessi personaggi: Giudeo (Shylock) richiede la sua
libra di carne, Ansaldo (Antonio) teme per la sua vita e Giannetto (Bassanio) arriva all‘ultimo
momento con il denaro per ripagare il prestito. Ancora più importante è la presenza della
gentildonna (Portia), travestita da giudice. In entrambe le versioni l‘accento è posto sulla
vendetta di Giudeo (Shylock).
Ciò che è stato dimostrato attraverso questi esempi e analogie, è che la novella di
Fiorentino, proprio come le novelle di Bandello e Da Porto, possono essere osservate come
fonti per i drammi di Shakespeare. Chiaramente non tutte le parti corrispondono poiché solo
una parte della trama è stata presa in prestito dal drammaturgo, ma le scene che sono state
presentate senza dubbio dimostrano gli stessi dettagli e gli stessi personaggi. Le analogie
trovate sono inconfondibili.
Una parte di questa tesi è dedicata alle descrizioni delle città incorporate nei due
drammi di Shakespeare: Venezia, Verona e Belmonte. La città di Belmonte è, a differenza di
Verona e Venezia, un luogo immaginato e idilliaco. Questa città è caratterizzata dalla
prosperità, con tantissime descrizioni delle feste lussuose che vengono organizzate
regolarmente dall‘ereditaria. Tanti critici si occupano del tema di Belmonte, cercando
esaustivamente una città che corrisponderebbe a questo famoso porto. Le opinioni sono
divise, e mentre gli uni considerano Belmonte di essere un porto vicino a Venezia, gli altri lo
situano al Sud d‘Italia. Dall‘analisi testuale del dramma non si può dire con sicurezza quale
città Shakespeare immaginasse e neanche se questo porto esistesse davvero.
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I dettagli geografici di Verona e Venezia non sono rilevanti per Shakespeare per una
serie di motivi. Una delle ragioni potrebbe essere che il pubblico inglese non sapeva molto
dell‘Italia e semplicemente non erano familiari con le città italiane. Similarmente, queste città
non erano così rilevanti per Shakespeare dal punto di vista geografico, perché lui
essenzialmente voleva rappresentare i problemi della società inglese e le difficoltà che il suo
pubblico incontrava. Le immagini di queste città straniere hanno aiutato a mascherare il
criticismo diretto. Tuttavia, com‘era già stato notato nell‘analisi testuale, Shakespeare rende le
sue opere plausibili introducendo alcuni dei fatti storici. Tra questi elementi c‘è la
rappresentazione della famiglia Della Scala e la descrizione della funzione di signore nelle
signorie italiane.
Venezia è descritta, sia nella novella di Fiorentino che nel dramma, come una città
ricca, piena di mercanti, dove le persone di varie nazionalità s‘incontrano e scambiano merci.
Venezia, proprio come Verona in Romeo e Giulietta, è descritta attraverso la sua gente e le
loro usanze, piuttosto che con i dettagli geografici o con i nomi delle strade. Il posto più
nominato a Venezia, dove si svolgono numerose scene, è da Shakespeare descritto
semplicemente come ―una strada‖. Il mercante di Venezia, similmente a Romeo e Giulietta,
introduce le leggi di Venezia e il Doge. L‘opera di Shakespeare presenta Venezia come uno
stato che ha una struttura giuridica ben sviluppata. Anche il processo di Antonio e Shylock si
svolge di fronte a un tribunale (―Court of Justice‖).
Osservando le caratteristiche di queste città e dei personaggi, sorge un‘altra domanda:
come descrive Shakespeare l‘Italia? Quanto è oggettivo nelle sue raffigurazioni? L‘intera
rappresentazione della cultura e della società italiana può essere paragonata al suo paese
d‘origine, l‘Inghilterra. Shakespeare certamente conosceva la cultura italiana, questo non si
può negare. Dall‘analisi fatta è chiaro che Shakespeare voleva rendere l‘ambiente italiano più
realistico possibile. Tuttavia, il ritratto di queste città e della cultura italiana è lontano
dall‘essere obiettivo. È difficile immaginare l‘oggettività in un periodo di numerosi
cambiamenti religiosi e politici in entrambe le società. La parte teorica di questa tesi ha
spiegato come la riforma protestante in Inghilterra ha annullato l‘autorità del papa,
producendo un impatto negativo sulla percezione dell‘Italia cattolica. In questa parte è stato
menzionato come anche la corte elisabettiana fosse lontana dall‘essere di mentalità aperta
quando si doveva accettare altre nazionalità o gruppi etnici stranieri. L‘Italia, per esempio, in
quel periodo è stata spesso ritratta negativamente anche in altri aspetti, affermando che le città
italiane diffondono idee immorali.
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Dato che la corte elisabettiana non accettava facilmente altre culture, è chiaro anche
perché Shakespeare dedica un‘intera scena in Il mercante di Venezia ai pretendenti di Portia
che provengono da diverse parti del mondo (scena 1.2). Nessuno dei pretendenti non è
abbastanza buono per l‘ereditiera. È interessante notare che anche il barone inglese viene
percepito negativamente a causa della sua scarsa conoscenza delle lingue straniere. Il duca
tedesco, per esempio, è descritto negativamente come una persona che beve troppo. Le
differenze fra le nazionalità erano più visibili a Venezia, dove il commercio era la principale
attività economica. I mercanti venivano da tutto il Mediterraneo e le persone che
s‘incontravano erano molto diverse. Il profitto era l‘unica motivazione per tollerarsi. I
mercanti erano quasi considerati parte della nobiltà (vedi Hay 105).
Dall‘altra parte c‘è la descrizione negativa di Shylock, che anche oggi rimane uno dei
temi più controversi, che secondo i critici viene associato con l‘antisemitismo. La mancanza
di accettazione e i numerosi insulti rivolti a Shylock sono più che visibili nel dramma di
Shakespeare. Essendo offeso e maledetto tutto il tempo, Shylock minaccia e cerca di
vendicarsi (scena 3.3). È quasi impossibile incolpare una persona per l‘intolleranza che si
manifesta nel dramma. Secondo Shakespeare, i comportamenti immorali e l‘invidia dominano
nella città di Venezia. Perché Shylock, un ebreo, viene escluso dalla società cristiana? Orgel
spiega l‘aspetto teologico e le differenze religiose tra i due gruppi. Secondo lui, in quel
periodo i cristiani a Venezia non accettavano la maggioranza delle altre religioni e gli ebrei
rappresentavano un gruppo che doveva essere convertito (Orgel 154). Shylock, alla fine del
dramma, è un uomo distrutto. Non gli rimane niente, si vergogna, e al processo gli viene
suggerito di convertirsi al cristianesimo. In ogni caso, la conversione da una religione all‘altra
dovrebbe essere volontaria, ma in questo caso non lo è. Shylock è condizionato a convertirsi
per non perdere i suoi beni materiali, che è tutto ciò che gli è rimasto. La scena finale di
Shylock dimostra il messaggio di Shakespeare: nessuno è senza peccati e la violenza non può
condurre alla pace. Finché entrambe le parti rifiutano di tollerarsi e di convivere, non ci sarà
armonia nella città.
Per quanto riguarda Romeo e Giulietta, tra gli esempi più interessanti che
rappresentano il criticismo di Shakespeare, c‘è anche la scena quando Giulietta va a
confessarsi. Durante il dramma, Giulietta sembra essere una giovane donna molto religiosa: si
confessa regolarmente, pratica la sua religione e spesso chiede consigli a frate Lorenzo.
Quando si analizzano le scene, si vede come lei, infatti, non pratica la religione per le giuste
ragioni. In più di un‘occasione Giulietta mente alla sua nutrice e alla madre che sta per andare
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a confessare i propri peccati, mentre in realtà sta solo andando dal frate per discutere la
situazione. Giulietta e il frate usano il motivo del santo sacramento per nascondere i loro piani
che riguardano Romeo e l‘incontro dei due amanti. Attraverso questi dettagli Shakespeare
mette in ridicolo l‘egoismo e l‘ipocrisia dei personaggi e conseguentemente della società in
cui vive. Similarmente anche Salernitano inserisce qualche elemento critico nella sua novella.
Lui come scrittore era costretto a scrivere le sue opere letterarie in modo da rispettare i gusti
della politica laica di quegli anni. Nella sua versione il frate accetta denaro per sposare gli
amanti, Mariotto e Ganozza: ―[…] corrutto per dinari un frate augustinese, per mezzo del
quale occultamente contrasse detto matrimonio […]‖ (Salernitano 288). La corruzione e il
potere del denaro sono motivi usati sia da Shakespeare che dagli autori delle novelle
analizzate in questa tesi.
L‘obiettivo primario di Shakespeare era creare una descrizione della società italiana in
maniera tale da poterla applicare alla società inglese. Il suo criticismo è stato fortemente
influenzato dalla situazione in Inghilterra, dove la società percepiva negativamente i
cambiamenti religiosi, politici e culturali. Il periodo rinascimentale dimostrava una crescita
intellettuale, però le persone erano lungi dall‘avere mentalità aperta per accettare le riforme.
Shakespeare ha espresso le sue opinioni dimostrando che la Chiesa, secondo lui, non era così
santa e immacolata come si pensava. Lui ha preso in giro apertamente l‘ossessione per il
denaro e le ricchezze che erano sempre più evidenti in quegli anni. Alcuni direbbero che i
soldi fanno girare il mondo e la frase potrebbe essere utilizzata più volte in questi due drammi
di Shakespeare. La corruzione, l‘immoralità e l‘aggressività sono le qualità negative che
Shakespeare osservava nel suo paese e attraverso le raffigurazioni della cultura italiana ha
inserito i suoi pensieri e le sue opinioni, rendendo le critiche meno dirette ma ugualmente
efficaci.
Shakespeare e i suoi drammi sono famosi in tutto il mondo e sempre nuovamente riletti.
Numerosi critici hanno già espresso le loro opinioni su questi drammi e hanno usato le loro
conoscenze per esplorare i diversi aspetti dietro le opere di questo famoso drammaturgo. Per
questa tesi è innanzitutto stato fondamentale familiarizzarsi con il periodo rinascimentale sia
in Inghilterra sia in Italia. Cercando le fonti per le opere shakespeariane, la maggioranza dei
critici si concentra sulle traduzioni inglesi della storia di Romeo e Giulietta, come la più
famosa versione di Brooke, che da molti è già stata accettata come la fonte principale.
Raramente incontriamo un'analisi dettagliata o un confronto tra le opere teatrali di
Shakespeare e le novelle italiane, che sono state scritte prima delle fonti inglesi e che
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sorprendentemente contengono numerose analogie con i drammi. L‘analisi fatta ha dimostrato
tantissime analogie che riguardano le trame e i personaggi ma anche i dettagli nascosti dentro
le scene. I drammi di Shakespeare mostrano molto più di quanto il lettore veda a prima vista.
Ancora oggi, Shakespeare riesce a motivare studenti, scienziati e molte altre persone a leggere
e ricercare. Proprio per questo motivo anche questa tesi è dedicata a lui, al grande William
Shakespeare.
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11. Povzetek

Shakespeare in Italija. Dve besedi, ki sta na prvi pogled popolnoma nepovezani, sta se
v tej magistrski nalogi izkazali kot nerazdruţljivi. Glavni cilj je bil prikazati Shakespearjevega
Beneškega trgovca in Romea in Julijo skozi potencialne italijanske vire in v tem primeru je
teoretičen del v povezavi z analizami razkril mnoge povezave in podobnosti med dramama in
italijanskimi novelami.
V teoretičnem delu se je prikazalo stanje Anglije v elizabetinskem času, ko je bil tudi
sam Shakespeare pod močnim vplivom protestantske reforme in ostalih kulturoloških in
političnih sprememb, ki so se dogajale v njegovi domovini. Znanstvene študije, omenjene v
tej nalogi, so pokazale, da čeprav obstaja večja verjetnost, da Shakespeare ni nikoli potoval v
Italijo, je vseeno preţivljal večino časa v druţbi mnogih jezikoslovcev, ki so tekoče govorili
italijansko in so imeli tudi dostop do italijanskih knjig. Shakespeare je v bistvu bil dober
poznavalec italijanske kulture in jezika, kar je pomembno pri povezovanju italijanskih virov z
njegovim delom. Apeninski polotok je bil v tem času razdeljen na številne drţavice znane kot
»city-states«, mesta-drţave. Kot je tudi analiza pokazala, sta bili Verona in Benetke zelo
razviti in avtonomni mesti. Pomembnost katolištva v vsakdanjem ţivljenju Italijanov je tudi
razvidna iz teoretičnega in analitičnega dela, eden od primerov je Shakespearjeva vključitev
lika redovnika v Romea in Julijo.
V drugem delu teorije so se povzele študije o intertekstualnosti in se je pojasnil pojem
»izposojanja« literarnih elementov od drugih avtorjev. Niti eno delo ni popolnoma originalno
in tudi pri Shakespearju je treba naglasiti, da je izposojanje tem in motivov iz drugih
knjiţevnih del bila v renesansi pogosta praksa, ki, za razliko od današnjih časov, ni imela
negativnih konotacij.
Analiza novel avtorjev Mattea Bandella, Luigija Da Porta, Masuccia Salernitana in
Giovannija Fiorentina je prikazala konkretne primere, kjer se deli novel ujemajo s
Shakespearjevima dramama. Neposredno primerjanje italijanskega besedila v novelah z
angleškim besedilom v dramah je še posebej inovativno, saj se dosedanje študije v veliki
večini posvečajo primerjanju Shakespearja z angleškimi viri, kot je na primer verzija Arthurja
Brooka. Izkazalo se je, da Shakespeare na isti način opisuje Della Scala druţino in da so bili
vsi pomembnejši liki prevzeti iz italijanskih novel. Ljubezenska zgodba v Romeu in Juliji
prikazuje druţini »Capulets« in »Montagues«, ki so ţe pri Da Portu omenjeni kot »Capelletti«
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in »Montecchi«. Bandello in Da Porto v svojih novelah prikazujeta vse pomembnejše like,
vključujoč tudi lik Julijine dojilje (»fante«). Salernitanova novela, ki sodi za najstarejšo med
omenjenimi tremi verzijami, ne uporablja istih imen mest in likov, je pa vseeno razvidna
usklajenost dogodkov in detajlov. Prav tako menih na skrivaj poroči Mariotta in Ganozzo in
kot v Shakespearjevi drami, je Mariotto pozneje v noveli izgnan iz mesta, ker je ubil drugega
meščana. Vse tri novele vsebujejo tudi trenutek, ko Julija spije prah raztopljen v vodi, ki jo
uspava. Konec je v vseh virih tragičen, pri Bandellu in Da Portu Romeo spije strup, medtem
ko Julija umre od ţalosti.
Fiorentinova novela je bila primerjana z Beneškim trgovcem. V tem primeru je
potrebno poudariti dejstvo, da novela samo delno odgovarja zgodbi o beneškem trgovcu, saj
so po vsej verjetnosti obstajali tudi drugi viri, ki so se tekom let izgubili. Glavna lika, Antonio
in Bassanio, sta prisotna tudi v noveli, še posebej je pomemben tudi lik Shylocka, ki ga
Fiorentino v svoji noveli predstavlja opisno kot »un Giudeo« (»eden Jud«). Shylock je
negativno predstavljen v obeh delih, pri Shakespearju pa se še dodatno poudarjajo ţalitve, ki
jih trpi zaradi svoje vere in narodnosti. Pri analizi omenjenih del se je izkazala pomembna
tudi analiza samih detajlov, saj oni neposredno prikaţejo katere motive si je Shakespeare
izposodil za svojo dramo. Dober primer najdemo v frazi »a pound of flesh«, ki se tudi v
noveli večkrat omeni kot »una libra di carne«. Tabele, ki so v tej nalogi uvrščene za obe
drami,

detajlno

prikazujejo

vse

podobnosti

oziroma

razlike

med

novelami

in

Shakespearjevima deloma.
V tej magistrski nalogi so še dodatno raziskovani opisi Verone, Benetk in Belmonta,
ki vsak na svoj način predstavljajo ne samo mesto, ampak tudi ljudi, kulturo in pogosto tudi
negativno stran druţb, ki so za Shakespearja vidno nespoštljive do ljudi drugačne vere ali
narodnosti. Ta mesta prav tako prikazujejo na kakšen način je italijanska in angleška druţba
funkcionirala v času renesanse ter kako je Shakespeare skozi drami prikrito kritiziral
spremembe v svoji domovini. Njegovo poznavanje italijanske kulture in delovanja italijanskih
mest-drţav je osupljivo, Romeo in Julija in Beneški trgovec prikazujeta veliko več kot se
bralcu zazdi na prvi pogled. Shakespeare znova in znova motivira učence, študente,
znanstvenike in mnoge druge naj berejo in raziskujejo. Iz tega razloga je tudi ta magistrska
naloga posvečena prav njemu, velikemu Williamu Shakespearju.
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